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ABSTRACT

This document assesses the quality of finiancial accountability and transparency in Nepal and
Tmakes recommendations for improvement. The financial accountability assessment is a joint

exercise of His Majesty's Government of Nepal (HMGN) and the World Bank, with strong partic-
ipation by donor partners as well as private agencies. The findings and recommendations were
widely discussed with various government agencies, non-government agencies, private sector,
oversight agencies, and donor partners, and were thoroughly reviewed by external peer reviewers
representing UNDP, Asian Development Bank, SNV-Dutch Aid Agency, and Department for
International Development (DFID-UK), as well as by the Bank's internal and external peer
reviewers representing the Financial Management Anchor, and Bank staff working on Procure-
ment, and Poverty Reduction and Economic Management (PREM). The review concluded that
the lack of compliance and poor implementation of the regulations is the single most important
problem that affects public sector financial accountability of Nepal. With respect to publtc funds,
the report reviews the Government's budgeting, financial planning, cash flow management,
accounting and financial reporting, at the central and local government level. It also reviews the
standards and practices of the external "oversight' agencies-the Office of the Auditor General,
the Public Accounts Committee, the Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of Authority, the
Judicial Council, and the Transparency International of Nepal It assesses what it would take to
qualhy the country for programmatic lending or budgetary support in replacement of individual
project lending.

With respect to the private sector, the report examines accountLng and auditing standards
and practices, the development of the Institute of the Chartered Accountants of Nepal, the
demand for, and the supply and traimng of accountants and auditors. It also examines the
accountability in the financial sector that includes banks, finance companies, insurance companies,
and cooperative societies and unions. The report also assesses the framework for corporate gov-
ernance and reviews the activities of the Registrar of Companies, the Securities Exchange Board,
and the Stock Exchange. With respect to non-governmental sector, it exammes the financial
accountability aspect of non-governme'ntal organizations.
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PREFACE

The Nepal Country Financial Accountability Assessment (CFAA) analyzes the budgeting,
Taccounting, financial reporting and auditing systems, standards and practiccs in both the pub-

lic and private sectors of Nepal's economy. The objectives are to. (a) assess the strengths and
weaknesses of the system, as well as the fiduciary risk suLbject to investments in both the public
and private sectors, and (b) identify needs for capacity buLilding in these areas.

The study was conducted throughout as a joint excrcise of His Majesty's Government of
Nepal (HMGN) and the World Bank (WB), with strong participation by donors as well as privatc
agencies. In December 2001, HMGN formed a high-level National Steerng Committee (NSC) to
work with the Bank's CFAA team. The NSC has becn playing a pivotal and strong leadcrship role
which provided not only a high level of government ownership, but also extremely useful quality
assurance, particularly witlh rcgard to ensuring the factual accuracy of the CFAA. The Concept
Note for the CFAA (see Annex A) was prepared with significant ilput of the NSC and, as part of
the initial phase of the CFAA, the NSC prepared a Position Paper focusing on most of thc topics
to be covered by the CFAA, explaining the current position and initiatives of HMGN. Thc NSC
has been meeting regularly with the WB Team to discuss progress, facilitated and participated in
the fact-finding visits by the WB Team in February 2002, and called a donors meeting the same
month to brief them about the CFAA. The NSC reviewed evcry draft of the CFAA report, coor-
dinating and transmitting all government comments thereon; and orgamzed the CFAA stakehold-
ers' workshop (see bclow).

Very early in the exercise, the CFAA team reviewed previous analytical work by the WB, the
Asian Developmcnit Bank (ADB), the United KYigdom Department for International Develop-
ment (DFID), and others. In addition, national consultanits with expertise in relevant sectors cov-
ered in the CFAA conducted in-depth research anld intcrviews with a large number of stakeholders
representing both the policy and implementation levels, and submitted written findings. Their
findings were incorporated in the first draft of the CFAA report which was circulated to a 1lnted
group of people on March 28, 2002. This draft was tested and supplemented with additional
information collected during fieldwork in Nepal in February 2002 This draft was revised incor-
porating the comments from the WB's peer reviewers and the NSC members. A revised draft was
produced on April 30, 2002. The revised draft was again circulated to a liiuted group of people
but included the external peer reviewers representing the donor group, the NSC members, vanous
government agencies, oversight agencies and private sector agcncies. Comments were received
from donor peer reviewers (ADB, DFID, SNV and UNDP), various agencies in the government
and the private sector, the Social Welfare Council, the Public Accowuts Committee, the Office of
the Auditor General and from the NSC. A final draft CFAA report incorporating all these com-
ments was then used to make a presentation to a stakeholders' workshop held in Kathmandu on
June 11, 2002. The workshop was attcnded by about 200 participants representing government
agencies, private entities, donor partners, NGOs/INGOs, academicians, representatives of various
political parties, media and others

The recommendations of the workshop were, thereafter, incorporated in the final CFAA
report, before formal discussions and adoption of the Developmcnt Action Plan by HMGN in
June 2002.

The NSC members wcre: Bansidhar Ghimirc, Financial Comptrollcr General, FCGO, ulltil
April 2002 and following his retirement the new Financial Comptroller General Madhab Prasad
Ghiriure effecuve May 9, 2002 (Convener); Rameshorc Prasad Khanal, Joint Financial Controller
General, FCGO (Member Secretary); Ram Kumar Shrestha, Joint Secretary, National Planning
Commission (Member), Ramesh Raj Satyal, Assistant Auditor General, Office of the Auditor Gen-
eral (Member); Madhav Prasad Ghimire, Joint Secrctary, Budget Division, Ministry of Finance
(Member); Ram Krishna Kharel, Under Secretary, Ministry of General Administration (Member);
Pramod Koushik, General Secretary, Association of Chartered Accountants of Nepal (Member);
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x

and Purushottam Lal Shrestha, Secretary, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal (Member).
Durgesh Kumar Pradhan, Accounts Officer, FCGO, provided administrative support to the NSC.

The WB's CFAA Preparation Team was led by Bigyan Pradhan, Senior Financial Management
Specialist (CFAA Task Team Leader) at the WB's Nepal Country Office, and supported by Uche
Mbanefo (Chairman of PROFIMA Limited and a former WB Regional Financial Management
Advisor for the Africa Region), as Lead Consultant, Narayan D. Sharma (Procurement Liaison),
Ahmed Ahsan and Roshan Bajracharya (Public Expenditure Review Liaison), as well as the follow-
ing national consultants: Upendra Pradhanang; Nagendra Rajbansh; Chandra Bahadur Nemkul,
Harihar Regmi; and Pradeep Shrestha. Nagendra Nakarmi provided administrative support to the
CFAA Team.

Peer reviewer from the South Asia Region (SAR) who provided comments was: Vinod Sahgal,
Public Financial Accountability Specialist. External peer reviewers who provided comments were:
Ivonna Kratynski, Loan Department (WB); Pierre Messali and David Shand (WB FM Anchor);
Paul Edwin Sisk (LCOAA-WB); AUlister Moon, (PREM ECA-WB); John Fitzsimon (former
Acting Regional Financial Management Advisor, South Asia Region); Richard Vokes and Krishna
Ram Panday (Asian Development Bank); Stephen Sharples (DFID); Biswas Gauchan (UNDP);
and Addie van Dallen (SNV-Dutch Aid Agency). Messrs. Kenichi Ohashi (Country Director,
Nepal) and Robert Saum (Acting Regional Financial Management Adviser) provided guidance and
support to the CFAA team. Numerous other persons in both the public and pnvate sectors,
including training institutions, the Office of the Auditor General and the Public Accounts Com-
muttee provided much information, which made this CFAA possible.

The NSC and the CFAA team sincerely thank all the persons and institutions listed above and
all persons whom the team met (listed in Annex 2), as well as many others not specifically men-
tioned, for their contributions and support to the work of preparing this assessment.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Tj1he six specific objectives of this CFAA set out in paragraph 5 of the Concept Note (see
Annex A) have been accomplished, and the 13 areas identified for review in paragraph 8 of

l the same Note have been covered. The Government is serious and committed to improv-
ing public and private sector financial management. Reforms in financial management are now
critical and should be approached in an integrated way covering planning, budgeting, accounting,
intcrnal control, internal audit, external audit and oversight. Reform in only one area of financial
management will not result in the same degree of expected benefits. The failure to comply with
the impressive legal and regulatory fiduciary framework that exists makes fiduciary risk in Nepal
"High" by the standards of that same framework, whose faithful implementation would have
brought risks closer to "best practice" standards found in developed countries. Rather, fiduciary
risk in Nepal is at a lcvel similar to that found in many developing countries. Various actions,
including capacity buwlding, aimed at systemic improvements in both public and private sector
financial accountability still leave a large gap between precept and practice. Further capacity build-
ing recommended in the Development Action Plan is designed to close this gap, and introduce
international accounting and auditing standards in both the public and the private sectors.

The Public Sector
Nepal's legal and regulatory framework for ensurng public sector financial accountability is very
impressive for a country at its level of economic development. The Constitution of the Kingdom of
Nepal, 1990 requires the National Budget to be presented with an account of the goals achieved
from prcvious spending. It accords the Auditor General (AG) complete legal and professional inde-
pendcnce, cxcmpting his emoluments and the budget of his office, Office of the Auditor General
(OAG), from parliamentary vote. The Constitution also created a Commission for the Investigation
of Abuse of Authority (CLAA) to investigate and recommend action against errant and corrupt
officials, and prosecute them, if necessary.
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The Public Accounts Committee (PAC), headed by a member of the main Opposition Party
in the Parliament, is very proactive. It meets all the year round, discussing, not only the public
accounts and the AG's annual report and recommendations thereof, but also practically every
aspect of public sector financial management. Its meetings are open to, and receive full coverage
in, the press. It intervenes in the procurement process, even while it is stll going on, if it suspects
any impropriety. Its collaboration with the AG is exemplary. It sends the AG's recommendations
to Government with a directive for the implementation of such recommendations.

The Financial Procedures Act, 1999 and the Financial Administration Regulations (FAR),
1999, contain very detailed and comprehensive provisions for: budget preparation and approval; and
accounting and reporting on budget implementation, every four months; a detailed report (Schedule
2 of the FAR) requiring a statement, not only of the expenditure, but also of the physical results and
goals achieved; elaborate procurement and internal controlprocedures; annualfinancial statements at
all levels, with a consolidatedfinancial statement for the whole government at the end of each fiscal
year; lnternal and external audits, Ministerial review of project implementation at regular intervals
throughout the year, with rewards for good performers, and explanations for poor performance. As
required by the Constitution 1990, the Minstry of Finance (MOF) every year submits a detailed
report to the Parliament just before the presentation of the budget, comparing the achievement
with the set target for each line miniistry. Since the progress report is reqtuired to be submitted dur-
ing the budget session around May/June, it is able to report the actual progress only for nine months
of the current fiscal year and provide estimated figures for remaining three months. An actual figure
for the full year can only be realistically provided if this requirement of submitting the physical
progress report is shifted to the winter session of the Parliament. This is an area whlch His Majesty's
Government of Nepal (HMGN) might wish to review to make the report more meaningful with
actual figures of achievements achieved in the past, followed by some analysis of major achievements
and failures, and the suggestions for improved performance in subsequent years.

For the local level, the Local Self-Governance Act (LSGA), 1999 explamns the local govern-
ment structure so well as to make it crystal-clear even to someone who has never known Nepal.
The roles, responsibilities, and relationships of District Development Committees (DDCs),
Mumcipalities, and Village Development Committees (VDCs), and the Councils which govern
them are very clcarly explained in the Act. The regulations for financial accountability at the local
level are, if anything, even more impressive than those at the center. They contain sensible provi-
sions and instructions for: budget preparation; proper accounting and reporting; creation of an
Accounts Committee in every local body to oversee financial management; internal and external
audit, project monitoring; and a most elaborate and impressive system for "ex-post" evaluation of
projects, which assesses, not only the direct costs and benefits of each project, but also its employ-
ment creation effects, and cven its impact on the ecology.

In practice, however, most of the impressive laws and regulauons described above are more
honored in the breach than in the observance. The Schedule 2 of the FAR reporting on physical
and goal achievements is almost never momtored. If this was prepared and monitored, the linkage
between financial progress and physical outputs/outcomes could be measured in ways that would
filly meet World Bank's financial management requirements for projects it finances. Monitoring of
compliance with the provisions of the FAR either does not take place, or is not accorded the prior-
ity implied by the Regulations. The penalties and fines prescribed by the FAR for non-compliance
with reporting or other requirements are almost never imposed. About 95 percent of the cases
brought by the CIAA at the court of law against errant officials failed, although the success rate is
said to have improved to as much as 50 percent more recently Good performers are rarely
rewarded and poor performers rarely probed or penalized; such rewards as are awarded often baf-
fle many officials as to their justification. Monitoring is severely wcak both at the central and local
levels. Most local bodies do not monitor projects or evaluate their impact as required by the
LSGA 1999. Accounting staff, though they possess minimum technical qualifications required for
the job, are generally weak in project accountng and financial management. Technical staff often
give low prionty in terms of allocating resources to mstitute a good financial management system
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in their respective entities/projects Compliance with internal controls is weak, and internal audit
is ineffective at all levels. In short, a culture of non-compliance makes a mockery of an exemplary
legal and regulatory framework. Lack of compliance and poor implementation of the regulations is
the single most important problem that affects public sector financial accountabifity in Nepal
Further, whether justified or not, there is a widely held belief that proactive intervention of the
PAC and the CIAA, has often caused delays in decision making in government offices. If proactive
involvement of the PAC during the implementation process has helped in many respects to check
any malpractices or misdeeds, it has also caused severe delays in decision-making, with negative
effects on development A nght balance is required, and their roles will be more significan-t in
cases of serious malpractice operafions where post-mortems are required.

Several reasons are advanced for the dichotomy between precept and practice noted above.
They include: insufficient political commitment to, or demand for, compliance wvith financial
accountability rules and regulations; a reluctance to punish or impose sanctions on anyone,
reported corruption in civil service appointments, promotions an-d transfers, politicization of the
civil service and its decision-making processes; and some donors and foreign development partners
bypassing the governmenit's system in establishing financial systems and requirements for projects
they support, thereby contributing to lack of respect for the law and regulations of the country.

In seeking to explain the lack of compliance, two factors have had a sigmficant and practical
impact. Firstly, the implementation of a good legal and regulatory framework for accountability
such as exists in Nepal reqwures a good finanicial management framework, which was never put into
operation. For example, tying expenditures to outputs and outcomes requires. a budgetary system
which budgets output or results expected from expenditures as well as funds; an accounting sys-
tem which records quantitative and qualitative achievements as well as financial data; a reporuing
system which includes quantitative and qualitative results as well as financial statements; and an
auditing system whiclh enables an independent auditor to trace expenditures and their results
through the entre system. Secondly, there were so many sources of distractions and instability,
including frequent government changes, that other urgent pre-occupations crowded out financial
management from the political radar screen.

Flowing from the above analysis, the challenge faced in this CFAA is how to bring about the
behavioral and attitudinal change that will shift government and other officials from a culture of
non-compliance to one based on implementation of the country's existing impressive legal and
regulatory framework The diagnosis of issues in this CFAA does not come as a surprise to many
government staff or other professionals working in the development arena. The matters covered
are subjects of almost continuous discussion. The key challenge is how to bring about change in the
way one thinks and in the way one acts, how to reinforce the country's laws and regulattons, and howv
to motivate a large group of de-motzvated ctvil servants 7who are capable of producing better reszults
and outcomes. Changes do not happen by preaching-they require "leaders" or "change agents,"
both at the political and bureaucratic levels, whose demonstration effect can motivate people for
better results. Development and implementation of capacity building plans at institutional/organi-
zational levels, involving Human Resource Development plans including training, can help to
bring about sustainable change in behavior and attitude.

Certain principles are helpful m confronting this daunting task. As a proverb says, "an ounce
of prevention is worth a poutnd of cure." It is important to accord high priority to preventive meas-
ures which will help to promote the accountability culture. Therefore, (a) individuals (or offices)
should not be entrusted with funds, unless it has been confirmed beforehand that they can prop-
erly account for them; and (b) since managers are either unable or unwilling to impose sanctions,
it is best, if possible, to avoid putting them in a position where they have to decide whether or not
to impose a sanction. Tranlslating these pnnciples into practice requiLres a strong political will and
incentive or disincentive structure.

The two principles enunciated in the precedmg paragraph have led to a number of recom-
mendations which are elaborated in the Development Action Plan (DAP), attached to this Execu-
tive Summary The recommendations are essentially designed to bring about compliance with
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existing public sector financial accountability laws and regulations. Any new legislation or regula-
tion the Government finds it necessary to introduce in this connection should have the same
objective of strengthening the implementation of what already exists.

Budgeting and Accounting
The key recommendation is for HMGN to show leadership by requiring that:

o Only a competent and qualified individual be appointed to any position involving the han-
dling of state funds, and transparent criteria be developed to prove the competency of such
an individual. Only a competent individual should be allowed to handle any State funds,
whether in the form of revenue, or as a spending budget. A key criterion of such compe-
tence is the ability to properly account for the funds as required by existing regulations,
including reports on physical results or measurable goals (a) achieved from previous expen-
ditures, and (b) to be achieved from the proposed program/development expenditure.

o No budget should be accepted or approved from anyone or any office, whether at vfllage,
municipal, district, Department or Ministry level, nor should Parliament approve any
National budget, unless the budget contains (a) a retrospective account of physical or other
measurable achievements or goals resulting from previous expenditures, and (b) a prospec-
tive forecast of the physical results or other measurable goals expected from proposed
expenditures. A suitable simplified framework should be developed that can be realistically
implemented at the local (village, municipal and district) level.

o Every disbursement to any office (whether at local or at central level) should be against a
report from that office showing (a) expenditures for the immediately preceding period and
their physical or other measurable achievements, and (b) the proposed expenditures and
their anticipated physical or other measurable achievements.

Implementation of these recommendations will require officials to take a positive act of either
dehberate defiance or error not to comply, not just a passive failure to call for reports after the
funds have already been disbursed. Compared with the new recommendations, the existing system
is like shutting the gate after the goats have escaped.

Three recent developments justify a feeling that the time is ripe for meaningful reform: (a) mdige-
nous Nepalese clamour for improved financial accountability and control of corruption has risen to
a crescendo that can no longer be ignored; (b) shrinking earnings and rising expenditures have
created a budgetary squeeze necessitating considerable budgetary support; and (c) Nepal's develop-
ment partners have become more insistent than ever on visible improvements in transparency and
accountability as a condition for providing budgetary support. The confluence of these three cur-
rents have produced a powerful wind of change, forcing good financial accountability to the fore-
front as a social, political, and economic desideratum. Given opportunities must be seized in order
to bring about reforms in financial management in an integrated approach covering planning,
budgeting, accounting, internal control, internal audit, external audit and oversight. Reform in
only one area of financial management will not result in the same degree of expected benefits.

Independent Auditing and Parliamentary Oversight
In addition, the CFAA revealed two Nepalese institutions, the OAG and the PAC, which are iden-
tifying weaknesses in the system and pressing government to implement remedies. In fact, it was
largely through their reports and activities that the extent of non-compliance with existing laws
and regulations became evident. Therefore, to improve the chances that the recommendations in
paragraph 11 Wvll be complied with, it is further recommended that:

o the Monitoring Section of the National Planning Commission (NPC) be strengthened
ensunng full ownership by NPC to institute a realistic system in order to monitor all devel-
opment projects, in addition to the core projects, in close collaboration with concerned line
ministries, and to report the progress three times a year;
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* the Fmancial Comptroller General Office (FCGO) and the internal audit services at central
and local levels be strengthened to enable them to (a) certify offices qualified to receive and
properly account for funds, (b) monitor compliance with the new regulations (that is, the
above recommendations) all through the year, and (c) take proactive actions to rectify any
issues that are against rules and regulations, before they are pointed out by the external
auditors;

* the OAG be strengthened to improve its capacity to confirm each year whether or not the
new rules are being complied with, to provide services in financial auditing and outcome
based performance auditing;

* the capacity of the line ministries be strengthened to be able to effectively monitor their
programs and also prepare a time-bound action plan to rectify issues or implement recom-
mendations in the OAG's report-and the MOF to monitor the implementation of such
action plans of all ministries;

* the Ministry of Finance (MOF) be strengthened by establishing an effective monitorng
system to follow up reported irregularities and periodicaLly report on the actions taken. Such
a monitoring function should include the status of the following: (a) audit backlogs and
action plan to keep all audits up-to-date, (b) revcnue realization, (c) clearing reimbursable
grants and loans, (d) tax deduction at source, (e) repayment of principal and interest made
by HMGN on guaranteed loans but not recovered from concerned institutions, (t) dividends
receivable, and other receivables, from corporate bodies and boards, (g) amounts to be paid
by HMGN to various entities, and (h) follow-up on the recommendations of the PAC; and

* the PAC be strengthened to improve its capacity to insist on political demand for accounta-
bility and transparency, and on compliance with the new regulations.

Other capacity building needs, in addition to the six listed above, may very well surface as HMGN
contemplates the detalled capacity implications of implementing the DAP.

Fiduciary Risk and Programmatic Lending
The failure to comply with the impressive legal and regulatory fiduciary framework that exists
makes fiduciary risk in Nepal "High" by the standards of that same framework, whose faithful
implementation would have brought risks closer to "best practice" standards found in developed
countries. Even some developed countries also have similar problems, but the real challenge is the
effective use of scarce resources for fighting poverty. Fiduciary risk in Nepal is, however, at a level
similar to that found in most developmg countries.

The area of attention important for minimizing fiduciary risk on programmatic lending is
compliance with the impressive framework that exlsts. If the joint efforts by the OAG and PAC
succeed in improving compliance with existing regulations, programmatic lending to Nepal should
face fiduciary risks similar to those found in developed countries. It is, therefore, critically impor-
tant to begin implementing the DAP designed to enforce compliance with existing laws and regu-
lations. For fiduciary risk on programmatic lending to approximate the fiduciary risk now accepted
for project lending, accountability and internal control standards in the whole civil service must
approximate those currently existing in the WB-financed projects. The existing legal/regulatory
framework meets these standards. It remains to get compliance to attain the same level. The objec-
tive for HMGN should be to harmonize the reporting system, making it acceptable to all donors,
in "one reporting system" coming out of the government's accounting and reporting framework.

Some budgetary support or programmatic lending should be possible almost immediately
through a combination of:

(a) A pragmatic program of targeted assessment and "sanitization" of sectors and institutions
scheduled to benefit from such lending; and

(b) The implementation of the recommendations made in the DAP for the public sector as a
whole, likely to be completed over the medium term.
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For example, to ensure that no urgently-needed budgetary support for poverty reductnon and
other worthwhile objectives is held up by the implementation of the above recommendations, it Ts

recommended that sectors, Mmiistries, and institutions scheduled to benefit from budgetary sup-
port be the first to be assessed and certified by a panel of independent experts representing the
accountability institutions which include, MOF, FCGO, NPC and OAG (may also include experts
designated by donor partners participating in budgetary support), as complying with the account-
ability standards recommended above. As of June 15, 2002, the following Ministries had already
been identified for possible budgetary support, and therefore for such early review: Health, Edu-
cation, Water Resources, Works and Physical Planning, and Agnculture and Cooperatives. Any
weak points revealed should be strengthened as an indispensable element and component of the
budgetary support package. Implementation of such actions should be closely monitored and
reported. Necessary pre-conditions for budgetary support lending are likely to involve the imple-
mentation of some other DAP actions or sub-actions, including, for example: report on HMGN
actions in response to the PAC directives regarding the implementation of about 82 past OAG
recommendations; the establishment in the MOF of a system for the regular monitoring and
reporting of actions taken m response to OAG reports; the publication, every four months, of a
financial statements by the FCGO comparing budgeted with actual receipts and payments;
enhance independence of OAG and enhance audit quality of OAG by making an external peer
review arrangements; and discussion with donors on the modalities for the inclusion of all foreign
financial assistance in HMGN budgets and accounts.

Following the full implementation of the proposed integrated financial management improve-
ment program, a quwck review would be desirable to confirm the effectiveness of the compliance
system, before a generalized programmatic lending benefiting all sectors, Ministries, and institu-
tions is launched. Based on current evidence, this situation may arrive sooner in central govern-
ment than in local bodies. All levels of government would need to be reviewed for adequate com-
pliance before moving forward. The guiding principle always should be that no office at central or
local level should receive any funds without first demonstrating the capacity to the civil society at
large, to budget and account for them in a manner which links them to outputs and outcomes
and which presents such accounts for OAG audit in a timely manner. A Task Force or a Reform
Monitoring Committee should continue to be in action to monitor the implementation of the
recommendations of the CFAA (see end of this Executive Summary). The status of implementa-
tion should be periodically reported to the Finance Committee of the Parliament, the Finance
Secretary, and Nepal's development partners.

The Private Sector and Hon-Governmental Organizations
Development of pnvate sector accounting and auditing is relatively new. A professional body for
accounting and auditing professionals, the Institute of Chartered Accounts of Nepal (ICAN), was
established in 1997 through the enactment of the Chartered Accountants Act, 1997. In the pri-
vate sector, three key issues are:

(a) the lack of accounting and auditing standards,
(b) the weakness of the very young ICAN, whlich would ordinarily spearhead (or at least play

a key role) in the development of private sector accounting and auditing standards; and
(c) the weakness of most of the oversight institutions, such as the Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB),

which monitors the banking sector; the Registrar of Companies; and the Social Welfare
Council, which monitors non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

To improve the financial accountability situation in the private sector, this CFAA recommends
(among others):

o support for the on-going efforts by the Government and ICAN to create an Accounting
Standards Board and an Auditing Standards Board;
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* a realisuc assessment and determination of the appropnate role for ICAN, in view of its
sustainable resources; and

* agreement on a level of Government grant support to ICAN until it achieves financial
self-sufficiency.

Considerable capacity building (human resource development including training and consultancy)
will also be requwred at ICAN to implement the needed changes.

To improve the financial accountability situation m NGOs, this CFAA recommends (among
others).

* formulation of polhcies for streamlining the administrative and legal framework within which
NGOs operate, in order to enhance their functional and financial accountability, transparency
and effectiveness;

* enactment of comprehensive legislation exclusively for registration and governance of
NGOs, including international NGOs (INGOs), and

* strengthening the Social Welfare Council (SWC) to enable it to effectively monitor the
activities and finances of all NGOs, and to require all NGOs and INGOs to register, and
file annual audited accounts with the SWC.

Development Action Plan (DAP) and Overall Implementation Strategy
There are close to about 100 detailed recommendations m the chapters of this CFAA. They
clearly cannot all be implemented at the same time, nor should they be accorded the same
priority, even though they are all important. Therefore, eight key recommendations are presented
in the Development Action Plan (DAP) as deserving the highest priority attention at the national
level. They are:

* compliance with the constitutional, statutory and regulatory framework by tying budgets
and cash releases to forecasts of, and reports on, results and outputs;

* improvement of Nepalese public sector accounting and auditing standards and practices;
* strengthening of financial accountability at the local level;
* strengthening the independence and capacity of the OAG,
* strengthening the PAC and the CIAA;
* reducmg fiduciary risks on projects;
* strengthening private sector accounting and auditing standards; and
* strengthe^ning the regulation and monitoring of NGOs.

The implementation of the DAP itself constitutes a ninth action. The other recommendations
not included in the DAP should be included in detailed development plans at the sector or
institutional level. The selection rationale and DAP Implementation Strategy are presented in
Part F-Chapter XIII.

The close collaboration between HMGN and the WB, and the lead role taken by the NSC in
directing the CFAA, are clear indications that HMGN accords a high priority to improving finan-
cial accountabilty and implementing the recommendations in the DAP. A Reform Monitoring
Committee (RMC), with members representing appropriate public and private sector agencies,
will monitor the implementation of the DAP. The RMC is expected to nominate specific individu-
als (or groups of individuals) within the committee as sub-comrnittees to monitor specific actions
in the DAP. They are to liaise Arith HMGN or other agencies responsible for taking actions, and
report back to the full RMC every quarter The RMC will report implementation progress to the
Nepalese public and development partners at pre-determined intervals.

HMGN wll formally constitute the RMC (with representation from private sector as well),
name its members, and issue it with terms of reference incorporating the work and operating pro-
cedures outlined in the attached DAP and Chapter XIII by August 31, 2002 The RMC will hold
its first quarterly meeting and nominate its sub-committees by no later than September 30, 2002.
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It will issue its first DAP Implementation Progress Report by December 31, 2002 and issue its
first report to the next NDF.

The DAP, and progress in its implementation, will also feature prominently in the Governance
and Accountability section of the WB's next Country Assistance Strategy (CAS). This CFAA
should also serve as a useful working document for policy makers, as well as set the stage for all
development partners interested in assisting HMGN to promote financial accountability and good
governance.
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TIMING (FISCAL YEAR)a

PRIORITY MEDIUM-TERM LONG-TERM 0

KjEY ACTION SUB-ACTIONS RESPONSIBILITY 2002/03 2002/04-2006/07 2006/07+ EXPECTED BENEFITS >

A. HMGN com- I Reinforcement of Rules: Lead: et v R o Confirms that O
ply with the Demand retrospective report and MOF funds are being I
Constitution prospective forecasts as part of all bud- spent on the
of the King- gets (i) initially under five sectoral min- Others: intended purpose.
dom of istries (Agriculture, Education, Health, NPC,
Nepal, 1990, Water Resources and Works & Physical MOLD,
and the Planning) where MTEF is being piloted; Line Ministries
Financial (ii) during the medium term, work out a
Administra- plan for implementation in other min-
tion Regula- istries; and (iii) as the third phase,
tions (FAR), extend to local bodies.

all budgets 2. Linking Fund Release to Lead: V V
anbdgash Progress Report: FCGO

releases to Reject every cash disbursement request
forecasts of from any office, central or local, failing to Others:

submit retrospective report and MOF,
and reports
on, the phytsi prospective forecast of measurable NPC
cal achieve- phoutputs and goals, as well as financial
mentl , goal- report and forecast
ments, goals
or outcomes 3. Amendment of FAR and LSGA: Lead: V V
resulting Review existing Schedules, particularly FCGO,
from such Schedules 2, 3 and 5 of FAR and the MOLD
public LSGA for their adequacy in implement-
expenditure. ing sub-actions I and 2 above, and sup- Others:

plement them as needed. MOF,
OAG,
NPC



4. Budget Monitoring: Lead: v * Timely alert
Strengthen the Monitoring Section of NPC, regarding prob-
the NPC ensuring full ownership by FCGO lems and issues in
NPC to institute a realistic system to development
monitor all development projects on a Others: projects
regular basis requiring mandatory MOF
reporting on a four monthly basis. Fur-
ther, FCGO prepare budget implementa-
tion reports and make such reports
available in the same frequency.

5. Effective Internal Audit: Lead: v V * Confirms that
Verify all offices, central and local, at FCGO, funds are
least once dunng the year and report to being spent on
the OAG on their compliance with Sub- Others: the intended
Actions I and 2 above, and certify their DTCOs purpose.
capacity to comply.

6. Effective External Audit: Lead: V V

Confirm in OAG Annual Report OAG
whether every office, central and local,
complied during the year with Sub-Actions
I and 2 above, name non-compliers, and -n
recommend actions for them. z

z
7. Output Monitoring Report: Lead: > >

Accounting and reporting systems be FCGO
expanded by creating codes to permit O

0
the recording of quantitative and other Others: 0z
output data to compare with bench- NPC,
marks established in budgets; and MOF,
upgrade the current software used by Line Ministries
FCGO to accommodate output moni- z
toring codes. Support: Zm

Donors !

(continues)



TIMING (FISCAL YEAR) O

PRIORITY MEDIUM-TERM LONG-TERM D

z
KEY ACTION SUB-ACTIONS RESPONSIBILITY 2002/03 2002/04-2006107 2006107+ EXPECTED BENEFITS Z

n
08. Reinforcement of Rules on Lead: v cz

Sanctions or Penalties: PAC
Direct HMGN to take legal actions in
consideration of recommendations of
OAG.

9. Amendment of Laws: Lead: V M

Review and amend existing Acts and MOF
other related Rules and By-laws for
compadibihty with all actions and sub- Others:
actions above, particularly to ensure that FCGO,
laws permit appropriate sanctions and NPC,
penalties. OAG,

Line Ministries

10. Capacity Building: Lead: V V
Prepare capacity building plan covering a FCGO
comprehensive human resources devel-
opment plan to bring about sustainable Others:
change in attitude and behavior to NPC,
implement suggested reforms.The plan MOF,
should include amongst others training OAG,
of all budget, accounting, auditing, PAC MOLD,
and legal staff, central and local, in imple- Line Ministries
menting the above sub-actions.

Support:
Donors



B. Improve 1. Creation ofASB and BAS: Lead: V * Country will, for
Nepalese Create and support the Financial the first time,
Accounting Accounting Standards Board (ASB) and MOF have recognized
and Auditing the Board of Auditing Standards (BAS) national account-
Standards to formulate appropriate accounting Others: ing and auditing
and Prac- standards for the use of public sector, FCGO,OAG, standards, in
tices. private sector, local bodies, and NGOs. ICAN, public and private

FNCCI sectors, based on

IASB and IFAC
accounting and
auditing standards.

2. Dissemination of Standards: Lead: v V
Issue accounting and auditing standards ICAN
applicable to Government, banks, insur-
ance companies, state-owned enterprises, Others:
corporations, non-governmental organi- FCGO,
zations and other entities. OAG,

Universities

3. Formulation and Enforcement of Lead: v v * Enable the moni-
Accrual Accounting System in FCGO toring of debtors,
Government: creditors, accrued
Develop a roadmap and a realistic time- Others: expenses and z

zbound action plan for the medium to OAG, other assets and Z

long-term introduction of accrual ICAN liabilities including
accounting in government based on a other financial
carefully-phased plan Support: transactions 0

Donors z

4. Policy Decision for Inclusiveness of Lead: * Promote trans-
all Resource Inflow: MOF parency and good <
(a) Discuss with donors the inclusion of governance to be z

all loans, grants, direct donor pay- Others: able to keep track Z
ments, and beneficiary contributions NPC,

(continues)



TIMING (FISCAL YEAR)

PRIORITY MEDIUM-TERM LONG-TERM i

KEY ACTION SUB-ACTIONS RESPONSIBILITY 2002/03 2002/04-2006/07 2006/07+ EXPECTED BENEFITS >
n

for all projects in Nepal within the OAG, of all incoming 0
CNational Budget, accounting and Line Ministries resources on z
-Iaudit; accrual accounting

(b) Implement the plan agreed with Support: basis -i
C:donors. Donors i

S. New Chart of Accounts: Lead: 0 Facilitate (i) com-
Introduce new accounting codes and FCGO parison of finan-
classifications by activity, which corre- cial statements
spond to (i) budget codes and classifica- Others: with the budget,
tions, and (ii) codes and classifications MOF, and (ii) harmo-
used in project budgets and accounts, NPC, nization of
including for donor-funded projects. OAG reporting system

6. Capacity Building in Internal Audit Lead: 6/ 0 Improved internal
Service: FCGO control and assur-
Strengthen the internal audit service at ance of compli-
all levels of government-central and Others: MOF, ance with the
localthrough Human Resource MOLD legal provisions
Development (HRD) including
training. Support:

Donors

7. Integrated Treasury System: Lead: o ° Pre-audit of finan-
Consider the possibility of introducing FCGO cial activities can
integrated treasury system to reduce minimize irregu-
the number of accounting centers. Others: larities

MOF, 0 Overall cost of
OAG accounting can be

reduced



Support: * Account consoli-
Donors dation can be

faster

8. Amend Laws: Lead: v V * Improved regula-
Introduce whatever legislative or regula- MOF tory framework
tory changes are needed to implement network for
Sub-Actions 1-7 above. Others: financial

FCGO, MOLJ, accountability

9. Capacity Building: Lead: v V * Capacity to imple-
Train staff, including trainers, to FCGO ment improved
implement 1-7 above. financial

Others: accountability
MOF provisions

Support.
Donors

C. Strengthen 1. Reinforcement of Laws: Lead: v v * Improved trans-
Financial Implement Actions A and B (those that MOLD parency and
Accountability are relevant at local level) fully inVDCs, accountability
at the Local Municipalities, and DDCs. Others: of local bodies z
Level. MOF, in financial Z

FCGO transactions >

2. Simplification of Accounting Sys- Lead: V v * More timelyVDC in
tem Procedures: FCGO reporting 0C
Simplify accounting procedures atVDC Z

level, without sacrificing accuracy, time- Others:
liness, or the principle of matching MOLD,
expenditures with outputs and outcomes. ADDCN

z
(continues) 



TIMING (FISCAL YEAR) O

PRIORITY MEDIUM-TERM LONG-TERM

zKEY ACTION SUB-ACTIONS RESPONSIBILITY 2002/03 2002/04-2006/07 2006/07+ EXPECTED BENEFITS
n
03. Promote Participation: Lead: o Improved trans- cz

Include in Accounts Committees at local MOLD parency by better
levels, the major stakeholders as well as participation of
financial experts. Others: stakeholders and c

VDCs, financial experts <

Municipalities,

DDCs

4. Effectiveness ofAccounts Lead: v iZ o' o Better financial
Committees: MOLD accountability at
Require Accounts Committees to the local level
remain active all the year round. Others:

VDCs,
Municipalities,

DDCs

S. Capacity Building: Lead: 9' 9' et o Improved local
Re-assign sufficient numbers of existing FCGO level capacity
qualified FCGO staff to VDCs, Municipal- in financial
ities and DDCs to speed up capacity Others: accountability
building at the local levels. MOLD

6. Capacity Building: Lead: M o Enhanced local
Organize appropriate human resource MOLD level capacity
development programs including train- in financial
ing, and any capacity building activity Others: accountability
necessary to implement FCGO
Sub-Actions I - 5 above.



7. Fiscal Decentralization: Lead: V v * Effective resource
Review and consider the reduction of MOF allocation,
the number of administrative districts, planning and
local and regional offices. Others: implementation,

FCGO, monitoring and
Ensure that fiscal decentralization efforts OAG, evaluation
go in parallel.with budget planning by MOLD
MOF and decentralized auditing by
OAG.

D. Strengthen the I. Enhance Independence of OAG: Lead: V / 0 Improved effec-
Independence, Provide the annual budget requested by OAG tiveness and
Capacity, and the OAG without any modification.Any independence of
Usefulness of differences that may arise between the Others: OAG
Reporting of AG and the MOF in the budget request, MOF,
the OAG should be reviewed and resolved in a PAC

tripartite meeting comprising the Public
Accounts Committee of the Parliament,
the MOF and the OAG.

2. Increase Resources to OAG: Lead: v v v * A more effective
Increase the OAG annual budget ade- OAG OAG
quately to cope with the needs for -n
more staff numbers, human resource Others: z

zdevelopment programs including train- MOF, 0

ing, equipment and skills, particularly to PAC
cope with the additional compliance >
auditing called for by this DAP, and for O

Cexpanded performance auditing to z
measure the outputs and outcomes. v

3. Increase Staff Resources to OAG: Lead: v v * A better staffed
Empower the AG to adjust staff within MOGA and more effec- z
an agreed limit; if more staff than the tive OAG B

agreed numbers are required, OAG in

(continues)



TIMING (FISCAL YEAR)

PRIORITY MEDIUM-TERM LONG-TERM >

zKEY ACTION SUB-ACTIONS RESPONSIBILITY 2002/03 2002/04-2006/07 2006/07+ EXPECTED BENEFITS n1

closed coordination with MOF and Others: .
MOGA determine staff positions as per OAG,
"business needs". MOF, c

4. Capacity Building: Lead: o Internationally
Revise OAG audit guidelines to comply OAG recognized public
with INTOSAI auditing standards. sector auditing

Support: standards
Donors

5. Capacity Building: Lead: V o A self-sustained
Strengthen OAG's Training Division; train OAG staff training
more staff; and recruit needed consult- capacity within
ants; provide exposure through visits to Support: OAG; better staff
successful SAIs and "twinning"; develop Donors quality
human resource development plans.

6. Compliance with Audits: Lead:: v o All audits up-to-
Submit to OAG a time-bound action MOF date; irregularities
plan for clearing all audit backlogs, and reduced; and
keeping audits Others: improved public
up-to-date. Line Ministries, financial manage-

Departments, ment
Establish a monitoring and follow-up other imple-
system to evaluate audit backlogs and menting
the clearance of irregularities, and peri- agencies
odically report on their status (see Main
Report paragraphs 6.21-6.23)



7. Enhance Audit Quality: Lead: V v v * Assurance for
Arrange for an external peer review of OAG quality audit
and report on OAG's work at least once
every two years by a reputable private
audit firm.

8. Independence on Audit of OAG: Lead: V V V * Improved trans-
Arrange for external audit of OAG's OAG parency and
accounts by a reputable private auditor. better financial

accountability by
OAG

E. Strengthen 1. Monitoring and Dissemination of Lead: V V * Improved trans-
Oversight Information: MOF parency and
Institutions Report publicly the implementation better financial

status of the 82 directives issued by the Others: accountability
PAC to HMGN based on the OAG PAC,
report findings in FY 1998/99 and FCGO,
FY 1999/00. OAG

Establish a system for regular reporting
of implementation status of PAC
directives. z

z
2. PAC Capacity Building: Lead: V v * An even stronger, z

Provide the PAC, through grant funds, PAC more proactive, >
improved and additional office space, and more effec-
meeting rooms, recording equipment, Others: tive PAC O)0
office staff, computer equipment, transla- MOF zc

tion facilities, and travel facilities to
promote exposure to successful PACs in Support: I-

other countries. Donors

3. Improved PAC Directives: Lead: V v * Better chance of Z
Classify PAC directives according to PAC getting PAC
materiality, responsibility, impact, and (continues)

(o



TIMING (FISCAL YEAR)

PRIORITY MEDIUM-TERM LONG-TERM

KEY ACTION SUB-ACTIONS RESPONSIBILITY 2002/03 2002/04-2006/07 2006/07+ EXPECTED BENEFITS >z

realistic implementation time-frame. directives imple- 0
Also, take decision on actions and rec- mented and easier z
ommendations not later than one year to monitor 2
of the receipt of the AG's Annual i
Report. i

4. EnglishVersion of PAC Reports: Lead: M o Stronger, more
Translate summaries of PAC reports and PAC effective PAC
directives into English, particularly to
facilitate the PAC's international collabo-
ration with other PACs.

5. Strengthening of CIAA: Lead: v o Wider coverage
(a) Prepare plan for the phased estab- CIAA of oversight by

lishment of regional CIAA offices. CIAA
(b) Implement the agreed plan. Others:

MOF

6. Strengthening of CIAA: Lead: o A more effective
Increase considerably the budgetary, CIAA CIAA
physical, human and technological
resources available to the CIAA. Others:

MOF

Support:
Donors

7. Improved Coordination: Lead: o Reduction in
Improve coordination of CIAA activities CIAA corruption and
with those of other anti-corruption abuse of authority
agencies.



F. Reduce 1. Harmonization of Procedures: Lead: v * One reporting
Fiduciary Harmonize HMGN's reporting system FCGO system applicable
Risks on to "one reporting system" which satis- for reporting to
Project fies the requirements of HMGN and Others: all donor agencies
Funds. other'development partners; in order to MOF,

effect this, review and make necessary OAG
revisions to Schedules 2, 3 and 5 from
the FAR, 1999 and other reporting Support:
forms. Donors

2. Competitive Selection Process: Lead: / * Competent pro-
Develop selection criteria and parame- MOGA ject coordinators
ters for selection of project managers/ recruited on a
coordinators on the basis of technical Others: merit basis as per
and managerial competence. MOF, prescribed selec-

PSC, tion criteria
Line Ministries

3. Placement of Accounts Staff Lead: V V V * Competent
in Development Projects: FCGO accounts staff
Adopt and strictly enforce a concrete posted on a merit
policy about the placement of accounts basis as spelled
staff in development projects (the Others: out by the con- -n
underlying principles of such a policy are MOF, crete policy
that only competent and appropriately MOGA, n

trained staff are placed in development Manager in Line >
projects; transfers will not be made on Ministry n
an ad hoc basis but will follow HMGN's 0
Civil Service Rules; and proper hand z
over and continuity will be assured). '

4. Capacity Building: Lead: v V * Prolect staff famil-
Orient/train all project managers/ FCGO iarized with finan- Z

coordinators and accountants in project cial management z
financial management, procurement and Support: >

Donors (continues)
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KEY ACTION SUB-ACTIONS RESPONSIBILITY 2002/03 2002/04-2006/07 2006/07+ EXPECTED BENEFITS Z

0disbursement before they are assigned system before c
zto projects (if they have no exposure to taking up project -

project financial management). responsibilitie

5. Capacity Building: Lead: M V o Accounts staff in i
Prepare a scheme to encourage and FCGO the public sector
enroll competent accounting staff in the are trained and
public sector who are likely to be Support acquire profes-
posted to projects, in professional Donors sional skills
accounting courses or in Chartered
Accountants preparation courses, or
financial management courses.

G. Strengthen 1. ICAN Strategic Plan: Lead: V o Clarity on vision,
Private Agree on a realistic role, functions and ICAN mission and role
Sector program for ICAN vision and reflect of ICAN
Accounting these in a Mission Statement and Strate- Others:
and Auditing gic Plan, including financial projections. MOF,
Standards OAG

2. HMGR Grant to OCAN: Lead: V o ICAN able to
Agree on a reasonable time-frame for an ICAN, propose and
appropriate level of guaranteed budget- MOF monitor account-
ary support on a grant basis to ICAN, ing and auditing
after which ICAN should be financially standards
independent.

3. Study on the Supply and Demand Other: V o Reliable informa-
of Accountants and Auditors: ICAN tion for planning
Organize and grant finance a study on future develop-



the current and projected supply and Others: ment of the
demand of accountants and auditors in FCGO, profession
Nepal. OAG

Support:
Donors

4. Amendment to Company Act, Lead: V * Application of
1997: MOF Nepal Accounting
Amend the Company Act, 1997 to Standards and
require all companies to apply Nepal Others: Auditing Standards
Accounting Standards based on lAS. MOICS by all companies-

improved financial
accountability
framework

5. ICAN Membership of IFAC: Lead: v v * Assurance that
Establish links with IFAC designed to ICAN ICAN will inherit
move ICAN towards early IFAC and apply IFAC
membership. standards

6. ICAN Capacity Building: Lead: V * Better exposure
Establish a "twinning" relationship ICAN to IFAC-member
between ICAN and well-established institute which m

zIFAC-member Institute whose experi- Support: will promote >z
ence and capacity building can benefit Donors professional >
ICAN, growth of ICAN

7. Capacity Building: Lead: v V * Improved O0
Prepare and implement a plan to ICAN, accounting and cz
upgrade the skills of Registered OAG auditing services
Auditors. in the country

8. Code of Ethics: Lead: V z
Finalize and issue a Code of Ethics and ICAN Z
establish a Disciplinary Committee for
ICAN members.

(continues)
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z
9. Peer Review System: Lead: v 

Introduce a system of peer review ICAN
among accounting and auditing firms
in Nepal. ci

10. Networking Commercial Banks Lead: 9/ o Faster commercial i
with NRB: NRB bank reporting to
Link all banks electronically to NRB to NRB
facilitate and accelerate data reporting Support:
and exchange. Donors

II. Impose Sanctions: Lead: M 0 Protection ofthe
Impose penalties on cooperative soci- NRB public from
eties, unions, and their directors con- fraudulent and
ducting saving and credit business unscrupulous
without NRB approval. cooperatives

management

12. NRB Inspection: Lead: M 9/ o Stability in the
Require regular NRB inspection of all NRB financial market
saving and credit cooperatives and sub- can be ensured
mission of monthly financial statements
in approved form, from such societies
to NRB.

H-. Strengthen 1. Formulation of Policies: Lead: VI 0 Improved control
the Regulation Formulate and enforce appropriate SWC and monitoring of
and of Non- policies to streamline and strengthen NGOs, INGOs,
Governmental the NGO's administrative and Others: and funds flowing
Organizations, functional accountability, transparency NPC, MOF into Nepal

and effectiveness. MWCSW



Local 2. Enactment of Legislation: Lead: V
(NGOs), and Enact legislation as suggested in Chapter MWCSW
International XII (para 12.18 b) recommendations to
(INGOs). implement the policies formulated in (I) Others:

above SWC

3. SWC Capacity Building: Lead: V * Improved moni-
Strengthen the SWC, and the SDC (if SWC toring of capital
created), by restructuring its internal flows into the
organizational analysis which is recom- Support: country
mended to be carried out separately. Donors

4. Audited Accounts of NGOs: Lead: V
Require all NGOs and INGOs to regis- SWC
ter and file annual audited statements,
with the SWC (or the SDC, if created).

5. Enactment of Legislation: Lead:
Enact whatever legislation or other SWC
statutes are required to implement sub-
actions (I) to (4) above. Others:

MWCSW

1. Implement the I. National Steering Committee: Lead: V V * Improved chance
z

Development Continue the National Steering Com- MOF that this DAP will >
z

Action Plan mittee as a sub-committee under a be implemented >
Reform Monitoring Committee (RMC) and monitored
to monitor and report on DAP imple- effectively and C

mentation (the committee should have efficiently O
representation from HMGN, the private Z

sector, and development partners)

2. Periodic Meetings: Lead: v v

Hold quarterly meetings of the RMC to MOF zz
review progress of implementation of i

DAP

(continues)
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3. Progress Reporting: Lead: M/

Report implementation progress to the MOF
Nepalese public, the Finance Committee
of the Parliament and development
partners at pre-determined intervals.

4. Progress Monitoring: Lead: b/
Report to the PAC on progress of MOF
implementation of the DAP, and
recommend appropriate sanctions Others:
against non-implementers. PAC to PAC
demand HMGN sanctions against non- Support:
implementers. MOF

5. Report to NDF:
Report on progress of implementation
of the DAP to each meeting of the
Nepal Development Forum.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

N epal is one of the world's poorest countries with a per capita income of US$220 a year.
The economy has suffercd from the lack of proper management of public expenditures,
stagnant real revenues, large an-d inefficient parastatals, and a weak financial sector. Devel-

opment challenges arc enormous HMGN has accorded hugh priority to the assurance of good
accountability and transparency in public sector financial management. HMGN's budget for
FY2001/02 and the forthcoming Tenth Plan have highlighted the strengthening of good gover-
nance and financial accountability. A diagnostic study through the joint effort of HMGN and the
World Bank, is an attempt to enhance knowledge of the country's financial accountability arrange-
ments in the public, private and non-government organization sectors of the economy It is an
important factor in efforts to improve the investment climate, monitor public expenditure,
improve governance, and promote financially accountable decentralization.

Economic and Historical Background
With a per capita income of US$220 a year, Nepal is one of the world's poorest countries. In the
rural areas, where 85 percent of Nepalese live, population increase has outpaced agricultural
growth in recent years. Inconisistent and ineffective policy implementation and increasingly unsta-
ble governments have hampered more rapid progress in the fight against poverty While macro-
economic management has generally been acceptable, the economy has suffered from the lack of
proper man-agement of public expenditures, stagnant real revenues, large and inefficlent paras-
tatals, and a weak financial sector. As a result, Nepal has not been able to adequately exploit its
assets-fertdle land in the Terai, access to generous donor aid, strong tourism appeal, and
enormous, if partly seasonal, water resources and hydropower export potential. The economy is
currently experiencing a severe downturni and passing through a very critical stage, in which the
effects of the world recession have been aggravated by a Maoist insurgency necessitating greatly
increased expenditures on security. All these factors have had a severe negative impact on the
national budget, as well as on tourism, exports and other sectors of the economy.
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The government's pnonty is to reduce poverty by strengthening the liberal and market on-
ented economic policies pursued earlier for building a healthy and strong economy. The
FY2001/02 budget highlighted the following five measures: (a) improve the environment for
investment, (b) bnng dynamism in the financial sector, (c) keep public sector expenditures to
affordable limits, (d) enhance the access of the depnved class to productive resources, and (e)
strengthen good governance and decentralization. The Government's forthcoming Tenth Plan
(FY2002/03 - FY2006/07) focuses on "Poverty Alleviation" as the main theme. The Govern-
ment aims to address this agenda by improving economic, human and social indicators through
the expansion of economic and employment opportunities and the effective mobilization of
resources in joint participation vith government, local bodies, private sector and civic society. It
also aims to enhance the access of women, down-trodden, pcople living in rural areas as well as
poorest and backward groups to economic achievemeents through empowerment, human develop-
ment, security and targeted programs. Major strategies of the forthcoming Tenth Plan are pro-
posed as follows: (i) population control and good governance, (ii) promotion of economic oppor-
tunities through high, sustainable and broad-based economic growth, and (iii) empowerment of
women through expansion of investment in social services. A Country Financial Accountability
Assessment (CFAA) is an important factor in efforts to improve the investment climate, monitor
public expenditure, improve governance, and promote financially accountable decentralization

Government Interest and Programs to Improve Financial Accountability
His Majesty's Government of Nepal (HMGN) has demonstrated a long and abiding interest in
good accountability and transparency in public financial management. The Constitution of the
Kingdom of Nepal, 1990, Part 10, is devoted to financial procedure. It defines the Consolidated
Fund; creates a privileged position for the Auditor General and the Judiciary by (among other
thmgs) exempting their emoluments and the administrative expenses of their offices from parlia-
mentary vote; and creates the Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of Authority (CIAA).
More recently, HMGN has implemented several donor-funded projects designed to strengthen the
government accounting system, independent auditing system, and the Public Accounts Commit-
tee (PAC) at the Parliament. It has also passed a law creating the Institute of Chartered Accoun-
tants of Nepal (ICAN) to improve private sector accountability and transparency HMGN also
enacted the "Fmancial Administration Regulations (FAR), 1999" under the Financial Procedures
Act, 1999 designed to update and consolidate rules governing public sector financial management
standards and practices. In addition, HMGN has created a Public Expcnditure Reform Recom-
mendation Implementation Monitoring Comnuttee under the convenorship of the National Plan-
ning Commission (NPC) Member, to implement the recommendations submitted by the Public
Expenditure Reform Committee (PERC) formed in 2001 based on the 2000 Public Expenditure
Review (PER); is preparing to ntroduce a Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF); is
stepping into the forthcoming Tenth Plan focusing on Poverty Alleviation from July 16, 2002; is
already implementing the findings of a recent Country Procurement Assessment Report (CPAR),
and has participated actively in the preparation of this CFAA with full commitment to implement
the recommendations that come out of the assessment, to improve the country's overall finan-cial
accountability. Further, the forthcoming Tenth Plan, provides for the improvement of public
expenditure management in order to attain the goal of poverty reduction by channeling public
resources to priority sectors. The MTEF vwll be implemented to gradually increase government
investment in pnority sectors, complete programs and projects in time, and ensure adequate budget
for such programs. The Government's initiative to introduce MTEF was a result of the recommen-
dations made by the Public Expenditure Review Commission, in order to priontize expenditures
m Ine with poverty reduction and broad based growth, as outlined m the Interim Poverty Reduc-
tion Strategy Paper. Appropriation of public expenditure, budget release, expenditure authoriza-
tion, decision-making process, accounting, auditing, reporting and dissemination of financial
information will be made transparent, prompt an-d outcome based.
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Given th-e long-standing and extensive interest in good finanlcial accountability discussed
above, many observers have been surprised by the dcgree of non-compliance wvith the country's
fundamental legal and regulatory framework for good public financial management. Firstly, the
implementation of a good statutory framework such as exists in Nepal requircs a good financial
managcment infrastructure, which was never put in operation For example, to ensure that expen-
ditures are tied to outputs and results, the budgeting system must budget, not only funds, but
also the output or results expected from their expenditure; the accounting system must be
dcsigned to capture quantitative as well as financial data; the reporting system must provide for
quantitative and qualitative results, as well as financial results; and an independent auditor must be
able to trace both the expcnditures and their results through the system. This infrastructure was
not established Secondly, there were so many sources of instability, including frequent govern-
ment changes, that other urgent pre-occupationis crowded out financial management from the
political radar screen.

Three recent devclopments have greatly enhanced the chances of bringing practice into line
with the excellent intentions implied by the existing public financial management framework: (i)
indigenous Ncpalese clamor for improved financial accountability and control of corruption has
risen to a crescendo that canl no longer be ignored, (n) diminishing earnings and rising expenditures
have creatcd a budgetary squceze necessitating considerable budgetary support, and (ni) Nepal's
development partners have become more insistenit than ever on visible improvements in transparency
and accountability as a condition for providing budgetary support The confluence of thcse three
currents has produced a powerful wind of change, forcing good financial accountability to the fore-
front as an cconomnc desideratum.

Country Assistance Strategy Provisions Relating
to Financial Accountability
The Nepal Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) (Novcmber 175 1998) had quite a lot to say in
relation to financial accountability. For example, in the Executive Summary:

"Our stratcgy has two new prongs: bringing resources closcr to the beneficiaries, where
they are most likely to be productively used; and collective donor action to foster the
stronger governance nccded to rcduce waste and misman-agement."

Paragraph 25 (Lessons from IDA's Existing Portfolio) cited five specific steps the World Bank
(WB) was taking to improve the financial management of the IDA portfolio.

The CFAA will considerably foster the CAS objectives of decentralization, govcrnance, and
improvement of financial management of the IDA portfolio by: (a) assessing the financial manage-
ment standards of local governments and the public sector in general; and (b) reviewing progress
achieved in improving financial management of WVB's portfolio since the CAS was published nearly
four years ago.

Objectives of the Country Financial Accountability Assessment
A CFAA is a diagnostic tool designed to enhance the WB's and its client's knowledge of financial
accountability arrangements in the public and private sectors of the economy. It supports the
WB's and its clicnt's exercise of their fiduciary responsibilitics by identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of financial arrangements in the public sector, and the risks that these may pose to the
use of WB and non-WB funds in that sector. The CFAA also supports the WB's development
objectives by facilitating a common understanding by the borrower, the VWB, and other develop-
ment partners of the country's financial management arrangcments, as a necessary prerequisite for
the design and implementation of appropriate capacity building programs.
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In addition to the CAS role described m Section C above, this particular CFAA-the first full
CFAA in Nepal-sharply focuses on the broad objectives stated in the preceding paragraph in order
to achieve:

o an assessment of the fiduciary risk attaching to the use of funds in the public sector, includ-
ing at the local and non-governmental organization (NGO) levels;

o the implhcations of that fiduciary risk for programmatic and adjustment lending, budgetary
support, decentralized development and the use of NGOs for project implementation;

o an assessment of the system's capacity to lnk expenditures to outputs anid outcomes,
o an assessment of the prerequisites for bringing private sector accounting and auditing stan-

dards and practices up to international levels, and
o an understanding of the training and capacity buwlding needs revealed by all these diagnostic

assessments, and the extent to which such needs are not yet being addressed.

This CFAA primarily focuses on public sector accountability including the oversight arrange-
ments. As the corporate sector and NGOs are also playing an increasing role in development
efforts in Nepal, the CFAA also examines their financial accountability arrangements, but the
scope of coverage has been limited to only key aspects. The Financial accountability assessment
and analysts carried out in this report covers the period up to June 15, 2002. This CFAA, however,
does not examzne public procurement, as a CPAR has addressed this issue in depth. This CFAA
covers developments since CPAR was completed. Although this CFAA reviews accountability for
both receipts and payments, it does not discuss details of revenue assessment or administration,
nor does it assess corruption or anti-corruption measures. Such assessments require focused atten-
tion by revenue and anti-corruption experts not usually included in a CFAA team. In addition,
discussions of budget preparation and management are limited to aspects relevant to financial
accountability and fiduciary risk, without delving into such details as the economic budget classifi-
cations, and other issues normally discussed in the PER, but not ur the CFAA (see below).

Related Recent and Ongoing Studies
There have been many studies of Nepal's financial accountability and management systems in the
last two years that only a few of the major ones can be mentioned here. Some of these studies
have been executed or directed by the WB Others have been carried out by DFID, ADB, and
other agencies. WB-led stLdies include a Country Profile of Financial Accountability (CPFA) com-
pleted in 1999, a Country Procurement Assessment Review (CPAR) completed in 2001, a 2000
Public Expenditure Review (PER), an April 2000 report on Accounting and Auditng in Nepal,
and several reports dealing with the introduction of a Medium-Term Expenditure Framework
(MTEF). ADB reports mclude sector as well as project-related reports dealing with governance in
the private sector ADB has also financed technical assistance to promote good governance in the
private sector, as well as the development of the accounting and auditing standards for the private
sector working closely with the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal (ICAN). DFID has
reported on the government budgetary and accounting systems and financed projects aimed at
improving them.

Because all the recent WB studies mentioned in the preceding paragraph touch on one or
more aspects of financial accountability, it is important to understand their specialized roles, why
they are all necessary, and how they relate to one another. This CFAA will review accounting and
auditing systems in both the public and private sectors fiom the technical viewpoint aimed at
assessing fiduciary risk and identifimg capacity building needs. The PER has looked at many of
the same public sector financial management institutions and practices as the CFAA, but through
different "lenses," the objective being to assess their economic impact, including their efficiency
and effectiveness in allocating resources so as to achieve the declared objectives of economic policy.
Its discussion of the budgeting system, for example, is far more detailed, and its treatment of
accounting and auditing issues and fiduciary risk far more limited, than discussions of the same
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A CFAA falls wvithiii this category of sccror reports.

subtects h the CFAA. The CPAR singles out for deeper analysns one element of internal control
(i.e. of financdal managentent), namely procurement, which is also said to b te of the biggest
sources of corruption. All tlhrce sector studies-CFAA, PER, and CPAR-represent three major tools
in a toolkit designed to promote accountability aiid transparcncy. The MTEF attempts to intro-
duce a medium-tcrm (three-year) horizon to the national aninual budget (main focus of the PER),
Iliikmig It Nvith the government's five-year development plan. Chart I below schematically presents
these relationships.

The PER, CPAR and the MTEF reports predate this CFAA and are already being implemented.
Thc authiors of this CFAA have tried to ensure consistency betwveen itS recommendations and those
of previoius WB and non-VvB studies. In addition, action on several of this CFAA's recommenda-
tions have bccn either discussed or initiated by government officials in collaboration wvith the ADB
anid other developmient partners. Such activities, which are consistent wvith the CFAA recommen-
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dations, should be incorporated in the implementation of the Development Action Plan (DAP).
The contribution of the CFAA, and its value to various stakeholders are discussed in the Concept
Note (Annex A).

This CFAA report is presented in six parts. Part A: Introduction; Part B: dealing with the
Public Sector including Local Government, Independent Auditing, and Oversight Arrangements;
Part C: assessment of Fiduciary Risk in the Public Sector; Part D: covering the Private Sector; Part
E: covering the Non-Governmental Organization sector; and Part F: the Development Action
Plan and Implementation Strategy.



PART B:
PUBLIC SECTOR





CHAPTER 2

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
BUDGETING, FINANCIAL

PLANNING, AND
CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT

T he Government's framework for central government budgeting and planning is an adapta-
uon of a medium-term expenditure framework, to make budgets compatible and consistent
wlith periodic plans, and to give due attention to multi-year projects. There are numerous

problems and challenges in the current system, and one sigtnficant aspect is weak monitoring of
budget implementation. Another significant weakness of the system is its failure to link financial
expenditures with the results, outputs, or outcomes to be attained through those expenditures
VVhile serious efforts are underway to introduce Medium-Term Expenditure Framework from FY
2002/03, from a financial accountablity viewpoint, it is equally important to institute a strong
monitoring system to track expenditures against outputs or outcomes. Strengthening of monitor-
ing capability is required at the sector ministry level as wvell as at the National Planning Commis-
sion and the Ministry of Finance.

Statutory and Legal Framework
The Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990 ties budgetary allocations to outcomes or re-
sults. Article 77 of the Constitution requires that His Majesty the King shall, in respect of every
financial year, cause to be laid before a joint sitttng of Parliament ani auntial estimate of revenues,
and the monies required to meet (a) charges on the Consolidated Fund, and (b) expenditure to
be provided for by an Appropriation Act Article 77 also requires the estimate to be accompanied
by a statement of each Ministry's previous year's budgetary allocations and "particulars of whether
the objectives of the expenses have been achieved."

In addition to the Appropriation Bill, the Constitution also provides for a Supplementary
Appropriation Bill (for cases where the budgetary allocation proves insufficient); a Vote on Account
Bill (for advancing budgeted funds ahead of the passing of the Appropriations Bill); a Vote of
Credit in a national emergency giving only a description of the proposed expenditures, and a Con-
tingency Fund whose disbursements should be reimbursed as soon as possible by an Act.
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Consolidated Fund
Government financial planning and budgeting is mostly a matter of planrmng and budgetmg cash
flows into and out of the Consolidated Fund (CF). The Constitution (Article 74) defines CF in-
flows as all revenues (except those of religious endowments) received by HMGN, all loans raised
on the security of revenues, and all monies received in repayment of any loan made under the
authority of any Act.

Payments from the CF are limited (Article 75 of the Constitution) to:

o monies directly charged to the CF (expenditures of the Royal Family and remuneration and
budgets of the Chief Justice, Judges of the Supreme Court, and several other state officials
and, Heads of the Constitutional bodies including the Auditor General);

o Expenditures under an Appropriation Act; and
o Funds required on a Vote on Account or Vote of Credit to replenish the CF.

The Constitution 1990, Part 10, paragraphs 75, 77 and 78, has envisaged all monies received
must be reflected in the annual budget, and such monies can be spent only after they are incorpo-
rated in the budget. In reality, this is not happening. Extra-budgetary funds appear to be quite
significant. According to the Auditor General's Annual Report, 2001, about NPR 3.27 billion on
income side (unbudgeted revenues and receipts) and about NPR 2.57 billion on unbudgeted ex-
penditures side are reported to have been operated outside of the budgetary framework during FY
1999/00. These figures could be larger since the reported figures are based on statements avail-
able to the auditors. According to the same source, based on few years data, on an average, it is
roughly estimated that around NPR 12 billion of government funding has been unbudgeted annu-
ally. Extra budgetary funds include, for example, (a) those created under the Revolving Fund Act,
which specifies how and where the funds are to be used, and include Health Tax Fund, Alcohol
Control Fund, Heavy Equipment Funds, and Road Maintenance Fee Fund, (b) various types of
grant assistance provided by donor partners that do not appear in government's budget (Annex 11
of the AG's Annual Report provides the details which reports about NPR 71.22 billion funded
through extra budgetary funds under various Technical Assistance and other Grants committed by
vanous donors over a period of 6 to 7 years), and (c) various types of development committees
fund created under the Development Committee Act.

Budget Preparation and Implementartion
HMGN considers the budget as a tool of macro-economic policy and aggregate fiscal discipline.
The macro-economic policy is guided by the five year plans and the availability of resources and
macro-economic indicators of the country. The budgeting procediures-preparation, approval, im-
plementation, and monitoring-are elaborated in "Financial Administration Regulations (FAR),
1999," framed by HMGN in exercise of powers conferred by Section 36 of the Financial Proce-
dures Act, 1999. The National Planning Commission (NPC) is the key player in the develop-
ment budget of Nepal. The yearly plan is based on the guidelines provided by the five year plan.
In the beginning of the fiscal year, NPC and the Mimstry of Fmance (MOF) set budget ceilings
for all Line Ministries considering the overall development policy of HMGN and availability of
financial resources to support the Plan. They also issue budget preparation guidelines. The ceil-
ings and guidelines are passed on through the Ministries to the lowest level spending units, from
which regular and development budgets flow back up to MOF. The NPC, MOF, and Line Min-
istries then meet at the MOF for budget discussions. Thereafter, the Finance Minister submits
the regular and development budget to Parliament. Following Parliamentary approval, the MOF
releases authorizations for expenditure to Line Ministries, which, in turn, release authorizations
to spending units.

The main responsibility for the initiation and preparation of budget is of the spending min-
istries and departments. NPC and MOF do not initiate the budget. Ministries and departments
are supposed to prepare and submit to MOF, within a time limit and format set by MOF, budget
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proposals for the next year as well as reports on the performance of the first six months of the
current year. Currently, most reports on performance only includc actual financial flows, not fo-
cused on results or the achievemcnt of goals as required by the Constitution

Budget Classification: The total budget is divided into Regular, denoting basically the govern-
ment operating costs, repayment of loan and cost of secunty, and Development, covenng costs of
projects and programs The budget classification into recurrent and budgetary categories is said
to require some bridge tables by International Monetary Fund (IMF) missions to bring them
into the same format as IMF Manual of Government Financial Statistcs (GFS). The budget
classification into two headings causes accounting of the expenditures twice: once while spendmig
development expenditures funded from loani and the next while iepaying the same loan. In order
to avoid this problem, it is neccssary to separate budget into Regular, Development and Loan
Repayment. Rcgular and development budget will denote actual governmient expenditures, and
loan repayment budget will denote liquidation of loan liability The economic classification of the
budget is quite opaque. The classification of the budget presented in the budget speech (Annex
9 of the Budget Speech) is too detailed, and at the same time, there is no summary of annual
financial statements that provide detailed budget classifications by Mrmstries and major programs
(i.e., there are no tables that present Ministry/Department versions of Annex 9 of the Budget
speech). The budget classification is not detailed enough to isolate key expenditures (for example
expenditures on repairs and maintenance and newv capital expenditures are classified together
under linc item 6.03 and 6.04; line items 3.02 includes salaries and supplies for schools but also
block grants for VDCs and DDCs) In general, the presentation is not consistent with the IMF's
GFS. There are now efforts to change the economic classification startng from FY2002/03 to
make it more meaningful for expenditure productivity and cost control, and to be more consis-
tent with GFS.

Planning System. Government planning is generally bottom-up, although it is said that the role
of the center is predominant in defining the resource availability and also in screening of the pro-
posed projects. The NPC and MOF set annual limits and broad parameters for the investment and
regular budgets respectively, but lowest level units submit budget proposals for expenditures
wvithin those limits. Considering the overall development policy of HMGN, five year plans and
their owIn sectoral plans, line mtiistries arc responsible to commission their yearly planmng. Many
line ministries have their own long term plans approved by HMGN (for example, 20 years Agri-
culture Perspectivc Plan, Forestry Plan etc.). District levcl plans are annually prepared by District
Development Committees (DDCs), and district level projects are prepared to support such plans.
These projects are discussed at the DDC level, at the concerned line ministry, and at the NPC
level before incorporation into the budget.

Monitoring and Evaluation Systemn HMGN has instituted a system whereby projects are moni-
tored during the year as follows:

* National Development Action Committee (NDAC) at the apex level is a body headed by
the Pnme Minister, which meets every four months;

* Ministerial Development Action Committee (MDAC) is headed by the Mmnuster of the
Ministry concerned, and meets every two months;

* Central Monitoring and Evaluation Division (CMED) of the NPC monitors the core proj-
ects selected for monitoring by the NPC (othcrs are monitored by the respective divisions
of the NPC Secretariat and the concerned ministries), and sends a report every four months
to the NDAC; and

* A separate Poverty Monitoring Section has been establishcd in the NPC Secretanat for
monitoring povcrty, and the policy and programs related to poverty reduction.
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In practice, the monitoring and evaluation system described above does not function as it
should. It is very difficult to find information on budget implementation during the year, apart
from the very aggregate numbers prepared by the MOF or lending numbers by Nepal Rastra
Bank (NRB). Recently, the Financial Comptroller General Office (FCGO) has built its capacity to
issue good reports on budget implementation. It is recommended that FCGO should prepare
such reports three times a year and make these reports more public.

Budget Implementation Process: Following the budget prescntation before the Parliament, Vote-
on-Account Bill is normally approved if the budget is not approved before the commencement of
the fiscal year. On the basis of the Vote-on-Account Bill, the MOF issues expenditure authoriza-
tion to the Ministry concerned. The sequence of events thereafter is as follows:

o Concerned Ministries issue expenditure autlhorization to spending offices, either directly or
through departments, giving a copy, among others, to District Treasury Controller Offices
(DTCOs).

o The DTCOs release money to spending offices when they are in receipt of authorizations.
In the case of a development budget the spending offices are also required to present the
approved programs.

o Initially DTCOs release one-sixth of the total budget and reimbursement is made every
month based on the statement of expenditures produced by the spending offices. No moni-
toring of activity is done at this stage.

O At the end of the year, however, if aniy spendmng office is requesting large reimbursements
then DTCOs ask for the invoices/statements of the work done.

O If the monthly replenishment is not sufficient then spending offices can request an addi-
tional imprest (over and above one-sixth) and based on the ment of the request, the addi-
tional fund is given.

O Reallocation of budget from one heading to other or from one project to another are all
recorded according to the FAR (if these are not recorded, these are reported as irregulari-
ties by the Auditor).

With regard to actual expenditures as compared to budget forecast, HMGN almost spends all
the amount equal to the forecast on the regular budget, whereas, on development budget, about
70 to 80 percent of the budget is actually spent. Within the year, budget reallocation often takes
place during budget implementation. Regulation 39 of FAR requires the MOF, to approve justi-
fied request for re-allocations, and to send copies of the approval to FCGO and the Office of the
Auditor General (OAG). Reallocation between different sources of funds rarely happens within
the same year. Budget transfer normally takes place between budget sub-heads and between budget
hne items. In case of shortage of funds during the financial year, MOF adopts various rationing
measures which include, reduction of operating expenses, withholding of vacant posts, curbing
unproductive expenses through austerity measures, curtailment of foreign trips and study tours,
and even postponement of non-core development programs.

Reforms Proposed in Budgeting: Because the budget is prepared for one year at a time, projects
requiring a longer time period to complete do not often get enough resources in subsequent
years In addition, it is said that budgets do not consider periodic development plans every year.
As a result, it is alleged that periodic plans and budgets are far apart in the third and fourth year
of the periodic plan. In order to eliminate this anomaly, efforts are underway to introduce
"medium-term budget framework" (sometimes referred to as medium term expenditure frame-
work). The objective is two-pronged:

(a) to make budgets compatible and consistent with periodic plans, and
(b) to give due attention to multi-year projects
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Major Issues related to Budget Preparation and Implementation: There are several issues
conmected with budget preparation and implementation:

* The financial budgets are not linked to any results or goal achievement.
* Demands often exceed the resource availability, and the number of projects proposed every

year in the budget is said to be more than the capacity to implement both in terms of insti-
tutional capability and in terms of resource availability.

* Budget requests are dcliberately inflated in expectation of cuts.
* Ad hoc MOF cuts in the budget have uicreased the inability of the system to provide gov-

ernment counterpart finance for externally-funded projects. Although a well-spelled out
Budget Formulation Manual exists, it is not followed properly; hence, roles to be played by
various agencies in budget planning and formulation are not effectively exercised.

* The Usc of regular and development expenditure in budgets is archaic, and should be re-
placed by recurrent, capital and loan repayment budget. The loan repayment budget
should be separated to allow for the presentation of actual governrment expenditures, avoid
double accounting of expenditures, and to account for the reduction of the outstanding
loan.

* Despite three changes of budget classifications in ten years, budget codes sell do not reflect
activities The possibility of adopting an activity-based budget classification to enable meas-
urement of outputs/outcomes should be studied.

* As required by the FAR, every office implementing the budget is supposed to send its im-
mediate controlling office a four monthly report on Schedule 2 of the FAR (Physical Target
Progress Report), shoxving quantitative program or budget goals, and the extent to which
they have been achieved (linkage betwveen physical progress vs. financial progress). In prac-
tice, most agencies are not rcporting quantitative or goal achievements.

* The salary of any officer who fails to submit Schedule 2 of the FAR within the prescribed
time is supposed to be withheld. This has never been known to happen

* Copies of foreign aid agreements are sometimes not provided within 30 days to the OAG
and FCGO as required by the FAR.

* Very few Secretaries send spending authorization to their subordmnate offices within 15 days
after receiving them from the MOF, as required by FAR. Budget releases are said to be
sometimes based on personal approach and bias

* The review of the development budget in isolaton from the review of the regular budget
has led to produce some undesirable results includmg, for example, failure to provide ade-
quately for maintcnance of capital assets; and the inclusion in the development budget of
items which should be in the regular budget.

* Poor forecasting of revenue and foreign aid leaves budget makers in line ministries with an
inadequate knowledge of the resources available.

Debt Management
The Public Dcbt Act, 1960 prescribes the methods, procedures, and limits for internal government
borrowing. This can take the form of Treasury Bills, Promnissory Notes, or Development Bonds.
The Loan and Guarantee Act, 1968 provides the basic guidelines for foreign loans and their man-
agement. HMGN receives many foreign loans for terms as long as 30 or 40 years. HMGN has
also provided guarantees for loans taken by state-owned enterprises, such as the Nepal Electricity
Authority and the Nepal Telecommunications Corporation. The FCGO is responsible for all loan
and grant accounting. Record keeping for loans has improved in recent years, and reconciliation of
accounts with lenders is no longer as problematic as in the past. Accounting for loan guarantees,
however, still has to attain the same level of accuracy and completeness, as mentioned in the Audi-
tor General's latest report Over the past two decades, Nepal's debt outstanding has risen from
15 percent to about 65 percent of GNP. External debt is now about 50 percent of the GNP.
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External debt service payments account for about 60 percent of Nepal's total debt service, and are
nearly 7 to 8 percent of its earnings from exports of goods and services

FinancMial anagement of Externally-Funded Projects
In the case of nationally executed externally-funded projects, the responsible central project office
sends a budget release request to the FCGO and the DTCO. The FCGO checks whether all nec-
essary procedures have been completed, and whether reimbursement has been received or requested
from the external development partner. The FCGO then issues an order to the concerned DTCO
to release funds to all district level offices of the project. The DTCO then checks for any irregular-
ities, authorization, work plans, and bank balances, before releasing the budget in response to the
FCGO order. After the expenditure of funds, the project submits a withdrawal application, with all
bills and vouchers, to the development partner, which, after careful analysis, reimburses the expense
by sending a credit note to FCGO and the project. To ensure that projects do not run out of funds
betveen request for reimbursement and receipt of the credit note, some development partners
open a dollar-denominated special account operated by concerned project implementing units at
NRB for the project. Projects can request the NRB to transfer their funds from this account to
the CF.

Recommendations
From the viewpoint of financial accountability, the most significant weakness of the budgeting
system is its failure to link financial expenditures with the results, outputs, or goals to be attained
through those expenditures as required by both the Constitution and the FAR. On the other
hand, reports on outputs and goals are not very meaningful unless there are some forecasts or
benchmarks to which they can be compared. While it is sometimes difficult to link certain expen-
ditures, particularly on operating costs, to specific outputs, practically all government expenditures
are designed to finance services, and can, therefore, be linked to effectiveness in the provision of
such services. In order to link the physical progress and results with the financial progress and in
order to adapt to the MTEF framework, HMGN should reinforce the implementation of existing
regulations with slight amendment on rules and procedures. Accordingly, it is recommended that
(a) the three measures described below be implemented initially in the five Ministries (Agricul-
ture, Education, Health, Water Resources, Works & Physical Planning) being considered for the
implementation of MTEF; secondly, for all the other central Ministries; and finally for all the local
bodies. The three measures are that:

o HMGN link physical progress or results with budget release in which case, HMGN should
not present, and Parliament should not approve a budget unless it is accompanied by:-

(i) a retrospective review of the quantitative and other measurable goals, results and out-
puts achieved through the preceding year's budgetary receipts and payments; and

(ii) a prospective forecast of quantitative and other measurable goals, results, and outputs
to be achieved through expenditures in the budget.

o No budget request be accepted from any office unless it contains retrospective and prospec-
tive quantitative reports and measurable goals as described above for the national budget.

O During the year, cash reimbursements to every office out of its approved budget be dis-
bursed only on presentation by that office of a quarterly financial, as well as quantitative,
report on the past expenditures for which reimbursement is being claimed, as well as a simi-
lar forecast of the results expected from the expenditure of the requested funds.

Other recommendations are as follow.s:

(a) HMGN review Schedules 2, 3, and 5 of FAR, to confirm the extent to which they can be
used to report the mformation required by the above recommendations, and introduce
any necessary amendments or revisions.
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(b) The Internal Audit Division of FCGO provide guidelines to DTCOs requiring them to
verify and specifically report on the compliance with the above recommendation's, and thc
OAG also verify compliance dunng the course of its audit.

(c) FCGO prepare budget implementation reports and make such reports publicly available
three times a year.

(d) HMGN strengthen the Monitoring Section of the NPC ensuring full ownership by NPC
to institute a realistic system. Instead of monitoring only the core projects, NPC in close
collaboration with the line mimstries should strengthen the existing system whereby all
development projects can be monitored on a quarterly basis.

(e) The budget circular should call for a joint review, and ultimately a joint proposal, for both
regular and development budgets.

(f) The revenue and foreign aid forecastng of the MOF needs to be strengthened, perhaps
supplemented by good mdependent evaluation.

(g) HMGN conduct a study to develop activity based budget coding classification in order to
match with output or outcome based expenditures, anld plan to implement such a system
in the medLium term.

(h) HMGN effect whatever amendments in relevant legislation and regulations are necessary
to implement the above recommendations.

(i) HMGN also prepare and implement Human Resource Development Plan, which should
include traimng all budgeting, accounung, and auditing staff in the implementation of the
recommendations.





CHAPTER 3

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNTING AND

FINANCIAL REPORTING

H MGN has a well-defined central government accouniting and financial reporting system in
most important aspccts The main challengc is, however, implemenltation of the system.
One good example is the failure to link expenditures to outputs or outcomes, as required

by the system Other system weaknesses include the failure to reveal debtors, creditors, and accrued
expenses, as well as the exclusion of significant activities related to grants, commodity aid, and direct
payments from donors WVhile HMGN is already considering the possibl[ity of moving towards an
accrual accountAng system, it is important that this transition be made gradually only after building
on the current system with gradual improvements Staff mix and skills present anotlher challenge
The reasonably well-qualified staff need to be motivated to produce better outcomes Internal audit
is weak partly due to lack of capacity to cover a large number of payment centers. Measures that
could facilitate easing the pressure include the introduction of an Integrated Treasury System to
reduce the number of accounting centers.

Statutory and Legislative Framework
The Financial Procedures Act, 1999 together with the Financial Administration Regulations
(FAR) 1999, specifies the responsibilities of the Ministry of Finance (MOF), the Financial Comp-
troller General Office (FCGO), the District Treasury and Controller Office (DTCO), other cen-
tral level agencies, and operatng level enuties. It prescribes financial procedures relating to collec-
tion, disbursement, recording, internal control, checking, internal auditing, midepenident audit by
the Office of the Auditor General (OAG), and the clearing of irregularities.

Public accounting involves three main responsibility centers-namely, the MOF, Line Mmi-
istries/Constitutional bodies, anid FCGO. The MOF, upon enactment of the Appropriation Act or
vote on account, issues authorization to the Secretary of Line Ministry or Constitutionial Body,
with copies sent to FCGO and OAG. The Secretary of the Line Ministry or the Head of the Con-
stitutional Body subsequently issues authorizations to Heads of Department, and the Heads of
Departments in turn issue authorizations to Heads of subordinate offices. Overall cash and debt
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management is handled by the MOF through FCGO. The Financial Procedures Act, 1999 desig-
nates the Secretary as the Chief Accounting Officer, and he is accountable for all accounting units
in or under his Mmustry/Authonty to administer expenditures within the limits of the allocation,
regulate collection of revenues into the consolidated fund, cause accounts to be maintained, and
submit statements thereof. The FCGO, an independent departmcnt undcr the MOF, is the central
accounting organ of the government and custodian of the government treasury. The FCGO is
responsible for the accounting of all loans, investments and treasury funds.

The FCGO releases funds to 3,729 paying offices spread over 75 districts and ensures proper
book-keeping thereof. It collects, monitors, and records revenues, maintains records of inventones,
expenditures and outstanding irregularities. The FCGO is also responsible for the management of
accounting personnel and internal audit of all operating entities. It consolidates monthly cash flow
information of the government and produces a report in time, and upon completion of the finan-
cial year, submits for auditing to the OAG the national statements of receipts and expenditures.

B3ookkeeping and Accounting
Accounting functions in HMGN system can be summarized into two levels: Operating Level
(which handles payments and collections) and the Central Level (which issues authorizations to
operating level and oversees them).

o Operating level agency: Records expenditures by budget items and revenue by item
codes, and reports to the central level agency (line department/ministry, project manage-
ment office to DTCO).

o Central level agency. Consolidates accounts by each budget head/sub-head, from state-
ments submitted by paying offices, and submits integrated accounts statements to FCGO
once every four months

The accounting system is maintained on a cash basis. Although government regulations allow
for debtors (for example, outstanding staff advances) and creditors (for example, suppliers not paid
until the next fiscal year), the cash basis of accounting docs not provide for these items to be rec-
ognized in government financial statements Expenditure is maintained in a double entry accounts
system, but revenue accounting is still on a single entry basis. The expenditure accounting system
is supplemented by a property accounting system (1963), and a public works accounting system
(1974). Each system contamns standard recording formats as approved by OAG. Under the expen-
diture accountmng system, HMGN has adopted a common accounting structure (coding and clas-
sification) in order to integrate planning, budgeting, accounting, and reporting functions. The
property accounting system makes no provision for depreciation of assets. Valuation is on histori-
cal cost

Accounts are maintained manually but computers are used at central agencies like FCGO, some
line mimstries, departments and sclccted DTCOs and project offices for integration of statements
collected from various operating units. The FCGO has introduced computerized release and expen-
diture data capturing system in 45 districts in FY 2000/01. This system has been expanded to
64 districts by the end of June 2002.2 These efforts have speeded up the account compilation. FY
2000/01 accounts reconciliation was ready at the end of the third month of this fiscal year. However,
the finalization of accounts was delayed because of delayed receipt of accounting statements con-
cerning direct payments and commodity grants from a few donors. FCGO finalized the accounts
only on January 10, 2002, with subsequent follow-on adjustment on March 22, 2002. If all donor
accounts are available on time, FCGO now has the capability to finalize annual accounts latest by
the end of the fourth month after the end of the concerned fiscal year.

2 Due to Maoist attack on several power plants, a few distncts (for example, Taplejung, Panchthar and Salyan)
are unable to use the system
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Accounts Staff
Accounts staff are deputcd by FCGO to each office to assist the office chief in conducting and
recording financial transactions as prescribed in the laws, and maintaining accountng records duly
supported with documentary evidence Each transaction bears a consecutive number and unless
approved by the designated approving authority, it is not posted to the corresponding books of
accounts, which are self-balancing. Accountants are responsiblc for ensuring proper compliance
with FAR. Any error of omission or non-compliance or missing documentary evidence must be
rcported to the approving authonty. Procurement functions, safe custody of assets and accounting
functions are separate responsibilities within the financial sphere. Funds are operated through bank
accounts. A petty cash box is provided for the safe keeping of cash in hand and checkbooks.

The accounting staff including financial controllers and internal auditors constitute the
Accounting Service Cadre, consisting of about 4,400 staff. The Public Service Commission (PSC)
handles recruitment of accounts staff, and the FCGO is responsible for administering this Service
Group according to the Nepal Civil Service Rules, 1993, wvithin the policy guidelines issued by the
Ministry of General Administration (MOGA). The functions and duties of the Chief of Accounts
Section at various operating level offices are specified under the FAR.

Financial Reporting
Financial reporting procedurcs and responsibilities may be summarized as follows:

(a) All operating offices should submit, within seven days after completion of each month,
the financial statements (statement of expenditures, revenue collection and guarantee
deposits), supported with the bank reconciliarion statement, and the details of outstand-
ing advances to line departments and DTCOs.

(b) The central levcl accounting entities (line departments) are required to moniitor and con-
solidate such financial statements for each department and send them to the line ministry
every four months.

(c) The line ministry having monitored such statements would prepare the consolidated
financial statcmcnts of the whole of the miniustry and submit them to FCGO anid OAG
within four months (by end of Kartik) followuig the end of the fiscal year, FCGO submits
consolidated accounts to OAG no later than six months (by end of Poush).

(d) The FCGO consolidates the ministerial financial statements, which it receives from DTCOs
through the Finalcial Management Infornmation System (FMIS), supplements them with
consolidated bank statements from NRB, and prepares uitegrated annual financial state-
ments for Nepal which it submits to OAG wvithin six months following the year end.

The annual government financial statements (prcparcd in Nepali lainguage only) reports the
following: (a) budget allocation and uses, (b) estimated revenue anid collections, (c) details of guar-
antee deposits, and (d) statement of irregularities identified by internal audit. The statement is pre-
pared by ministry (and by budget) and contains allocation (budget estimate), release, expenditure
and balance unspent, each with budget itemized details. For development budget, the statement
also specifies sources of ftinds. Budget allocations and revenues are accounted for by district and by
revenue codc, whcreas deposits and details of internal audit observations are prepared by office.

Procurement and Assets Management
The discussion on procurement policies and practices is postponed to Chapter V, where it is
reviewed as a cross-cutting issue. There are many legal provisions in FAR dealing with the custody,
maintenance, managcment, accounting, and reporting of government assets, inventories, land and
buildings. Chapter 6 of the FAR is devoted to the custody of government assets, inventory, and
thcir protection It designates an appropriate officer to maintain the inventory and custody of
governmenit materials. Depending on the staffing of the particular office, that officer could be the
procurement officer, store officer, storekeeper, or other official designated by the officer-in-charge
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(OIC). Even commodity aid is supposed to be recorded, included in the central financial state-
ment, and inspected by the FCGO (Rule 48 of the FAR). Each Office is required to prepare an
annual report within three months following the end of the fiscal year, stating the balance of
goods and the materials brought forward from the previous year, acquisitions, transfer, and dispos-
als during the current year, and balances carried forward to the following year (Rule 53 of the
FAR), to maintain an inventory of its land and buildings, ensure that they are properly registered,
and send a copy to the statement of lanid and buildings, in a format approved by the FCGO, to
thc District Administration Office, Pertinent Superior Department, Ministry and DTCO. Although
this is done, the quality of asset and inventories, records and reports is poor due to inadequate
monitoring. Also, there are no consolidated registers or reports for the country as a whole; there
are only records of operational level offices.

Internal Audit
Several legal provisions require verification, inspections, and confirmations, which bear all the
attributes of internal audit, even when the activities are not so described. Chapter 14 of the FAR
deals specifically with internal audit. According to Rule 142 (6):

"The Financial Comptroller Gencral Office and the concerned District Treasury and
Controller Office (DTCO) may, on a spot check or from time to time, examine as to
whether the books of account required to be maintained by any Office have been
maintained accurately or not, whether cash balance is accurate or not."

A report of such exammation should be sent to Clhef of the "Pertinent Superior Office", who is
required to give the neccssary direction, or take necessary action within seven days of receiving the
report. The OIC is required to direct that missing inventory records be cstablished within three
days, and any recoverable losses be recovered within 15 days, and to inform both the OAG and
the FCGO of any such action.

It is the responsiblhty of the OIC and the chief of financial administration to update accounts of
revenue, deposit, and appropriated amounts and to get such accounts audited internally (Rule 145).
The FCGO is required (Rules 145-146) to prepare and enforce an internal audit manual. Such a
manual has been prepared and introduced with financing from the WB under an Institutional
Development Fund (IDF) grant.

The Accountable Officer is to check whether the OIC or "Responsible Person" has settled
any irregularities revealed m internal audit reports, and to get them settled. The OIC submits the
accounts and financial statcment to OAG for external audit in accordance with the format approved
by OAG (Rule 146). Irregularities reported in a letter from the internal auditor or OAG are
requLred (Rule 148) to be settled within the time limit specified in the letter, and where no time
limit is specified, within 35 days. The role of internal audit in assessing internal controls and rec-
ommending improvements to systems and procedures is very limited. Internal audit rarely assesses
internal controls or recommends improvements. Its normal role is to examine whether or not
prescnbed legal provisions are being followed.

Proberns and Issues
Principal accounting and reporting issues may be summarized as follows:

Linkage between Financial Progress and Physical Output/Outcomes: Even though the reporting
regulations provide for reporting of quantitative or measurable achievements or their linking to
financial data, this is not yet reflected in the accounting process.

Advances: Advances are treated as expenditures and are booked under the corresponding budget
items. Advances are also included in the consolidated accounts. They are posted in sub-ledgers
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and reconciled only when advances are settled Chapter 11 of FAR requires the ascertainment of
the exact sum to be provided in advance and also requLres timely settlement of such advances.
Despite tlus, every year OAG has been observing a substantial amount of irregularities related to
advances which include, excess amounts provided m advance, spending beyond the budget lhmit,
and negligence in clearing advances.

Commitments: Commitments are not recorded.

Budget Codes: The budget item codes are primarily meanIt for providing a uniform basis for con-
trol and accountability at various levels They do not conform to the expenditure categories and
the corresponding activities and sub-activities as defined in development project documents.
Therefore, expenditures incurred under various budget items have to be processed further by
means of worksheets.

Item Codes: The present item codes do not capture commodity grants and direct funding. Based
on the information collected from various agencies, a statement of foreign assistance in the form
of direct payments and commodity aid is prepared. Yet, this does not provide a complete and
accurate accounting.

Benefictary Particzpation: Similarly, beneficiary participation in projects is neither budgeted nor
considered.

Accounting Formats: The prescribed accounting formats being used at the operating level have
no columns to record by sources of funding, annual appropriation, amount released, expenditure
incurred, and commitment made thereof.

Cumulattve Figures: The formats do not provide cumulative figures for preparing project
accounts.

Financial Reporting HMGN regular financial report is not directly comparable or compatible
with the cost tables in most project documents.

Contingent Liabilities. Like many governments, HMGN does not show contingent liabilities in
its accounting and annual financial statements. In view of possible liabilities resulting from HMGN
commitments and guarantees on behalf of state-owned enterprises, some rough indication of the
magnitude of such contingent liabilities would greatly improve the disclosure standards of HMGN's
annual financial statements.

Accounts Reconciliation: There are reconciliation delays which affect timely financial reporting.
Delay in reconciliation of accounting information between banks, DTCOs and FCGO is primarily
due to delays in reporting by commercial banks. Most branches of commercial banks operatmg
government accounts maintain records manually, a factor causing delays in preparing financial
statements.

Monitoring: Preparation and submission of four-monthly financial statements, at both inter-agency
level and Intra-agency level, are often neglected due to inadequate morutoring and follow-up.

Internal Audzt: Internal audit is not as effective as it might be, due to the large number of
accounting and payment centers relative to the auditmg capacity available and the limit of the inter-
nal audit role to transaction checking. An integrated treasury system reducmg the number of
accounting centers (an initiative that was under consideration by HMGN in 1999) might help to
ease the pressure on internal audit (and accounting) staff.
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Revenue Reconciliation Revenues are deposited in 78 different account categories (codes)
through the authorized banks. Small revenues often create problems of bank reconciliation. No
matter how little, cash has to be deposited the next day. Offices having banks far off are therefore
reluctant to accept cash. The whole revenue accounting system may need restructuring in this
respect.

Staffing The total number of accounting staff in government is about 4,400, of which about
500 are officers, and about 3,900 assistant level staff. These personnel are apparently having some
difficulty in coping with consolidation of information from more than 3,700 accounting locations
every year, with the result that the preparation of consolidated accounts of HMGN takes a very
long time. In addition, accounting staff have dual accountability-professional responsibility towards
FCGO, and reporting responsibilhty towards the assigned authonty. This sort of dual reporting and
establishing relationship with both FCGO and the reporting authority has been a great challenge.

Staff Quality: Although the accounting staff is reasonably qualified and handle accounting jobs
satisfactorily, the number of accountants and internal auditors who are trained and experienced mn
project accountng is still very small. In many cases, and particularly at the lower levels and in the
field, the accounting expertise is very poor. This problem is further complicated by donors' require-
ments, which are complex, non-standard, and have to be met m English.

Staff Morale: Compensauon provided to accounts staff in projects is not competitive and attrac-
tive to retain good quality accounts staff of right caliber in view of growing demand of quality
staff in the private sector where compensation levels are considerably higher. Good performing
accounts staff, in general, appear to be highly frustrated due to absence of a performance evalua-
tion system which recognizes and rewards good performance. Motivating good accounts staff is a
challenge

Staff Training: Regular training of accounts and audit staff is provided, particularly in the Rev-
enue Administration Training Center (RATC) and the Nepal Administrative Staff College
(NASC). NASC is an mdependent training institute created by a special Act to provide on-the-job
training to civil servants. RATC is a sector-training center under the MOF. However, much of the
training provided is routine, and designed to satisfy the statutory requirement that all candidates
for promotion must undergo training.

Recommendations
The legal framework for accounting and financial reporting is sound in most important respects,
but there are weaknesses of whlch the most significant have to do with: failure to link expendi-
tures to outputs or outcomes; failure to reveal debtors, creditors, or accrued expenditures; exclu-
sion of significant activities related to grants, commodity aid, and direct payments from donors;
inadequate project accounting due to failure to accumulate project expenditures; mismatch
between budget, normal government accounting, and project accounting codes; and inadequate
staff capacity and weak internal audit.

Accordingly, it is recommended that:

(a) The accounting and reporting systems be expanded by creating codes to permit the
recording of quantitative and other output data to compare with benchmarks established
in budgets (see Chapter II recommendations). In order to permit this in the system, the
current software used by FCGO needs to be upgraded.

(b) HMGN develop a roadmap for the medium- to long-term introduction of accrual
accounting based on a carefully-phased plan, and a realistic timetable. The new system
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would permit reporting of debtors, creditors, accrued expenses and other assets and
liabilities. While the immediate priority should be to improve the cash based accounting
system, 3 transitioni to accrual based accounting system should be made only after improv-
ing the current capacity an-d developing a realistic plan. FCGO is currently considenng the
modalities and timing of such a system in the context of a proposed ADB-financed project.

(c) HMGN should enforce a rule that requires all spending offices to regularize all expenses
mcurred during a fiscal year within 35 days of the closing of the fiscal year so that finan-
cial statements prepared and submitted do not contain irregular expenditures 4

(d) All aid funds, grants, commodity aid, direct donor payments, and beneficiary contribu-
tions to projects in Nepal be included in the National Budget, accounted for by FCGO,
and audLited by the OAG. MOF to discuss with all donors to reach a consensus on the
modalities for reflecting these in the National Budget Managers of projects seekng to be
exempted from thlis requirement should apply to the OAG, cting reasons for a special
exemption; the process should be kept transparent

(e) HMGN set up an Accounting Standards Board (ASB) and a Board of Auditing Standards
(BAS) to formulate appropriate accounting standards for the use of the public sector, the
private sector, local bodies, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).5 The Board
should include representatives from the accounting profession, MOF, OAG, FCGO, the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal (ICAN), and academicians.

(f) HMGN introdtice newv accountinig codes and classifications, which correspond to
(i) budget codes and classifications, and (ii) codes and classifications to be used in project
specific budgets anid accounts, including for donor-funded projects.

(g) Internal audit be strengthened through staff training, and its coverage and scope of work
expanded in line with its capacity.

(h) FCGO together -with MOGA to review performance measuring indicators of accounts
staff in order to recognize the contribution of good performers, and to review how the
current system of dual reporting arrangements can be made more effective to result in
better outcomes from the accounts staff.

(i) HMGN introduce an estimate of continigent liabilities into its annual financial statements.
0) HMGN continue producing its annual financial statements in English for wider dissemi-

nation to donors. Annual financial statements, in Nepali or English, be made available at
zero or nominal cost to public, and even posted in the MOF's website.

(k) HMGN develop Human Resource Development plans including on-the-job training of
accounts and internal audit staff through greater training of traners, improved material
and human resources for the RATC, and better organization and staffing of the training
ftnction in FCGO.

(1) HMGN ensure that appropriate training is provided to accounts and audit staff to enable
them to implement the above recommendations.
HMGN effect whatever amendments in the relevant legislations and other legal provisions
are necessary to implement the above recommendations.
HMGN consider the possibility of introducing an integrated treasury system in order to
reduce the number of accounting centers.
HMGN to introduce cumulative accounting for all projects, including those solely
financed by HMGN.

3 Improvements in cash based system should consider, for exampie, implemenitation of recording of commit-
ments, ways to reduce the advances, maintain asset register

4 Provision of disciplinary action to be enacted for those who fall to comply within the stipulated timc frame

5 ICAN has formed tvo Standards setting committees - Accounting Standards Committee and Auditing Stan-
dards Committee, with the assistance of ADB Technical Assistance, these two Committees wvll be recognized as the
Accounting Standards Board and Auditing Standards Board after the Nepal Chartered Accountanits Bill 2058
(amendment) receives the Roval Seal





CHAPTER 4

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNTING AND

FINANCIAL REPORTING

T he Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990 recognizes the decentralization of authon-
ty as a meaiis of providing maximum opportunity to people in their governance, and thc
Local Self-Governance Act, 1999, whilc devolving wide sectoral authority to local bodies,

has provided for more accountable and transparent local governmenits through village, municipal,
and district councils, committee system, and audit committees. Although the Country has an
impressive financial accoumtability framework set up by the Local Self-Governance Act, 1999,
there is very limited institutional capability at the grass roots level to implement the accountability
requtrements as set forth in the Act. Fiduciary nsk at the local government level appears to be
high. Internal control is very weak. Many District Development Committees and Municipalitics
do not still have internal audit units as required by LSGA, 1999. The prime focus of HMGN
should be capacity building at the grass roots level to comply with the accountability arrangements
as set forth by the Act. Central level monitoring of district level activitics is also weak

Statutory and Legal Framework
The Local Administration Act, 1971, divided Nepal into 75 districts. The country has 75 District
Development Committees (DDCs), 58 Municipalitics, and 3,913 Village Devclopment Comlllit-
tees (VDCs) The latest definitive laNvs governing local government in Ncpal is the Local Self-
Governance Act (LSGA), 1999. This Act enables HMGN to retain the districts creatcd by the
1971 Act, designate each as a "District Development Area" (DDA) and to divide each DDA into
a minimum of nine and a maximum of 17 areas. Depending on their population, infrastructure,
econoniic, and othcr characteristics, these areas could be designated either as MuLiicipal Areas
(MAs) or Village Development Areas (VDAs).

DDAs, MAs, and VDAs are governed by elected governing councils, which meet twice a year6

to decide policies, approve budgets and accounts, and to authorize specified major decisions of

6 DDAs mect only once a year
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elected committees, which meet monthly, and run the day-to-day affairs of each area. Chart 2
below shows the structure and relationshlps of local government areas. Each MA anid each VDA is
divided mto mne wards of approximately equal population, each run by a ward committee. How-
ever, the number of wards in each municipality depends on the population of the municipality.

Financial Accountability Provisions of the Local
Self-Governance Act, 0999
The three local government executive bodies-VDC, Municipality, and DDC-are each defined in
the Act as a "Local Body." Each is endowed with powers of a legal person able to own property,
contract in its own name, and to sue or be sued. Members of all three "local bodies" are required
to swear an oath before assuming office, and to pubLish a statement of their personal and joint
family moveable and immovable property within 30 days after swearing the Oath of Office In
addition, the Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson are required to publish a similar declaration of
assets within 30 days after relinquishing their posts.

The LSGA defines the functions, powers, duties, and sources of funds of each of the three
types of local bodies. Each council (the supreme governtng body) is required to create an
"accounts committee" under the chairpersonship of any Council Member, consisting of three
members in VDC and maximum of 5 in MC and DDC. Each body is required to prepare an
annual budget and development plan in collaboration with other operators and stakeholders in its
jurisdiction (including government bodies and NGOs); mamtain up-to-date accounts of its
income and expenditure; and to have such accounts audited.

The Secretaries of the VDC and the Municipality have almost identical financial management
responsibilities, which include: maintenance of up-to-date accounts and records of mcome, expen-
diture and projects; incurring of expenditure; arranging for audit of accounts and clearance of audit
queries; maintenance of records of moveable and immoveable property; and control of all staff.

In addition to the common financial management (FM) provisions discussed above, the LSGA
has FM provisions specific to each of the three local bodies.
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For the VDC:

. The internal audit shall be carried out by the DDC within four months following the end
of the fiscal year. The external audit shall be carried out by an auditor approved by the
DDC on the recommendation of the accounts committee constituted by the Village Coun-
cil. The Chairperson of the VDC shall take action on audit queries and points, and submit
the audit report and details of actions taken to the accounts committee, which should study
the report and submit it, with its recommendations and opinions to the Village Council.
The Village Council considers the report and recommendations and sends appropriate
instructions to the VDC. Statement of expenditures of VDCs have to be made available
publicly to all wards within one month following each meeting of the Village Council.

For the Municipality.

* The budget of the Municipality is prepared by its secretary, approved by the Municipahty,
whose Mayor submits it to the Municipal Council for approval. The Secretary signs all con-
tracts and countersigns all checks with the Accounts Chief Statements of expenditure of the
Municipality have to be made available publicly to all the wards within one month follow-
ing each meeting of the Municipal Council. The Municipalhty itself carries out the internal
audit of its income and expenditure. Its external audit is carned out by a registered auditor
appointed by the Municipal Council on the recommendation of the accounts committee.
The Mayor submits the final (external) audit report to the accounts committee for delibera-
tion, and then to the Municipal Council, with the accounts committee's opinions and rec-
ommendations. The Council gives directions to the Municipality for the ultimate resolution
of queries.

Municipal level projects are supposed to undergo quarterly monitoring by the Municipality,
and a formal examination, release, and clearance upon completion, on the basis of a work comple-
tion report and evaluation submitted by a technician an-d approved by the Council. Aspects to be
evaluated include employment creation, other benefits generated, and ecological impact of the
project. This (and the quarterly review) is an important opportunity to tie project expenditure to
outcomes.

For the DDC:

* Each DDC is required to plan the development of the distnct by creating an "Integrated
Plan Formulation Committee," which co-ordinates and sets priorities among projects pro-
posed by various plan formulanon committees.

* The District Council approves the DDC budget. Most of the DDC projects are unplemented
by user groups or VDCs, and the DDC is responsible for ensuring that accounts of those
groups an-d VDCs are audited. The DDC must form a Supervision and Monitonng Comnmt-
tee to monitor project umplementation. The DDC is supposed to evaluate the effect of every
completed project after one year, and evaluate on-going projects every six months, to assess:
provisions for repair and maintenance; community benefits; increase in production and
employment; and impact on the ecology. The DDC is required to carry out its own internal
audit (Section 232-1 of LSGA). The external ("final") audit is done by the OAG. The Dis-
trict Coincld reviews the audit report vith suggestions of the accounts committee, and directs
the DDC on settlement of unsettled audit quenes and regularization of unregularized items.

Implementation Status of the Legal Provisions

Bookkeeping and Accounting
The books of accounts in local bodies are double entry based and maintained on a cash basis, but
the muincipalities have the option to adopt the accrual basis. The system contains a wide range of
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formats to be used by the local bodies for bookkeeping, accotunting and financial reporting. Many
local bodies are still continuing with the HMGN accounting system, although the present regula-
tions have prescnbed new accounting formats for use in the local bodies, specific to VDCs, Munic-
ipalities and DDCs. The chief of financial administration section in DDCs is still deputed from the
FCGO. Municipalities appoint their own accounts staff. In VDCs, the secretary alone handles the
accounting records. Accounting function in DDCs is complex, since DDCs are required to handle
both local level and the district level HMGN/donor-funded development programs on behalf of
the central government. Moreover, they are intermediaries between VDCs/Municipalities and the
Ministry of Local Development (MOLD).

Accounting is done manually at the offices of local bodies. Some DDCs and Municipalities,
however, are equipped with computers to internally share data. The MOLD has recently provided
an accounting software package to be used in DDCs under the Participatory District Develop-
ment Program (PDDP) financed by the UNDP.7 The authority and the chief of the financial
administration section in each local body maintain records duly supported with evidence of trans-
actions, and have them audited by the internal auditor. They are jointly responsible to confirm,
prior to inviting the external auditor, that irregularities pointed out by the mternal auditor (such
as, sanctions, evidence and recovery) are duly regularized. The admmistrative and fiscal decentral-
ization will be enhanced with the formulation of subsequent projects by UNDP in partnership
with vanous donors like DFID, SNV, DANIDA and GTZ. The World Bank is carrying out the
sector work on Fiscal Decentralization to offer Government policy assistance on specific aspects of
fiscal decentralization. HMGN has formed a Fiscal Commission in March 2002 with a mandate to
manage the fiscal devolution process. It will primarily focus on: (a) distribution of public expendi-
tures among three levels of government-central, DDCs, and municipalities/VDCs; (b) setting-up
a fiscal framework for transfers from central government; and (c) devolution of right to collect
revenues proposing effectivc systems for local revenue administration.

Reporting
The local bodies are required to submit to the MOLD and also to DTCO the statement of
income and expenditure along with details of outstanding advances and bank reconciliation state-
ment within seven days after each month. VDCs submit such statements to DDCs. The project
offices handling budgets involving foreign assistance also need to report on grants-in-kind, direct
payments, assistance on turnkey basis, technical and other assistance, and reimbursable amount.
The VDCs and Municipalities should, within 35 days after the year-end, submit the yearly state-
ment of income and expenditure, and progress report to the DDCs. In turn, DDCs prepare their
own statement along with a summary statement for submission to MOLD. Most of the above
currently happen in all municipalities and DDCs, but not in all VDCs.

Internal Control
The chief of financial administration section is responsible to safeguard the checkbook, cash and
bank deposits, receipts and records. Likewise, the storekeeper safeguards the physical assets. The
local body authority in person, or through his nominees, conducts stock venfication at a minimum
once every year. Procurement, safe custody of property, and accounting fall under separate respon-
sibilities. The procedures are prescribed under the regulations. The MOLD has recently provided
internal audit guidelines to the local bodies. Bylaws have been formulated pursuant to Section 275
of the LSGA to provide detailed operational guidelines on the procedures relating to financial
administration, personnel management and creation of local dcvelopment fund. Transactions are
to be counter-checked and recorded upon approval by the chief. In Municipalities and DDCs, the

7 Accounting software package for financial accounting and reporting has been implemented in a few pilot
DDCs on a phased basis
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bank accounts are operated undcr the joint signature of the Secretary, the authority, and the Head
of Financc Section. In VDCs, the chairperson and the secretary operate the bank accounts.
Accounting records are kept up-to-date with regular balancing. Assets registers also need to be
maintained. The DDC Secretary, however, with the assistance from DTCO, examines at least once
every year, the financial transactions of VDCs and municipalities, and subsequently submit report
to the respective local bodies and MOLD.

Internal Audit
Prior to enforcement of the LSGA, the DTCOs used to conduct internal audit of Municipalities
and DDCs. DDCs conduct internal audit of VDCs within four months following the year end.
Although the LSGA and associated regulations require all DDCs, and all Municipalities with rev-
enues in excess of NPR 10 million, to set up internal audit sections headed by Internal Auditors of
the officcr rank. Such sections are gradually being established in some DDCs8 and municipalities.
MOLD is following-up with other DDCs and municipalities to comply with oversight arrange-
ments set out in LSGA.

Procurement
The local bodies execute, within the authorized limit, the procurement of goods and other works,
as per Rule 5 of local body financial regulations (1999). Modes prescribed, includc off-the-shelf
(up to NPR 25,000), direct quotation up to (NPR 50,000) and tender or open bidding (over
NPR 200,000). However, the local bodies need to accord priority in hiring the users' group for
execution of works amounting to NPR 1,000,000 or above. The local bodies can hire expertise
through direct negotiation (up to NPR 25,000), through a simple techniical and financial proposal
(over NPR 25,000 to NPR 150,000), and through a detailed technical and financial proposal
(above NPR 150,000). In a situation where some projects are centrally financed and executed by
the local body (mainly at the DDC levcl) under the delegated authority by a secretary of a line
nuistry or a departmental head, the DDC will have to follow the provisions of FAR.

Independent Auditing
External audit practice follows the legal requirements laid down by the LSGA (see paragraphs
4.7-4 10 above). The villagc level accounts are audited by an auditor appointed by the VDC from
a list approved by the DDC on the recommendation of its Accounts Committee. For the final
audit of income and expenditures of the municipalities, the Municipal Council appoints a regis-
tered auditor on the recommendation of its accounts committee. The final audit of income and
expenditurcs of the DDCs is carried out by the Auditor General The government is currently
having a dialogue with the Auditor General with regard to the audit of the VDCs. The AG is most
likely to accept the HMGN proposal that the OAG should audit the VDCs. The AG has also pro-
posed that the government grants provided to schools and communities should also be audited.
The AG is now working out the modalities for carrying out these additional responsibilities, and is
weighing the outsourcing of the audit of both the VDCs and the grants to registered auditors.

Oversight Arrangements
Currently, the most effective financial accountability oversight outside the local bodies and
MOLD is by the OAG. Some of the common weaknesses reported in the Annual Atidit Report
of the OAG for 2001 include: spending in excess of the budgetary limit; holding back the unex-
pended balances; mounting uLncleared advances; poor accounting; non or incomplete submission
of statements of income an-d expenditure; pending audits; lack of maintenance of assets records
and the list of complctcd projects; over recruitment of staff; adoption of write-off measures for

8 About 21 DDCs now have intcrnal audit scctions.
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the adjustment of advances and pending taxes; delays in preparation of budget and plan;
delays in implementation; and poor monitormng and evaluation. All these mdicate that the finan-
cial management capacity is very weak in local bodies. It is, therefore, necessary to strengthen
the financial accountability of the local bodies prior to implementation of full scale fiscal
decentralization.

Other Implementation Issues
The decentralized expenditure program that expanded rapidly since 1995 largely represented a
top-down effort at decentralization. As pointed out above in paragraph 4.12, the government has
recently formed a Fiscal Commission under the convenorship of a NPC Member and wvith repre-
sentatives from the local bodies and the private sector, to make proper recommendations for
ensuring better coordination between the local bodies and the central government to achieve a
greater degree of decentralhzation. The main task of the commission is to recommend to govern-
ment measures for achieving a more efficient financial admimstration and revenue mobilization at
the local level to ensure effective implementation of decentralized policies. The decentralized
expenditure program was pushed through more as a legal enactment, without considering the
institutional capacity both at the center and at the local level and without enacting the monitoring
provision. In general, one gets the impression that the institutional capacity and practices are still
struggling to catch up with the excellent financial accountability framework set up by the LSGA.
In addition to the weaknesses reported by the OAG (paragraph 4.18 above), one may note the
following unplementation issues:

o The office-bearers are not making property declarations as required by the LSGA.
o The cost of administermg so many districts, local and regional offices, appears to be far too

high for a resource constrained country to finance.
o Comprehensive budget and program guidelines are still lacking. The budgetary system is

not properly developed; presentation methods are inconsistent, and there is no financial
monitoring system in the local bodies.

O The elaborate lnking of expenditures to results provided by the LSGA is not yet happen-
ing Benchmarks are yet to be established.

O Project selection is made without rational criteria or even without considering the costs and
benefits and continuity of the program. Involvement and empowerment of beneficiaries has
been limited in most cases. Allocation of funds is done on an ad hoc basis, not closely
linked to community needs and performance, and worked out with little awareness of the
need for targeting funds to focused groups.

o The internal audit sections required by regulations in DDCs and Municipalities are still
absent in many cases.

o Technical capacity is limited at all levels for project preparation, design, implementation and
monitoring, and for effective use of funds and accountability. Accounting records are
incomplete due to non-inclusion of user's contribution and inadequate columns in the
accounting format. The quality of financial record keeping is poor; records are not up-to-
date and do not provide source data.

O Although the release of funds against the programn grants is subject to submission of finan-
cial statements duly supported with physical progress at various levels - from VDC to DDC
and DDC to DTCO, it is not effective due to poor monitoring capacity at the central level
including MOLD. The OAG Report, 2001 stated that the MOLD could not produce a
complete record of direct payments made by various donors. Actions warranted under these
circumstances are to be specified in the local self-governance regulations.

O The accounting software package to be used in DDCs has not been effective due to incom-
plete records and limited computer knowledge and capacity among the end users including
accounting staff.
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* There are neither accounting nor auditing standards at the local bodies. Therefore, report-
ing varies between DDCs and VDCs. At present, MOLD is initiating some measures to
strengthen local govcrnment accounting and auditing m close collaboration with the related
partners. It has been proposed that within three years, an Accounting and Auditing Board
for local governments will be set up. Ideally, that "Board" should be a Committee of the
national Accounting Standards Board (ASB) recommended in Chapter III.

* The local bodics revenues and expenditures are not adequately reflected in the national
accounts

* The inventory accounting system is said to be very weak, particularly in the DDCs.
* Accountability of direct and block grant flows to the local bodies needs to be reviewed and

strengthened.
* The division of responsibility between the MOLD Secretary and the DDCs for the funds

used in the local bodies needs to be clarified.
* New positions are being created so rapidly in the DDCs, and there are so many local

bodies, that there is a danger that much of the funding being granted to them will go to
the employees' payroll.

Recommendations
Given the severe financial accotuntability weaknesses discussed in this chapter, it is recommended
that:

(a) No development budget be adopted by a local body unless it includes quantitanve bench-
marks or forccasts of measurable outputs or results expected from proposed expenditures.

(b) No disbursemcnt be made to any local body unless
(i) An inital financial assessment by the FCGO confirms that there is a financial man-

agemcnt system capable of properly accounting for the funds, including reporting on
quantitative results and measurable goals;

(ii) The initial disbursement for the fiscal year is made against a budget showing quaiti-
tative forecasts of results, as described in (a) above.

(iii) Every replemshment of an imprest or any disbursement during the year is against
presentation of a retrospective report on expenditures of a preceding period, includ-
ing quantitative achievements measured against the measurable results forecast for
that period, and a prospective forecast of physical and/or other measurable results
expected from proposed expenditures.

(c) HMGN designate and appropriately fund an independent agency to monitor compliance
with the recommendations in (a) and (b) above, and enforce penalties against non-
compliers. A Local Body Fiscal Commission might be suitable for this purpose.

(d) HMGN review and consider the reduction of the number of administrative districts,
local and regional offices, to promote effective resource allocation, planning and
implemcntation.

(e) HMGN ensurc that fiscal dccentralization efforts go in parallel with budget planning by
MOF and decentralized auditing by OAG.

(f) To speed up the creation of accounting capacity in the local bodies, HMGN require
DDCs, VDCs and municipalities to recruit properly qualified accountants and train suffi-
cient numbers of accountants.

(g) HMGN strengthen internal audit capacity which is weak at both ccntral and local levels
(h) HMGN simplify accounting procedures at the VDC level, and introduce comprehensive

accounting and auditing manuals, supported where practicable by computer software
packages, for local government.

(i) The accounts committees prescribed by LSGA, include representatives of stakeholders, as
well as financial experts, and remain active throughout the year
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(j) HMGN discuss and agree with OAG on how to ensure the effective audit of VDCs and
grants provided by the government to schools and communities.

(k) HMGN improve overall accountability and cost-effectiveness of the local bodies by: (i)
ensuring that their revenues and expenditures are adequately reflected in the national
accounts; (ii) improving the accounting for inventories and assets in DDCs; (iii) reviewing
the flow of grants to local bodies; (iv) clarifying the responsibilities of the Sccretary of the
concerned Ministry and the local bodies; (v) clarifying the existing regulations to make
the concerned lne ministry functionally accountable for implementation of sector related
program through local bodies; and (vi) considering the introduction of some norms or
gwudelines regarding appropriate staffing strength for DDCs.

(1) HMGN conduct revenue potential study and also review various local levies and fees, and
sort out if there are any overlap with the central level taxes.

(m) HMGN formulate a policy to channel aHl donor support to local bodies through central
government agencies.

(n) HMGN mtroduce amendments to the LSGA, and relevant legal provisions necessary to
allow the implementation of the above recommendations.

(o) The MOLD, FCGO, and OAG undertake appropnate capacity building measures needed
to implement the above recommendations.

(p) A national level conference of representatives of Accounts Committees be organized every
year in order to share expenences, lessons of best practices, and general information, and
also to promote as a "pressure group" to promote transparency and financial accountability.



CHAPTER 5

CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES
IN PUBLIC SECTOR'S

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

I nternal control checks in government arc numerous and elaborate. The main issue is ineffec-
tive implementation of the system, as pointed out by the Auditor General in his report. While
efforts are underway to strengthen the internal control system, the most important poinlt is to

ensure compliance vith the existing system. On procurement, a Country Procurement Assessment
Review (CPAR) has higlhliglhted major procurement related issues, including the need for capacity
building, all of which are being addressed. As more emphasis is being placed on good financial
management to ensure financial accountability, staff training and capacity building is aniother major
area that needs focus Records management needs to be improved by commissioning the prepara-
tnon and implementation of gtudclines for the management of both paper and electronic records.
With regard to reporting, HMGN should accord priority to enforcing the use of Schedule 2 con-
tained in the Financial Administration Regulations (FAR), 1999, which allows the linkage between
financial input and physical outputs and results. Compliance withl this requirement Withl slight
modification should be made standard, which will facilitate harmonization of government and
donor requirements for financial reporting Developing information technology policy is a useful
first step in developing an effectve computerized finanicial management information system.

Internal Control Procedures
Internal control checks and balances in government are numerous and elaborate Almost all of the
204 rules in the "Financial Admimstration Regulations (FAR), 1999" have to do with internal
control (IC). Typical of these IC related rules is Rule 45, which requires the Competent Authority,
in sanctioning government expenditure, to pay attention to 18 specific matters "from the view
point of regularity, economy, efficiency, effectiveness, and propriety." The same regulation goes on:

"Even after the transactions have been carried out and accounted for, he/she (i.e. the Com-
petent Authority) shall carry out, or cause to be carned out, material inspectiol/examination
of the transactions carried out and become confident of accuracy and correctness

61
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One of the 18 items to which attention must be paid is that:

"There exists such an internal control system as to prevent loss of and damage to and
misuse of cash and goods and other government properties as well, and the system is
being followed "

Thus, the Regulations not only require the existence of an IC system, but also that the system
should actually work.

The regulations go on to spell out detailed authonzations, approvals, verifications, confirma-
tions, and other checks and balances for: operation of the Consolidated Fund, revenue collection,
accounting, reporting and auditing; budget preparation, approval, sanctions, implementation and
monitoring; foreign aid management and accounting; fixed assets and mventory management,
accounting and reporting; procurement, and public works; ration contracts; asset sales; deposits;
advances; central accounts, financial statements and work completion reports; construction materi-
als, wage rates and house rent; accounts, audits, and settlement of irregularities; daily and traveling
allowances; and miscellaneous matters. Apart from procedures for staff recruitment, and for the
preparation, payment and accounting for salaries, it is hard to think of any subject for whose IC
Regulations do not cater. These two matters (that is, staff recruitment and salaries administrauon)
are covered in the Civil Service Regulations.

Every year the payroll needs to be certified by either the DTCO or the Civil Service Records
Office. The possibility of "ghost workers" collecting public salaries to which they are not entitled
is slim. Two sources of leakage have, however, been discovered, and action taken, by internal audi-
tors. The first concerns "ghost teachers" who collect salaries from several schools at the same
time, apparently with the connivance of persons in the Distnct Education Office. The opportunity
for such a fraud occurs particularly when there are vacancies. The second concerns the so-called
"Muster Roll," where many temporary positions are created on a construction site for manual
labor or clerical work, often on a donor-funded project. Such work is usually financed from a con-
tingency fund in a construction budget, not out of the salary fund. Neither of these leakages is
considered to have a significant impact on the government payroll.

While it is possible to think of more IC regulations in government, a more fruitful inquiry
may be to assess how well the elaborate IC system is, which already exists, and functions in prac-
tice. One of the most reliable sources of information for such an assessment is the OAG's Annual
Report. The OAG's Report for FY 2000/01 reveals numerous examples of failure to comply with
existing IC-related regulations For example:

o With regard to foreign-assisted projects: some entities and Ministries did not submut the
agreements to the OAG; mclude foreign aid in their budgets; or prepare progress reports as
required by Regulations. Of the 266 agreements submitted to the OAG, 16 did not contain
any provision for audits. Twenty-four grant-funded projects did not submit any reports to
OAG for audit.

o Reconciliation of accounts is one of the most effective ways to avoid errors and losses.
Revenue collected by offices could not be reconciled with total revenues reported by the
central bank. The foreign grants, disbursements and expenditures reported by Ministries
did not agree with those reported by the FCGO. The government loan investments recorded
by FCGO did not agree with those reported by the borrowing enterpnses.

o There has been inordinate delay in imposing penalties prescribed against persons who owe
taxes or other government revenue.

o Thirty-eight (38) state-owned enterprises have not submitted income tax returns for several
years (at least for three years for many of them, and even more for many others).

O Many taxable enterpnses do not maintain up-to-date books of accounts.
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* The Department of VAT (now called Department of Inland Revenue) and offices under it
have not becn able to compile up-to-date records of businesses subject to VAT.

* Irregularity realizable 9 has increased by 245.77 percent during the last five years.
* Irregularities are often realized wvithout the additional charges and penalties prescribed by

the law. In the words of the OAG 2001 Report: "The apparent leniency has motivated the
commission of irrcgularity."

* Basic pohcies pursued in the preceding year and their achievements are not reviewed in the
currenit budget speech, as required by Article 77 (2) of the Constitution.

* Some budgets were proposed without prepanng cost estimates, and some cost estimates
were approved after awarding contracts, in contravention of the legal provisions.

* Many projects have not prepared work schedulcs, or submitted progress-monitoring reports
every four montlhs as required by the Regulations.

* Several state-owncd enterprises did not make adequate provisions for losses, taxes, or royal-
ties payable, maintain fixed assets registers, or physically verify the existence of fixed assets,
or the serviceability of inventories.

All is not gloom, however. The OAG's 2001 Report also recorded a number of noticeable
improvements in various aspects of IC. For example: "Positive changes were observed in
irregulanty compared to the previous year." Also "Recovery of revenue is increasing gradually
every year"

Internal controls prescribed by existing legal framework appear adequate The OAG's annual
review of the IC system covers not only how well the system is working but also the robustness
and adequacy of the system itself. OAG recommends reinforcement of the system when necessary.
It would seem that the most promising direction of efforts is more in ensuring compliance with
the existing systems than in introducing new ones.

It is recommnended that HMGN take measures to enforce the cxisting internal control system
and the existing sanctions designcd to make it work. Specific recommendations in Chapters II and
III are also designed to assist in this regard.

Procurement Policies and Practices
The Regulations (FAR), Chapter 7, contain some 40 rules governing public procurement. These
rules cover such mattcrs as tendering procedures and exemptions there from Donor- or lender-
financed procurements are expressly exempted from thesc regulations, and offices are supposed to
comply witlh any procurement procedures agrced with the donor or lender.

The WB prepared a Country Procurement Assessment Report (CPAR) in 2001, which con-
cluded that the procurement rules in the regulations were "poorly organized and substantially
problcmatic " The report was finalized in January 2002. To prevent the harmful effects of co-
existence of these rules with others, the CPAR recommended inter alza:

* enactmiient of a modern Public Procurement Law (PPL)10 based on the United Nations
Model Law for Procurement;

* creation of a small, indcpendent procurement regulatory agency; and
* formal repeal of all existing procurement related Acts, Laws, and Rules following the enact-

ment of the PPL

9 The Financial Procedures Act, 1999 defincs Rcalizable Irregulanty as any funids disbursed or provided in excess
which should not have been disbursed according to prevailing laws or any revenues realized less than what should
have bccn rcalized or any misappropnation or embezzlement of funds or any other items that are payable to HMGN

It It is important to closely monitor the discussion in the Parliamcnt following the submission of the Public Pro-
curement Bill to the Parliament, to cnsure that the content of the Bill includes all important clauses acceptable to
the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank
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The CPAR also recommends that, pending the new PPL, the rules in the FAR be amended in
15 specific respects to improve procurcment tranisparency, economy, and efficiency. The CPAR also
contained a number of additional recommendations (for example, related to capacity buildmg) to
improve procurement in Nepal.

HMGN has taken a number of steps to implement the recommendations of the CPAR, the
most significant of them being the publication of a draft PPL, whose provisions are currently
under discussion between HMGN and WB. The procurement dialogue betwveen HMGN and WB
regardmg the implementation of the CPAR recommendations is ongoing, and there is no need to
duplicate either the CPAR detailed recommendations, or the related dialogue in this CFAA.

HMGN has submitted a request for an Institutional Development Fund (IDF) grant to the
WB to assist HMGN with:

o simplification of procurement procedure to ensure transparency and efficiency;
o mstitutionalization of procurement training, including the training of trainers; and
o preparation of a draft PPL.

In response to the CPAR recommendation that, pending the passing of a new comprehensive
PPL, HMGN should change anti-competitive rules and practices identified in the CPAR summary,
HMGN revised the FAR, but failed to remove several of the important anti-competitive provisions
criticized by the CPAR Recent revisions are more control oriented, something that may not facili-
tate quality procurement and contract admimstration.

In addition, HMGN assisted by an ADB Technical Assistance (TA), has prepared Public
Works Directives (PWDs) designed to supplement existing procurement laws and regulations,
introduce international best practices, and remove or minimize contradcctions between provisions
in different laws. The WB has sent HMGN written comments aimed at revising, correctmg, and
fine tuning the PWDs. Thesc PWDs have been approved by the Cabmet m April 2002. Under
the same ADB TA, the draft Standard Bidding Documents (SBDs) for Major Works, Consulting
Services and Goods (based on WB approved country specific ICB) and Smaller Works (in Nepah)
have also been produced Country specific National Competitive Bidding, SBDs for Works and
Goods prepared for WB financed projects and adopted for ADB and HMGN's own financed
contracts have also been reviewed and amended to suit HMGN rules.

In addition to structLral and systemic issues addressed in the CPAR, the OAG's 2001 Report
has identified instances of failure to comply with the existing system. Examples of non-compliance
include.

o Restricting competition by not posting procurcment notices in office as required by FAR;
o Awarding contracts on the basis of negotiations rather than on the basis of the approved

tendenng procedures; and
o Failure to approve and award contracts wvithin the period specified in FAR.

HMGN has been experiencing and reporting that the system requirinlg the submission of bid
in only one place has facihtated forced cartelling, imposed by obstruction to the probable bidders.
HMGN/WB dialogue and HMGN actions on procurement are all bemg undertaken, and are in
fact quite advanced, in the context of the CPAR, and are best left there. For the purpose of this
CFAA, suffice it to observe that the systemic issues being addressed through the CPAR, and the
instances of non-compliance recorded by the OAG, suggest that actions are needed on both
fronts: systemic reform and compliance improvement. Meanwlhile, it is recommended that HMGN
continue and complete the implementation of the CPAR recommendations.

Staffing
The total number of accounting cadre staff in the government is about 4,400 out of which nearly
3,900 are assistant level staff and 500 are officer level staff. The annual turnover is around 4 percent.
New intake needs to be trained, and there is also the question of updating the knowledge and skill
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of existing staff. Skill level is generally considered not sufficient for complex fund accounting
system (involvmg many donors and different types of funding) of the government. Number of staff
assigned to project planning and budgeting in departments and field offices is sufficient The prob-
lem is not with the number of staff but with motivation to perform better. Staff working in the Plan-
ning Unit consider themselves as less privileged than others. (For details, please refer to Chapter
VIII: Fiduciary Risk).

Based on their categories, the assistant level staff must have either a School Leaving Certificate
(SLC) or Higher Secondary Education (+2 or Intermediate or Proficiency Certificate) or equiva-
lent All officer level staff niust have a minimum Bachelor's Degree in academic discipline such as,
commerce or business studies or business administration (many have a Master's Degree). In-service
tramning is provided, either in the National Administrative Staff College (NASC)-an independent
college established by act of Parliament, and providing training annually for a broad range of civil
servants-or in the Revenue Admmnistration Training Center (RATC), a specialized sector training
institution owned by MOF. With the growmng use of information technology in accotmting, it is
also now important for HMGN to offer courses on computerized accounting systems anid make
use of information techniology to improve business efficiency.

Records Management
Various chapters of FAR require government offices to maintain complete and accurate records of
revenue, advances, deposits, land and buildings, fixed assets, inventones, income and expenditure
There are, however, no specific rules dealing exclusively with how to manage these records. More
specifically, there appears to be a need for a body of rules to insure that documents, registers,
journals and vouchers cani be stored and retrieved without too much difficulty or waste of time.
The modern trend towards electronic record keeping (Section F below) introduces a whole new
dimension to the subject (that is, the management of electronic records).

The need for specific records (paper and electromc) management gwudelines is reinforced by
negative comments in the OAG 2001 Report, which, although not specific as to the nature of the
records management problems encountered, suggested, nevertheless, that the OAG has
complained about this for scveral years. Thie exact statement:

"The concerned department has to enhance effectiveness of its monitoring efforts by
ensurinig maintenance of records by offices of work to be accomplished and their morni-
tormg and inspection. No improvement has taken place despite these suggestions made in
the reports of prior year."

It is recommended that HMGN (a) commission the preparation and implementation of guide-
lines for the managctilemet of both paper and electromc records, and (b) take measures to enforce
compliance with the guidelines.

Output Monitoring With Respect to Budget Allocation and Expenditure:
Issues and Challenges
The principle that expenditure should be directly linked to, and should only be justified by, the
outcome or results there from is well established and documented in Nepal by statute and wntten
regulations. A few specific examples:

* The Constitution of Nepal 1990, Section 77 (2) requires that estimates (that is, budgets)
presented by His Majesty the King to the Parliament be accompanied "by a statement of
the expenses allocated to each Ministry in the previous financial year and particulars of
whetlher the objectives of the expenses have been achieved";

* Rule 137 of the FAR requires every office to prepare and submit to the concerned Ministry
and DTCO within three months following the end of the fiscal year, an annual Work
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Completion Report containing 17 specific items of information. One of these is "(m)
descnption of goals of functions or programs of a particular office and progress thereof';

o As part of the budget preparation exercise, Rule 21 of FAR requires that the budget and
program submitted by the Officer-in-Charge (OIC) to the MOF shall be accompamed by
"the progress report of up to six months of the current year." This report (Schedule 2)
compares goals or targets with outputs in quantity and percentages; compares budgeted
with actual expenditure; and contains reasons for lack of progress; and

o The LSGA requires DDCs, VDCs, and Municipalities to have their projects monitored
during implementation, and evaluated on completion for impacts and outcomes in such
areas as income mcreases, employment creation, and even their impact on the ecology.

According to the summary of the OAG 2001 Report:

"The basic policies and strategies implemented and their achievements as also non imple-
mentation of others with underlying reasons are not reviewed in the subsequent year's
budget speech."

The remarks quoted above imply that compliance with the requirement of Article 77 (2) of the
Constitution (see above) is not full. The Finance Mmiister submits a detail progress report on the
targets and achievements to the House of Representatives. HMGN should review the observations
made by the Auditor as pointed above, and make improvements in the reporting including the
reporting in the budget speech.

Hardly any office prepares the Work Completion Report required by Rule 137. Very few
report physical achievements or outputs on Schedule 2 of the FAR. The use of Schedule 2 goes
beyond budget preparation. It is intended as a genume project monitoring exercise throughout
the year. Offices are supposed to submut them to their superior offices, which should consolidate
reports from all offices, review progress, identify persons responsiblc for slow progress, and take
appropriate corrective action. The Pertinent Superior Office is supposed to send a reminder to any
office failing to submit the quarterly progress report. According to Rule 25 (5) of the FAR: "The
salary of the Officer-in-Charge who does not send the progress report within the specified time
should be withheld."

The four-monthly reporting system described above is not only an excellent disciphne tying
budgetary expenditures to outputs and outcomes, but also a good system for reporting to donors
and international financiers on the projects they finance. The summary of the OAG 2001 Report
reveals, however, that, with regard to foreign-assisted projects, most of the entities/ministries have
not submitted statements of expenditure or progress reports. Schedule 2 could easily be adapted
with some modification as recommended in Chapter II (2.18 e) as part of the Financial Monitor-
ing Report (FMR) now required by the WB for all its projects

With regard to the limking of expenditure with outputs and outcomes at the local level, the
requirement of the LSGA on this point is clear (paragraph 5.23 above). In practice, however,
there is little or no ex-post evaluation at the distnct level, village level, and municipal level. The
OAG 2001 Report points out that many DDC projects go on for several years. Also, several
selected projects are not completed due to resource constramts. Of the 4,178 projects undertaken
by DDCs over several years, only 1,643 were completed by end of FY2000/01, and 2,535 were
still ongoing. The Mnmstry of Local Development (MOLD) is now introducing measures to cre-
ate benchmarks and targets for monitoring of outputs in Municipalities and DDCs. VDCs are not
expected to be able to comply for some years to come.

In few developing countries can one find such pervasive and elaborate insistence on linking
expenditure directly with outcomes as one finds in Nepal. There is, unfortunately, a broad consen-
sus that none of the four requirements in paragraph 5.23 above is being complied with. Monitormg
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of outputs and comparing results Nvith the costs of achieving thcm are among the best tools for
ensurnig that funds arc spent for the intended purpose.

It is recommended that HMGN: (a) enforce the use of Schedule 2 of FAR, wvith outputs,
quantitative anud other results, as the triggcr mechanism for release of budgeted funds, and its
implementation should be monitored at the highest level at NPC or cven at the Prime Minister's
Office; (b) consider the adoption of Schedule 2 (modified as necessary) coming out of the
HMGN systcm to comply with the VWB requirement for FMR; (c) introduce output monitoring
immediately in municipalities and DDCs and prepare a timc-based action plan for introducing it
in villages; and (d) requirc such reporting from every accounting unit or center. These recommen-
dations are liked to, and rcflect, similar recommendationis in Chapters II and III.

Use of Information Technology
The use of information teclnology in HMGN's financial management systems is still very limited.
Line Minstries and Dcpartments use computers for preparation of budgets and expenditure state-
ments, but the basic ledgers are still maintaned manually everywhere Computcr use is still piece-
meal. Many offices still use computers as substitute for typewriters and calculators Few of the
computers are netvorked

FCGO, through a system called Financial Management Information System (FMIS), has one
of the wvell advanuced information teclmology (IT) systems in the civil scrvice. Although use of
computerized accounting systems at the district level is limited, for the most part, to districts ben-
efiting from foreign aid, FCGO is nevertlheless linked to 64 DTCOs with the help of dial-up
modem All fund releases and financial statemcnts of connected districts can be monitored from
FCGO. ORACLE platform is uscd for database management

At present, it is extrcmely difficult to reconcile financial statements betwveen FCGO, Nepal
Rastra Bank (NRB), and DTCOs Thus problcm could be considerably reduced by extending the
computer links currently existing between FCGO and DTCOs to NRB and commercial banks in
which government accounts are operated.

It is recommended that HMGN:

* Get the IT Advisory Council and a Computer Board under the Ministry of Science &
- Technology to develop urgently, an IT policy covering such matters as IT strategy, prioritics

for computerization, policy towards choice of hardxvare and softxvare, as well as thcir com-
patibility, policy and priorities for networking, government IT support, service and mainte-
nance, and staff recruitient and trainmig; and

* Link FCGO, NRB, and DTCO financial statcmcnts togcthcr through a common computer-
izcd network.

Financial Accountability in State-owned Enterprises
Accounting and auditing regulations applicable to statc-owned enterprises (SOEs) are prescribed
in the legislation setting up the enterpriscs. Generally, such Acts provide for accounting m accor-
dance with generally acccpted accounting principles (as provided for in the Company Act) and for
auditing by an independent auditor licensed by the OAG. For companies in which the State owns
50 percent or more of the shares, the cxternal auditor must be approved by the OAG A generic
problem faced in several SOEs is the failure to prepare financial statemcnts and get them audited
in a timely manner.

SOEs also suffer from the same lack of nationally recognized accounting and auditing stan-
dards as the rest of the economy, public and private. It has been recommended in Chapter TI
that HMGN establish an AccouLting Standards Board to develop accounting standards applicable
to all sectors of the economy. It is also recommended that HMGN set up a Board of Auditing
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Standards (BAS) to develop and enforce auditing standards in all sectors of the economy (Board
of Auditing Standards to be set up under ICAN Act will formulate Audcting Standards which wil
be applicable to both the public and private sectors.) Accounting and auditing standards devel-
oped for private sector companies should also apply to SOEs. It is further recommended that the
accounting standards be based on the accounting standards issued by the International Account-
ing Standards Board (IASB) and the auditing standards on standards issued by the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC) and the International Organizauon of Supreme Audit Institu-
tions (INTOSAI) standards followed by the OAG in the audit of HMGN accounts.



CHAPTER 6

INDEPENDENT AUDITING

T he Office of the Auditor General (OAG) has a strong and dedicated leadership anld has set a
good example of Fearless reporting Unlike in many other coulntries, the OAG has forged a
strong partnership with the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) to follow-up on irregulanties

and other accountability issues. Lack of independence on OAG's financial resources has sometimes
constrained it from fully exercising its constitutional independence. OAG requires support for its
capacity development, mcluding a need for introducing modern technology and skllls to upgrade its
institutional capacity. OAG also needs to further enhance its professional skllls in financial auditng as
well as performance auditmig, which is a yardstick to measure inputs against outputs and outcomes.

Legal Framework
Article 99 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990, requires the country to have an
Auditor General (AG) appointed by His Majesty the King for a term of six years, on the recom-
mendation of the Constitutional Council. The ConstitLution rcquires the Auditor General to:

* hold a Bachelor's Degree from a University recognized by HMGN;
* have worked for at least five years "as a special class officer" of HMGN, or have experience

in the field of accounting of not less than 15 years;
* not be a member of any poltical party immediately before appointment; and
* be at least 45 years and under 65 years old

The Constitution, 1990 and the Audit Act, 1991 empowers the Auditor General to:

* audit the accounts of the Supreme Court, Parliament, thie "Raj Parishad" (the State
Council-a top Advisory Council of State which includes the AG himself), and all organs
of HMGN, as determined by law, and with due consideration given to regulanty, economy,
efficiency, effectiveness and propriety;

69
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o audit the corporate bodces fully owned by HMGN;
o be consulted while appointing the auditor for auditing of the corporate bodies substantially

owned by HMGN;
o issue directives to the concerned government offices, and corporate bodies wholly or sub-

stantially owned by HMGN, from time to time to make proper arrangements on matters
of accounts and to maintain regularity therein;

o have access (with his assistants) at all times to all documents related to the government
accounts;

o prescribe the form in which all government accounts should be maintained;
o audit the accounts of any other uistitution, which the law requires hlm to audit, and
o submit an annual report to HIs Majesty, who shall cause such report to be laid before

Parliament.

The Office of the Auditor General (OAG) has been a member of the International Orgamza-
tion of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) since 1968 and of the Asian Organization of
Supreme Audit Institutions (ASOSAI) since its creation in 1979. It has also served on special com-
mittees of these international auditng bodies. The Audit Act, 1991, further elaborates on the
powers and duties of the AG. One of the powers conferred on the AG by the Auditors' Act, 1974
is that of licensing all auditors practicing in both the private and public sectors of the economy.

Oindependence
Constitutionally and professionally, the AG enjoys complete and unfettered independence. His/her
remuneration and other conditions of service cannot be changed to his/her disadvantage dunng
his/her term of office. The AG's remuneration and office budget are charged directly to the consoli-
dated fund without a Parliamentary vote. Tenure can only be terminated by attamnment of age 65,
death, resignation submitted in writing to, and accepted by His Majesty the King, expiry of the six year
term of office, or removal on the same grotunds and in the same way as a judge ofthe Supreme Court.
The AG can be removed from office only for reasons of incompetence, misbehavior, or failure to
discharge the duties of his/her office in good faith. Removal under these circumstances requires:

o Approval of a resolution to that effect by a two-thirds majority of the total membership of
the House of Representatives.

o Approval of the resolution by His Majesty the King.

These two requirements, as well as the other examples of constitutional protection cited above,
accord the AG a highly independent professional and constitutional status.

The only two areas in which the very commendable independence enjoyed by the AG appears
somewhat curtailed are:

o The method of determining the budget of the AG's office.
o The AG's freedom to create the number of staff positions that he/she considers necessary,

and appointment of such staff.

IBudget

In FY2000/01, the OAG spent about NPR 61.5 million, of which about 92 percent was opera-
tional cost (regular budget in Nepalese parlance) and about 8 percent was investment (develop-
ment expenditure) on such items as traning, experts, an-d equipment purchase and maintenance.
While no country can realistically grant its AG an unlimited budget, it is extremely importanit that
the budget is sufficient to enable the AG to carry out his/her constitutional duties with the degree
of competence and efficiency envisaged by the framers of the Constitution. The appropriate size
of budget for an AG's office depends on the agreed workload, the costs of staff and other audit
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inputs, the size of the country, accessibility of auditees, and other particular circumstances of each
country One thing is clear, however: leaving the size of the budget to the discretion of one of the
auditees (that is, the Ministry of Finance), as most developing countries do, is not a good practice.
In Nepal, the regular (recurrent) budget of the OAG is not subject to parliamentary discussion,
but the development budget is.

In order to cnhance the independence of the Auditor General, it ls recommended that the
annual budget requestcd by the OAG should be provided without any modification. Any differ-
ences that may arise between the AG and the MOF in the budget request, should be reviewed and
resolved in a tripartite mecting comprising the Public Accounts Committee of the Parliament, the
Mimstry of Finalce (MOF) and the OAG

Staff Recruitment and Conditions of Service
One of the reasons for advocating greater budgetary independence for the OAG is to enable it
to hirc adcquately qualified and experienccd expert from the open market. It ts, therefore, recom-
mended that:

* The AG be empowered to adjust the number an-d positions of his/her staff within agreed
reasonable limits (for example, by not more than a certain percentage each year or number
of years). Should the AG require to create more staff (in number or position) beyond the
approved threshold, a joint committee consisting of a high level representation from OAG,
MOF and MOGA should be created, to recommend staff positions in OAG on the basis of
"business needs";

* Develop an independent compensation plan (salary and other fringe benefits) for OAG
professional staff in consideration of the national wage standard; and

* Review the selection critena for staff in OAG by the Public Service Commission based on
the recommendation of OAG

As of February 2002, the OAG had a staff of about 465 of whom 396 were audit staff and
the rest administrative staff. Practically, all audit staff have tuniversity degrees and some audit train-
ing. Most of the nearly 200 officer level staff have Master's Degrees in commerce or business
management. There is no chartercd accountant, however OAG has granted study leave on full
salary plus 50 percent allowance for tuition, books, and periodicals to six staff members to enable
them to train as chartered accountants They are bonded to serve the OAG for five years follow-
ing their traming, or refuind the full cost to OAG.

Turnover, in general, is very low as compared to other government organizations. Although
there are some records of some junior level auditors leaving to take up other jobs elsewhere,
turnover at senior levels is negligible.

Staff traiLtng receives a grcat deal of attention There is a training division, which orgamnzes
specialized tramning, sometmes in collaboration with the Nepal Administrative Staff College (NASC).
Training support has been received from the Comptroller anld Auditor General of India, the OAG
of Canada, and the USAID Cooperation Mission. Many of the officers also receive audit training
abroad. During FY1999/00, 14 officers were trained abroad, while 130 were trained in-house. In
FY2000/01, in addition to the six candidates for chartercd accountant qualifications (see above),
10 officers were trained abroad and 92 received training in Nepal

Equipment,Vehicles, and Information Technology
Given the nanonal dimension of its work, the OAG could use more vehicles and equipment to
enable it to cover some of the more outlying districts faster and more effectively. The OAG also
does not have enough computers, vehicles, or fuel for optimal operational effectiveness The inde-
pendently negotiated budget recommended above should cnsure that the OAG would have ade-
quate transport and other equipment for optimal operation. Currently, OAG is making use of its
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limited technology to produce its annual report. OAG has also created its own homepage in the
Internet to widely share information with interested groups. For its capacity building, OAG
requires support m introdLcing new technology, including using IT devices for staff traimng.

Auditing Standards and Guidelines
OAG has developed its owII audit standards based broadly on INTOSAI and other recognized
audit standards Most of these standards (Government Auditing Standards 1996) were developed
with the assistance of the WB funded TA through Institutional Development Fund (IDF) Grants.
Most of the applicable standards have been published in the followng OAG guidelines:

o Booklets: Government Auditing Standards; Administrative Expenditure Audit Guide ; Pro-
curement Audit Guide; Project Accounts Audit Guide; Revenue Audit Guide; Directives
of the Auditor General of the Kingdom of Nepal; Government Auditing and Office of the
Auditor General-few Contemporary Issues; Code of Conduct, applicable to employees of
the Auditor-General; General Directives relating to Government Auditing; Compendium of
Suggestions made in the Auditor General's Annual Reports 1996-2000; Performance Audit
Guide 2000.

o Internal Guidelines: Gencral Guidelines for the Audit of Revenue and Deposit; Directives
for Composite Audit Team; General Directives for the Audit of Foreign Assistance (Loan
and Grant), Audit Follow-up and Review System; Check-list on Account Keeping and
Financial Management.

A special study (beyond the scope of this CFAA) would be needed to establish how closely
the audit standards and guidelines in the above-listed documents approximate to the INTOSAI
standards, on which they are supposed to be based, or to the International Standards on Auditing
(ISAs) issued by the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC). Further, most of the above
guidelines need to be updated in light of changes in various rules and regulations. It is also high
time to revise all guidelines according to INTOSAI standards. Since INTOSAI standards are
accepted worldwide (including by the WB) as the appropriate auditing standards for auditors of
government accounts, it is recommendcd that the OAG apply the standards of INTOSAI (of
wvhich it is a member) and issue its own auditing standards only on matters for which INTOSAI
standards do not exist OAG has recently submitted a draft proposal to the WB for assistance to
review the Guidelines as per applicable INTOSAI or ISA standards and to make appropriate revi-
sion to these guidelines. The request also includes provision for strengthening OAG staff training
and auditing capacities.

Audit Backlog
The OAG's workload has been increasing over the years; so has the sophistication of the demands
placed on the OAG, for example by the introduction of such innovations as Value Added Tax
(VAT) and Performance Auditing. In FY1999/00, 16,385 units/entities needed to be audited
and 13,869 (85 percent) accounting for total expenditures of about NPR 485 billion were actually
audited. In FY2000/01, out of 16,620 units/entities that nceded to be audited, 13,513 (81 per-
cent) accounting for total expenditure of about NPR 439 Billion were actually audited. So, although
the number of units to be audited increased by 235 from FY1999/00 to FY2000/01, the number
of units (and the values) actually audited declined. The consequence was that the number of out-
standing (i.e. uncompleted) audits mcreased from 2,716 in FY1999/00 to 3,107 in FY2000/01,
an increase of 14 percent. Audit backlogs date back many years, and are due to a number of rea-
sons, pnncipal among which is failure of auditees to submit accounts for audit in a timely manner.
It is recommended that HMGN m consultation with OAG, prepare a time-bound action plan
designed to clear all audit backlogs and to keep audits up-to-date thereafter.
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Quality of Work and Audit Reporting
There is an internal quality reviewv process, to ensure adherence to the standards and guidelines
discussed above. Each unit reviews the work of another. A system has also been set up to review
the audits of corporate bodies, to ensure that their appointed auditors adequately fulfill their
terms of reference and apply acceptable auditing standards. There is, however, no external qua-
Itty review. The OAG is already planning to arrange for peer review of its work by a respected
private auditor outside the OAG in order to make candid assessment of OAG's work and to sug-
gest new ideas. It is recommended that the OAG pursue this plan and arrange for peer review of
its work by a respected private auditor outside the OAG at least once every tWo years, as a means
of further enhancing and ensuring quality stan-dards and bringing in fresh ideas and suggestions
to improve quality. With regard to the independent audit of the OAG, the Constitution has
empowered thc AG to conduct the audit of the OAG. The AG currently appoints a team of his
staff for the audit of his office For greater independence of the audit of OAG, the AG is now
planning to recruit a reputable private auditor outside the OAG for the external audit of his
office. The AG has already submitted to the Parliament a draft proposal introducing the amend-
ments to the Audit Act, 1991 needed to implement this external audit. This is indeed a positive
move, and it is recommended that the AG recruit a reputable private auditor starting from
FY2002/03.

The OAG's Annual Report is typically published in the following four volumes.

Volume 1 - Budget appropriation, revenue, deposit and other income-expenditure of the
government offices.

Volume 2 - Performance Audit.
Volume 3 - Corporate Bodies, Boards, other institutions and District Development

Committees.
Volume 4 - Financial statemcnts of appropriation, revenue and deposit of the government

offices'.

In addition, the OAG prepares a fairly detailed summary-typically more than 100 pages long-
whtich, because it is now usually translated into English, is the most easily accessible part of the
OAG Annual Report. The summary is long and detailed enough to provide a reliable flavor of the
OAG's findings. Although there is no formal opinion page or paragraph as such, the AG's state-
ments in vanous parts of the summaries lead to the conclusion that most of the figures reported in
the HMGN accounts and financial statements could not be relied upon as presenting a true, fair,
or realistic view of government incomes and expenditures. In traditional audit parlance, the AG's
opinions, for both FY1999/00 and FY2000/01, could bc described as, at best a disclaimer of
opinion, and, at worst an adverse opinion.

Recent Reliability and Timeliness
The Financial Proccdures Act 1999 requires Ministries to submit their accounts to the OAG with-
in thrce months followiing the end of the fiscal year, and the FCGO to submit the HMGN consol-
idatcd financial statements wvitlhin six months. However, neither the Constitution nor any legislation
or regulation prescribes a time limit for the publication of the audited financial statements or the
auditor's report Every year, the OAG issues the timetable for submitting the various reports, and
for isswung its own report and it usually adheres to that timetable. In FY2000/01, about 2 percent
of auditees did not submit their accounts for audit, and another 2 percent submitted them late. In
both FY1999/00 and FY2000/01, the AG's report was discussed with the PAC early enough for the
P'AC to be able to send HMGN recommendations for the improvement of the accounting system
by May followiing the end of the fiscal year (July 15) (i.e. within 10 months). This is a fairly com-
mcndable record of timeliness, for a developing country
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Reporting Destination and FoHow-up
The AG's report goes directly to His Majesty the King, not to HMGN, or anyone in the executive
branch of government. The Constitution requires His Majesty to lay the report before Parliament.
As will be discussed more fully in the next chapter, the PAC receives and discusses the AG's report
and has at least in FY1999/00 and FY2000/01, issued instructions to HMGN to implement the
AG's recommendations. The OAG's report is a public document available to any member of the
public on request, free of cost By all standards of mternational practice, Nepal scores high on both
the level to whtch the AG reports, and the action takcn by those to whom he reports. The CFAA
team could not obtain confirmation precisely on how many of the PAC instructions to HMGN
have been complied with. Although OAG keeps track of the status of such PAC instructions, there
is no systematic system in OAG or in HMGN to closely monitor the implementation of recommen-
dations. The evidence available, however, suggests that most irregularities within the power of the
auditees are cleared qLuckly and the relevant offices inform the PAC and the OAG of compliance.
Those that are difficult (for example, requiring legislation) could linger for much longer, however.

The OAG is progressively improving its approach to auditing and presenting audit observa-
tions. This initiative of the OAG should gradually improve the quality of its report. The OAG has
been reporting on specific types of irregularity since 1998. The AG's Annual Report 2001 has
pointed out that about 48 percent of the total irregularities are of the nature that can be realizedi
if there is a strong monitoring and follow-up systemll in the Government. His report has strongly
recommended the Government to take action and settle irregularities, for example, with respect to
revenue arrears (31 percent), reimbursable foreign granlts and loans (11 percent), and dividends
receivable from corporate bodies and other receivables (2 percent). The nature of the realizable
irregularities suggests that they are results of negligence, deliberate intention, inefficient internal
control or internal audit system, or lack of monitonng and follow-up. Annex 19 of the OAG
summary report provides the details of irregularties by entity and by type of irregularities. It has
also classified the irregularities which can be regulanzed and those which are of the nature of
embezzlement.

OAG Annual Report 1999 has defined various types of irregularitiesi2 under 8 major headings
as follows:

Irregulanties to be Recovered:

o Misapproprianon and Embezzlement (for example, nature of embezzlement of cash, misap-
propriation of cash and assets, forgery documents, fraud ctc.); and

o Other recovery to be made (for example, collection of less revenue than required by exist-
ing laws, not collecting required fines, charges or additional charges as per existing laws;
over expenditures than authorized by existing laws, providing more facilities than author-
ized by specific laws etc.).

Irregularities to be Regularized:

o Not regularized (for example, irregularities pertaining to non-compliance with given
authority, incurring expenditures beyond authority or ceiling, conducting transactions not
following the regulations etc.);

o Loss or wastage (for example, loss or wastage incurred due to delay in decision making, loss
caused due to negligence or wrong plan or design etc.);

o Supporting Documents not presented (for example, lack of supporting documents with
income/expenditurc accounts, lack of contract agreement or procurement related
decisions etc.);

Defininon of Realizable Irregulanty explained in footnote 8 of Chapter V
12 These classifications were not defined in Annual Reports 2000 and 2001
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* Revenue balance not carried forward (for example, failure to carry forward cash and goods
required for next year, revenue arrears not carned forward; an-d advances not carried for-
ward); and

* Outstanding Reimbursements (for exarmple, reimbursements not requested on time from
respective donors and replenished to goveriunent's concerned account, goods or other
assets taken on loan but not returned on time etc.).

Advances to be settled.

* Outstanding Advances (for example, non-settlement of any form of advances provided to
employees, inistitutions, officials etc. by the end of fiscal year).

Irregularity figures published by the AG in his report appear to be alarming Ainex 20 of
the AG's Annual Report 2001 estimates cumulative irregularity figures as of 2001 Report, as
NPR 26 40 billion This can be substantially minimized by (a) improving overall financial man-
agement system by HMGN, and (b) establishing an effective monitoring system to verify the
clearing of irregularities by each entity based on AG's report. With regard to the first, an inte-
grated approach towards improving the overall public sector financial management addressing
the issues of planning, budgeting, accounting, internal control and internal audit (recommend-
ed in various chapters) will minimize the irregularities. With regard to the second, an effective
monitoring system can be developed by HMGN and there are various options, of which, the
following are the key ones: (i) Strengthen the capacity of MOF to monitor against reported
irregularities and periodically report on the action taken, (ii) Strengthen the capacity of OAG
for the same function (but this will be an additional responsibility for OAG and may not fall
under its jurisdiction), and (m) Strengthen the capacity of PAC Secretariat with sufficient staff
and office infrastructure to allow the PAC to monitor the AG's recommendationis on a selective
basis based on materiality.

Of these options, it makes the most sense for this capacity to be established m MOF, with the
PAC overseeing the follow-up actions taken by MOF. This monitoring fmnction should include the
status of the following: (a) audit backlogs and action plan to keep all audits up-to-date, (b) revenue
reahzation, (c) cleanng reimbursable grants and loans, (d) tax deduction at source, (e) repayment
of principal and interest made by HMGN on guaranteed loans but not recovered from concerned
institutions, (f) dividends receivable, and other receivables, from corporate bodies and boards, (g)
amounts to be paid by HMGN to various entities, and (h) follow-up on the recommendations of
the PAC.

The AG's Annual Report of 2001 also reveals that out of total irregularities reported amount-
ing to NPR 8.12 billion, about 19.86 percent is reported to be embezzlement, overpayment anid
under-realized, about 58.93 percent to be regularized, and about 21 21 percent accounts for
uncleared advances. Of the total audited transactions of about NPR 122.85 billion, the average
amount of irregularity is about 6 6 percent It also reports that progress was noted in clearing the
irregularity in 2001 which reported about 29 percent of irregularities cleared up from about 17
percent in 2000. Recovery of cash reported in AG's Annual Report 2000 was about NPR 1.11
billion and about NPR 519.58 million in 2001-as a result of follow-up actions taken by the audi-
tees on audit observations. According to the same report, the Minstry of Finance accounted for
the highest irregularity with about 39 percent, followed by the Ministry of Physical Plannung &
Works and the Mimstry of Water Resources wvith about 10 percent each.

Implementation of OAG Recommendations
The OAG makes all best efforts to report its findings and recommendations for improvement in
overall financial management. But, most often its recommendations do not get timely implemented
due to which most recommendations reported in earlier years get repeated in successive annual
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reports. OAG's reporting on overall financial irregularity picture is getting serious year by year due
to inadequate attention to the issues raised by the AG in his report. Increasing irregularity figures
may reflect a negative financial picture. Inadequate focus and attention to issues and suggestions
made by the AG may be due to insufficient political and bureaucratic commitment. Inability to
prioritize the recommendations by the auditees may often dilute their required attention to translate
them into actions. Based on observations of the Summary of the OAG Annual Report, all recom-
mendations seem to have been accorded equal weight. It is important that each auditee should
be accountable to prepare a time-bound action plan to rectify issues or implement suggested
recommendationsi3 made by the AG m his report. The Chief Accounting Officer of each hne
ministry (the Secretary) should ask all subordinate offices/units under the ministry, for action plan
to rectify issues raised by the audit. Each subordinate offices/units should submit their action
plans to the Secretary of the concerned Line Ministry and copy to the MOF and the OAG. As
suggested in paragraph 6.24, the MOF should then morutor the implementation of such action
plans of all mmistnes. These efforts should help to reduce the volume of irregularities.

Performance Auditing-Linking Expenditure to Outputs aLnd Outcomes
The Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal 1990, the FAR, and the LSGA, all require that public
expenditures be directly linked to, and justified by, the outputs or outcomes resulting from them.
Performance auditing is one of the ways of independently confirminig thds linkagc, because it looks
beyond issues of regularity and compliance, to delve into the efficiency, effectiveness and economy
with which public expenditures attain their objectives.

The OAG started performance auditing in FY1990/91, but real progress only came about
with the issue of "Performance Audit Guwde" in 1995. In 1999, an IDF grant of $300,000 from
the WB financed technical assistance to OAG by the international accounting firm, KPMG, which
issued its final report on the project on April 14, 2000. This report was the basic document dis-
cussed in a National Workshop, which brought together heads of constitutional bodies, and partici-
pants from the WB, ADB, UNDP, MOF, FCGO, the Chairman of the PAC and project managers.

The OAG carried out performance auditing of three pilot projects in FY1999/00 The Deputy
Auditor General of Malaysia was invited to Kathmandu, and contributed to the evaluation of the
quality of the performance audit of the three pilot projects. He also provided a favorable Peer
Review Report on the Nepal OAG. Thereafter, OAG staff were trained in performance auditing.
On the basis of all these experiences, a new Performance Audit Guwde, prepared with the assistance
of KPMG, was issued in July 2000.

The number of government projects activities and entities subjected to performance audit has
fluctuated, with a noticeable growth over timc, as follows:

Year Number of Projects
1997 16
1998 37
1999 47
2000 48
2001 29

In FY2000/01, it was decided to de-emphasize number of audits done, but to focus more on
quality. As a result, OAG targeted 40 activities, but completed the audit of only 29. One of the
reasons for the shortfall was a realization that the results or outcomes of many projects do not
become evident m the year of expenditure. Results appearing in subsequent years will be recorded
in performance audits of those years.

'3 AG's recommendations are generally of two types - preventive type to improve observed deficiencies nm the
system, and curative type to regulanzc the observed irregulanty.
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The 29 entities audited for performance in FY2000/01 are listed, and the main results of the
audit are summarized in the OAG Report, 2001. The OAG's performalnce audit reports contauied
in its 2001 Summary Report are quite Impressive and informative. The activities are diverse, rang-
ing from the collection of taxes, fines and the Customs Office to several agricultural, irrigation,
water supply and management, forestry, transport, health, electricity and tourism projects and
institutions as well as the Central Archives, the Social Welfare Council, the Free Books Distributon
Program anid the Foreign Employment Promotion Program.

Performance auditing, because of its focus on results an-d outcomes, calls for skills beyond
accounting and finanicial management To be able to audit the performance of the activities and
mstitutions listed above, OAG temporarily recruited the services of electrical, mining, civil and
irrigation engineers, as well as environmenital and mechanical engineers, and of a hydrologist.

The results were worth the effort. These performance audits are the most reliable indicators
to date of the links between expenditure and results required by statutes and regulations Until
all the various HMGN institutions comply with such legal provisions, the OAG performance
audit reports should receive considerable attention as indepenident indicators of outcomes,
results and effectiveness of government expenditure. The OAG is also right to focus on quality
of coverage rather than on superficial coverage of an ever-increasing number of actvities and
institutions. If, however, most donors werc to move to budgetary support, a substantial increase
of the OAG performance auditing coverage might be nccessary. This should be matched, and
the need for it could bc minimized, by increased compliance with existing legal provisions by
the auditees themselves.

The concept of performance auditing is relatively new to Nepal. Many auditees have not yet
realized the benefits of a few performance audits that has been carried out by OAG. The OAG
reports its findings and recommendations of performance auditing of various units or projects or
centers in a separate volume. The PAC instructs the respective line ministries or agencies to imple-
ment the recommendations of such reporting. But, in reality, there is inadequate system or mecha-
nism to monitor the implementation of recommcndations of performance auditing. It has not
yet received a full recognition by auditecs to translate the suggcstions made in the report into
the development or refinement of sectoral pohcies. For output and outcomc based morntoring,
performance auditing is one of the key tools which help policy makers to translate the suggested
actions into policy framework, and thcsc should be considered seriously if sectoral benefits are to
be realized.

Recommendations
The OAG has many strong points, including: unfettered statutory and professional independence;
a dedicated team of staff; strong, dedicated and fearless leadershlp; transparent approach of dis-
seminating AG's report to the civil society and through its web page; and an unusually effective
and supportive PAC, with whilcl it has forged an enviably close relationship. The most significant
weakness is the lack of independence in its budget due to MOF control of the OAG budget (and
therefore its operational capacity). Capacity for performance auditing is also still quite limited in
relation to demand, and the effectiveness and implementability of the reports could be improved.

It Is recommended that:
HMGN.

* Increase the OAG's independence by granting the budget requested by OAG without any
modificanon. Any differences that may arise between the AG and the MOF in the budget
request, should be reviewed and resolved in a tripartite meeting comprising the Public
Accounts Committee of the Parliament, the MOF and the OAG

* Increase the OAG budget substantially to cope with the needs for more traimng, equip-
ment, and expertise, particularly for compliance auditing. OAG should work out an inde-
pendent compensation plan.
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o Empower the AG to adjust staff members within an agreed limit. If more staff than the
agreed numbers are required, OAG in close coordination with the MOF and the MOGA
determnine staff positions as per business needs.

O Strengthen the capacity of the line ministries to be able to effectively monitor their pro-
grams and also establish a monitoring and follow-up system to monitor audit backlogs and
the clearance of irregularities, and periodically report on their status (details described in
paragraphs 6.21-6.26), including development of time-bound action plans by respective
auditees for rectification of issues or implementation of suggested actions for financial man-
agement improvement.

o Set priority to the recommendations relating to performance auditing and develop action
plan to translate the recommendations into actions and also into the development of sec-
toral policies, as appropriate.

The OAG:

o Review its audit guidelines to comply with the INTOSAI auditing standards.
O Arrange for an external peer review of, and report on, its work at least once every two years

by a reputable private audit firm.
o Arrange for OAG accounts to be audited independently each year by a reputable private

sector auditor.
o Develop Human Resource Development Plan including the strengthening of its training

division to create a strong and fully equipped training unit capable of providing quality
training to its staff.

O Provide exposure to senior officials of OAG through carefully planned, monitored, and
evaluated programs of short term training secondment and training exchanges with well-
developed SAIs abroad and "twinning" with another successful SAI.

o Improve the quality and effectiveness of its auditing by decentralizing its audit function
through the setting up of field offices, whlch can liaise more closely with DTCOs, thereby
reducing the number of irregularities (this recommendation goes on parallel with the rec-
ommendation made in Chapter IV with regard to reducing the number of administrative,
local and regional offices including DTCOs)



CHAPTER 7

OVERSIGHT ARRANGEMENTS

VTarious agencies are playing a pivotal role in oversight function of the public financial
accountability A good practice example is the collaboration between the Office of the
Auditor General (OAG) and the Public Accounts Committee (PAC). The PAC has been

extremely supportive in efforts to get the OAG's audit findings and recommendations implement-
ed. Both OAG and PAC require support in their capacity buwlding to enable them to prioritize the
follow-up actions. The Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of Authority (CIAA) is the
supremc autonomous body responsible for control of corruption and abuse of office, and the
Government is strengthening the CIAA through several anti-corruption bills which have recently
been approved by the Parliament.

Role of Civil Society
The role of civil society orgamzations, including Nepalese and international non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) (see chapter XII) and sister or affiliated concerns of the political parties, has
increascd spontaneously since the promtulgation of the multi-party Nepal Constitution, 1990,
which guarantees freedom of association. The Civil Rights Act, 1955, accords citizens the right to
sue the State in a court of law for infringement of their civil rights. In addition, HMGN has intro-
duced several statutory and administrative measures designed to make government more pro-
public, transparent, efficient, and accountable.

Nepalese civd organizations workng to reduce corruption and increase financial accountabfiity,
transparency, and public information include: Transparency International of Nepal (TIN), Public
Administration Association of Nepal (PAAN), and Federation of Nepalese Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (FNCCI). The 24-point TIN resolution and the 14-point PAAN demand for corrup-
tion control, were publicized in the late 1990s. The political parties affiliated concerns are more
vocal against corruption, non-transparency, non-accountability and undesirable behavior of public
servants.

79
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RoDe of the Press
Although the Constitution guarantees the press freedom of opimon, expression, and information,
the press is, nevertheless, subject to regulation and restriction under the Press Council Act, 1991,
the Press Publication Act, 1991, and the Journalist Code of Conduct, 1998. Some of the mass
media are said to bc under the control of political and other vested interests, corrupt or otherwise
unethical.

One of the greatest difficulties in assessing the freedom of the press to call for transparency and
condemn corruption and financial abuses is that it is often difficult to ascertain how much curtail-
ment of press freedom is due to efforts to hide corrupt practices and how much results from efforts
to contain Maoist attacks on the government and fight irresponsible journalism. Although there
have been reports of journalists being jailed for publishing allegations of corruption, particularly
withmn the judiciary, such allegations, as well as other articles critical of government officials, appear
in Nepal's press almost everyday.

It is recommended that HMGN thoroughly investigate allegations of corruption including
allegations aganst the judiciary, publish the findings of such investigations m the daily newspapers,
and take actions aganst any officials found guilty of corruption, as well as against any person
found to have published baseless accusations.

Official Oversight Arrangements
Nepal has had several oversight institutions over the years, which may be classified as:

o Government Bodies: (i) Special Policc Departnent (SPD), (ii) District Administration
Offices (DAOs); and (iii) Revenue Investigation Department (RID).

o Constitutional Bodies: (i) Commission of Investigation of Abuse of Authority (CIAA); (ii)
Judicial Commission (JC); and (iu) Office of the Auditor General (OAG).

There is also the Public Accounts Committee (PAC). The CIAA, PAC and OAG are discussed in
separate sections of this chapter, while the three government bodies are discussed in the rest of
this section.

The Special Police Department (SPD) is a subordinate organization of the Ministry of Home
Affairs, established in 1953, as the Anti-Corruption Department, under Nepal's first Corrupt
Practice (Abolition) Act, 1953, which was repealed by the Public Servants Prevention of
Corruption Act, 1956. The SPD's role has been considerably rcduced since 1977, mainly due to
the establishment of othcr anti-corruption agencies and the Supreme Court verdict of 1996. It is
recommended that the SPD be absorbed by the CIAA.

The District Administration Offices (DAOs), basically law and order maintaining government
offices in the whole Kingdom of Nepal, are used by the HMGN Ministry of Home Affairs to
carry out anti-corruption activities in the 72 districts outside the Kathmandu valley (out of the 75
in Nepal as a whole). They investigatc corruption cases un-der authority delegated by the CIAA.
They have very limited capacity and resources for anti-corruption work and their role should be
limited to remote and specially designated districts after the creation of CIAA regional offices.

The Revenue Investigation Department (RID) was established by MOF in 1993, and operates
under the Revenue Leakage (Investigation and Control) Act, 1995 The RID is empowered to
investigate government revenue leakage and corruption cases involving the revenuc-service per-
sonnel of the civil service and other accuscd persons. The Corruption Control Suggestion Com-
mittee (CCSC) in 1999 suggested that the RID should be dissolved after the establishment of the
proposed "National Vigilance Center" under the Prime Minister's Office with the basic responsi-
bility of investigating and controlling corruption.

Role of the Office of the Auditor Gieneral
The role, status and functions of the Auditor General (AG) have been extensively discussed
in Chapter VI above. In many respects, the AG of Nepal is more powerful and influential
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than that of most other countries. Three simple examples illustrating this influence are that
the AG:

(a) sits on the Raj Parishad (the State Council)-one of the most prestigious councils of State
in Nepal,

(b) licenses all auditors in the country, including those practicing in the private sector-perhaps
the only country in the world in wlhch this happens,

(c) approvcs the accounting and rcporting systems of the government, instead of just report-
ing on them ex post. This unusual "privilegc" may, however, involve a conflict of interest,
as the AG may be required to pronounce judgment on a system he had approved ex ante.

Also, as pointed out in Chapter VI, judging by audit reports of the last two years, the OAG appar-
ently does a thorough and commendable job, and the AG's reports, even in summary form, give
the reader a good appreciation of the status of government accounting and reporting.

Onc of the key tests of the effectiveness of a Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) is the follow-up
action takcn by government to implement the auditor's recommendations. This action is usually
beyond the influcncc of the SAI. Even in this difficult arca, the AG of Nepal has succeeded in
greatly improving the chances of his recommendations getting implemented. He has done this by
forging an unusually close and successful alliance wvith the Public Accounts Committee (PAC),
whose role is discussed in the next section.

Role of the Public Accounts Committee
"The PAC has been performing its role as an important instrument for cautioning the
government In enforcing financial discipline by observing and creating awareness of
responsibility at every level of government and the public sector. It has been taking special
interest in my annual report and prodding the government through section-wise compre-
hensive discussions on the report."

-Auditor General's Annual Rcport, 2001: Executive Summary

The PAC is one of nine parliamentary committees of the House of Representatives formed
under the House of Rcprcscntatives Rules, 1997 It is headed by a member of the main Opposi-
tion Party. Its membership, which includes all the parties represented in Parliament, is usually 25,
but may vary from time to time. For example, during CFAA team's field visit, there were only 16
members, as scvcral members had recently been appointed Ministers. Normal tenure is five years
(like Parliament's) and the PAC meets all year long.

PAC function-s, described in the House of Representatives Rules, 1997, are to:

* examine HMGN accounts as it thinks fit, and
* discuss OAG's report.

Seven subcommittees discuss various aspects of the OAG report, report back to the full PAC,
which reports to Parliament. The PAC also monitors progress reports on budget implementation.
Many Ministries write to acknowledge PAC request and report actions they have taken in
rcsponsc. The P'AC also investigates financial operations, mcluding procurement, while the opera-
tion is still on-going, and intervenes if it suspects, with sufficient reasons, any malpractice or lack
of transparency.

The collaboration between the OAG and the PAC is exemplary. The PAC has been highly
supportivc in efforts to get the OAG's audit findings and recommendations implemented. High-
lights of the OAG's Annual Report for 2000 were presented to the PAC on August 24, 2000, and
werc followed by two more prcsentations on August 31, and September 1, 2000. Thereafter, a
committee was formed wvith the Joint Financial Comptroller General as the Coordinator, and mem-
bers from the OAG, Ministries of Finance, Law and Justice, and Parliamentary Affairs, and the
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Secretary to the PAC to study some of the OAG's recommendations. Following the committee's
report, the PAC issued directives to the government on May 4, 2001, to implement 31 specific
recommendations dealing with a very wide range of changes.

Earlier, following the OAG 1999 Annual Report, the PAC decidcd on May 16, 2000, to sup-
port the implementation of 38 specific recommendations of the OAG, dealing with a broad range
of accounting, reporting and internal control issues, and directed the Cabinet Secretariat to imple-
ment them. These 38 actions concerned HMGN ministrics and departments; 13 additional
actions were sanctioned for public corporations and committees. The importance of these PAC
activities on efforts to improve public accountability and transparency can be gauged from the
following words from the AG's 2001 Annual Report Summary:

"Decisions of the Committee (i.e., the PAC) and comprehensive discussions on other
points and suggestions given in the report have enhanced effectiveness of the points and
suggestions made in my Annual Report and have given further inspiration towards
improving the auditing standard. The activities of the Committee are expected to increase
in the future. I am confident of receiving invaluable cooperation from the Committee in
the coming days."

One nagging question is- how many of the 82 specific directives of the PAC m the last two
years were actually implemented? One or two of the directives contained strenuous efforts to ensure
compliance. For example, one directive required that all audit transactions shall be carried out in
proper time, and the audit of the backlog should be completed within six months. Furthermore:
"details of actions taken by office chiefs and staff who have not submitted documents or accounts as
per directives of the Committee or have falled to submit clarification of irregularity in time shall be
submitted to the committee by mid-July 2000." A review of the compliance records maintained by
the PAC and OAG suggests that corrective actions within the capacity of the audited department
are dealt with fairly promptly, and reported back to the PAC. Actions (for example, legislative
changes) beyond the competence of the audited department could drag on, howcver. Responses to
OAG and PAC exhortations to refrain from certain actions or behavior only show up in subsequent
years. Because none of these records distinguishes weaknesses according to their matenality, it is
hard to judge the impact of compliance or non-compliance by concerned departments.

It is recommended that HMGN undertake a study with a view,A to establishing how many
of the 82 directives issued by the PAC on the basis of the OAG audit report findings in
FY1998/99 and FY1999/00 have been implemented. The report of the study should be made
available to all members of the Nepal Development Forum. There is a general perception that
the PAC sometimes gets mvolved in executive type functions interfering in the decision-making
affairs of the government, state-owned enterprises, and other public institutions. If proactive
involvement of the PAC during the implementation process has helped in many respects to
check any malpractices or misdeeds, it has also caused severe delays in decision-making with
negative effects on development. In this respect, the PAC's role should be more of a guiding
agency during implementation, and should be involved in serious malpractice operations where
post-mortems are required.

Meetings of the PAC are open to members of the press who report on PAC activities almost
on a daily basis. The combination of the OAG and the PAC currently represents the most effec-
tive financial accountability oversight in the country. It deserves to be strengthened.

The PAC is currently benefiting from a $80,000 technical assistance grant from the Danish
Fund on Governance executed by WB. The purpose of the Grant is to assist the Parliament Secre-
tariat, through the PAC of the House of Representativcs, undertake an initiative of Consensus
Building for Public Expenditure Reforms through the development of key monitorable performance
indicators for expenditure and development outcomes, focus group mectings, orientation sessions
and workshops and follow-up on the AG's Annual Report. The PAC's need for capacity building,
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however, far exceeds what could be finaniced by that grant. More finds are needed for. more office
space to protect PAC documents; a more appropriate meeting room with recording facilities; an
information center to facilitate public information; more and better trained staff to analyze informa-
tion, monitor HMGN responses, and inform the public; computer equipment; more administrative
and technical staff; and exposure to successful PACs in other countries.

It is recommended that-.

(a) HMGN:
* carry out the study recommended in paragraph 7 17 above; and
* seek grant funds to finance the capacity building described in the preceding paragraph;

and that
(b) the PAC.

* classify its report and requests in the manner suggested for the OAG (Chapter VI),
establhshing pnontles, responsibilities, and time frames, and translate summaries of its
directives and reports into English, to facilitate its international collaboration with other
PACs, and such a report should be published on a half-yearly basis.

Role of the Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of Authority
The CIAA is the supreme autonomous body responsible for control of corruption and abuse of
office. It is the only Nepalese institution mandated to prosecute corruption cases It was estab-
lished by Article 97 of the Constitution to conduct inquiries or investigations of improper conduct
or corruption by a person holding public office. The Chief Commissioner and Commissioners are
appointed by His Majesty the King on the recommendation of the Constitutional Council. A
Commissioner must:

* be neither younger than 45, nor older than 65 years of age;
* hold a Bachelor's Degree from a University recognized by HMGN;
* have at least ten years of experience in one or more of the fields of law, accounting,

revenue, construction, devclopment or research;
* be "a distinguished person"; and
* not be a member of any political party immediately before appointment

Commissioners for the CIAA are appointed for a term of six years. Their appointments may
be renewed, but they may not subsequently be appointcd to any government office. Their remu-
neration or other conditions of service may not be altered to their disadvantage while they are in
office. A Commissioner can be removed from office only on the same terms as a Judge of the
Supreme Court, that is, only for misconduct, incompetence or failure to perform his/her funlc-
tions, and only on the vote of two-thirds of the members of the House of Representatives.

If the CIAA finds any public official guilty of improper conduct (defined by the CIAA Act,
1999), the CIAA may admonish the public servant, or recommend that the appropriate authority
take departmental or other appropriate action against the official. If the CIAA finds a public offi-
cial guilty of any action defined by law (the Antn-Corruption Act, 1960) as corrupt, the CIAA
may bring (or cause to be brought) action against the guilty official in a court of competent juris-
diction. The Constitution requires the CIAA to submut a report on its activities annually to His
Majesty the King, who is required to lay the report before Parliament.

The CIAA still does not have the authonty to investigate judges, CIAA Commiussioners,
Auditor General, members of the Public Service Commission, or members of the armed forces.
The Bills (see paragraph 7.26) recently approved by the Parliament but still awaiting endorse-
ment by His Majesty the King, empower the CIAA to investigate or accuse these constitunonal
authonties after they have been relieved of their posts by process of impeachment by the Parlia-
ment in accordance with the Constitution, 1990. Special powers conferred on the CIAA by the
Anti-Corruption Act include seizure of goods and documents, issuing of arrest warrants, and
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detention. The CIAA may also call on the police or other government authorities to assist with
its investigations.

According to the CIAA's 11th Ainual Report FY 2000/01, the CIAA received 900 new
complaints and brought 361 outstanding cases in FY 2000/01 against 407 complaints and 452
outstanding cases in FY 1999/00. With regard to clearance of such cases, the CIAA settled 698
cases in the FY 2000/01 in comparison to 498 cases in the previous fiscal year. This shows the
increased capacity of the CIAA. Traditionally, only about 8 percent of total cases have been sub-
ject to comprehensive investigation. In the past, more than 95 pcrcent of cases filed by the CLAA
have been unsuccessful, and only 10 of the 31 cases filed in various appellate courts have been
successful. Reasons for the low success rate include inadequate investigation, non-observance of
the legal processes, and ambiguities and uncertainties in applicable laws. More recently, the overall
success rate in prosecutions is reported to have improved to about 50 percent

Several Anti-Corruption bills (CIAA Bill 2002, Corruption Control BllU 2002, and Impeach-
ment (regularization of the procedures) Bill, 2002) recently approved by the Parliament contan
provisions for anti-corruption measures including the strengthening of the CIAA. It is recom-
mended that.

o HMGN
considerably increase the budgetary, physical and human resources available to the CIAA
(it is currently being assisted by the ADB, Datush Cooperation Fund, and UNDP, but
this assistance should be extended and augmented), and
authorize the CIAA to investigate the Auditor General, and members of the Public
Service Commission.

o CIAA
> prepare a plan for the phased establishment of regional offices,
> formulate and implement a human resource development program,

strengthen its use of modern scientific investigation skills, and improve its intelligence
system, and
improve the coordination of its activities with those of other anti-corruption agencies

Oversight by the judicial Council
The Judicial Council (JC) is a statutory body created under the Article 93 of the Constitution,
1990, for conducting personnel administration of the Judges and for working as recommending
body for judicial administration. The JC is also empowered by the Judicial Council Act, 1990, to
investigate charges of corruption, misconduct or indiscipline against judges of Appellate and
District Courts, but not against judges of the Supreme Court who are subject to removal by a two-
thirds majority of Parliamentary votes and Royal consent. The JC is headed by the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court, with the Minister of Justice and the two most semor judges as exofficio
members plus a jurist nominated by His Majesty the King.

The JC's investigative mechanism is an Investigation Committee to be established after pre-
liminary investigations. The JC may, on approval of His Majesty, file charges in an Appellate
Court against an accused corrupt judge.

It is unclear, however, what impact the JC has had on perceived corruption in the judiciary,
about which there are frequent reports and allegations in the press. It is unknown, for example,
how many judges have been removed from office as a result of JC action. 14

It is recommended that HMGN:

o Sustain the JC as also an anti-corruption agency.
o Empower the JC to act against all judges, including the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.

14 It is noted that 14 Judges of Appellate and District Courts were taken some sort of actions since 1993
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* Strengthen the JC Secretariat to cope with anti-corruption issues.
* Provide for the JC to request the CIAA to investigate any judge.
* Require publication of the JC's Annual Report.

Oversight by Transparency International of Nepal
Transparency International of Nepal (TIN) is an NGO dedicated to curbing corruption, and pro-
moting public accountability, transparency, and integrity. It was established in 1996, registered at
the Kathmandu District Administration Office as part of Transparency International, the world's
leading anti-corrupton NGO established in Berlin in 1993.

TIN has developed a code of conduct for its members. Its General Assembly is the apex body,
which clects the Executive Committee responsible for the day-to-day running of TIN. It conducts
a dialogue with parliamentarians, the PAC, CIAA, and OAG, and generally reinforces pressures in
civil society in favor of transparency, probity, and integrity in public affairs. It has not developed
eithier a Corruption Perception Index (CPI) or a Bribe Payers Index (BPI) for Nepal. It is surpris-
ing that despite all the talk of endemic corruption in the country, Nepal does not feature among
the 91 countries covered by the CPI.

TIN is receiving financial support from the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation
(SDC).
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CHAPTER 8

FIDUCIARY RISK

Some fiduciary risks of Class A (that is, visible from rccords) are failures to comply with a
fairly comprehensive system of internal controls, poor procurement practices, failure to com-
ply with financial procedures, and failure to tie expenditures to outputs and outcomes. Many

of these risks are also related to low capacity, motivational factors and inadequate coordination
between various agencies. With the possible exception of procurement risks, the bulk of these
Class A risks result, not from faulty design or legal framework, but from failures to comply with
that framework. These risks can be mitigated only through the government's firm comrmtment to
Implement .... . Implement. . . and . . . Implement, what already exists in the system.
Recommendations made in the analysis of various chapters give direction to mitigate these risks.
Support for programmatic lending or budgetary support should be contingent on the govern-
ment's commitment to reform, moving from the current culture of non-compliance to improved
envirohment of compliance.

Nature of Fiduciary Risk
Fiduciary responsibility is the obligation of someone to whom ftunds have been entrusted for a
particular purpose to ensure and demonstrate to the funds' provider, that the funds have been
applied to their intended purpose HMGN owes this responsibility to the Nepalese people. The
W'B and ADB, for example, owe it to their shareholders and member countries. Bilateral donors
owe it to their governments and taxpayers

Fiduciary nsk is anytlhin-g that threatens to divert funds to uses other than those for which
they were intended by their providers. There are two basic classes of fiduciary risk:

* Class A-visible from records, and
* Class B-invisible, or hard to detect, from records.
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Class A Fiduciary Risk
This is the risk discussed by the bulk of every CFAA. Its assessment involves a review of the plan-
rnmg and budgeting, internal controls (including procurement and internal audit), bookkeeping
and accounting, financial reporting, and independent auditing systems, and their capacity to
prevent the diversion of fiunds to unintended or unauthorized uses.

Other possible sources of Class A fiduciary risk in Nepal include: failures to comply with the
HMGN's fairly comprehensive system of internal controls; poor procurement procedures; and
failure to tie expenditures to outputs and outcomes, as required by the country's Constitution,
legislation, and other statutes. With the possible exception of procurement risks, the bulk of these
Class A nsks result, not from faulty system design or legal framenwork, but from failures to comply
wvith them. Most of the recommendations in this CFAA are, therefore, aimed at improving
compliance, rather than at creating new laws or systems.

Fiduciary risk is considered high in Nepal on the basis of international "best pracuce" in finan-
cial management observed in most developed countries. The failure to comply with the impressive
legal and regulatory fiduciary framework that exists makes fiduciary nsk in Nepal "High" by the
standards of that same framework, whose faithful implementation would have brought risks closer
to "best practice" standards found in developed countries. This level of fiduciary nsk in Nepal is,
however, similar to the level in many developing countries. A common finding of CFAAs carried
out so far in other WB borrower countries is the failure to comply with financial legislation and
statutes Every other weakness discussed in this CFAA exists in those countries to a greater or lesser
extent. This is why the VVB has found it necessary to "ring-fence" the projects it finances in most of
these countries, by demanding more rigorous accounting and auditing standards for them than are
found in the government system as a whole. As will be explained at the end of thus Chapter, the
objective of the recommendations in this CFAA is to widen the "fence" until it includes the whole
of HMGN. When that happens, all of HMGN will comply with the existmg legislative and regula-
tory framework. Fiduciary risk will then be reduced all round, anld there will be no further need to
"ring-fence" specific projects.

Class B Fiduciary Risk
The collapse of the ENRON empire has reminded everyone that it is possible to have an ultra-
modern computerized accounting system, books that are neatly balanced, and financial statements
certified by one of the most respected auditors in the world-all in a system that is essentially rotten
at the core. Bribes, for example, represent a Class B fiduclary risk not detectable from the books.
The auditor is only a watchdog, not a bloodhound.

Unfortunately, Class B fiduciary risks are often dismissed by the omnibus term "corruption."
Yet, corruption can mean many different things. Every time people claim to be doing things accord-
ing to certain rules, but deviate from those rules, they are being corrupt. From this viewpoint, cor-
ruption is in every human organization and m every home, and everyone is guilty of it from time to
time. Examples of corruption include: bribery (providing an inducement in cash or kind for someone
to break the law or regulattons); theft (mtsappropriation or diversion offunds orgoods); fraud (failure
to deliver promised value for a consideration received); breaking the law (while others comply); lack of
accountability (for funds, resources, polttical power, etc), and lack of transparency (no one can tell
what is happening ivtth regard to the other five aforementioned, examples of corruption).

Some forms of corruption, for example, theft and lack of accountability are actually Class A fidu-
ciary risks capable of detection from records, while others (for example, bribery) are Class B fiduci-
ary risks incapable of such detection Thus, a discussion of corruption without specifying which type
is often, at best, a waste of time, and at worst, a source of confusion and misunderstanding.

In Nepal, hardly a day passcs without a newspaper reportmg on some form of corruption.
Allegations include: bribes for jobs with any kind of power or influence, including for lucrative
positions in a donor-funded project or other offices; bribes to win construction or supply
contracts; insider loans that have nearly bankrupted two state-owned banks; bribes to tax officers
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and customs officers to avoid paying taxes; bnbes to get the job of tax collector or tax officer, and
various types of corrupt practices by members of the judiciary

None of the above allegations is unusual in a developing country. It is also difficult to verify
many of them. It is harder still to quantify them or identify the sources of ftinds for thcsc activitics
or their impact on fiduciary risk As noted in earlier chapters, the CIAA and other anti-corruption
bodies in the country have had very limited success.In March 2002, the Prime Minuster set up a
Judicial Commission to probe the assets of all persons who have held high office in thc last 10 years,
and to report within six months. While this is a very commendable beginning, it is still unlikely to
reveal sources of ill-gotten wealth, or whose fiduciary responsibility has been damaged (other than
HMGN's, of course). Also, whether the measure succeeds in restoring public and investor confi-
dence will depend on how it is handled.

Neither the Concept Note, nor the CFAA Team envisaged any investigation into Class B fidu-
ciary risks, specifically bribery. For a CFAA to include such investigations, both the conccpt note
and terms of reference should specify Class B fiduciary risk detection and quantification. In addi-
tion, the CFAA team must also include fraud detectives, police, and anti-bribery expcrts.

A review of the experience with the WB portfolio in Nepal reveals:

* the kinds of problems that could still exist, even after standards of financial management in
HMGN as a whole, has been upgraded to the standards existing in externally-funded proj-
ects (paragraph 8.5 above), and

* the potential for adopting the normal reports of an upgraded HMGN system to report on
externally-funded projects, thereby promoting harmonized reporting, and reducing Nepal's
project reporting costs on such projects

Experience with the World Bank Portfolio
Several events and activities in the last year or two have provided a wealth of information on the
financial management of the WB Portfolio. These include: a joint HMGN/ADB/WB Country
Portfolio Performance Review (CPPR) in FY1999/00 and FY2000/01 (also joined by JBIC),
intensive work by both FCGO and OAG; and a financial management audit by the WB's Internal
Audit Department (LAD). The overall conclusion from all these activities is that, while there has
been progress, a lot of work still remains to be done.

In the last two years, the single most important reason for delayed effectiveness of newv projects
was their failure to comply with the Action Plan designed to improve implementation agencies'
Financial Management Systems.

Compliance with the WB audit-reporting requirement has fluctuated somewhat in the last
four years, with promising up-turns in FY2000/01, as revealed in the following table

COMPLIED WITHIN COMPLIED WITH NOT COMPLIED WITH

DUE DATE DELAY AS OF REPORTING FY
TOTAL NO. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FISCAL OF AUDITS No. OF No. OF No. OF
YEAR REQUIRED AUDITS PERCENT AUDITS PERCENT AUDITS PERCENT

1997/98 24 6 25 4 17 14 58
1998/99 25 12 48 6 24 7 29
1999/00 23 6 26 8 35 9 39
2000/01 25 8 32 11 44 6 24
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It has proved extremely difficult, partly due to wholesale transfers of accounts staff in some
projects, to produce even partial Project Management Reports (now called Financial Monitoring
Reports and required for all WB financed projects).

A few observations made by the IAD in the course of their visit to Nepal in November 2000 to
four sample WB financed projects and reported internally to the WB's management, are as follows:

o Project staff are subject to arbitrary rotation. The quality of staff varies from project to proj-
ect, and the most qualified staff are not necessarily selected;

o Two projects that IAD Team visited had been without accountmng staff for 4-8 months. As
a result, the accounts were out of date, the bank statements were not reconcled, and finan-
cial statements, withdrawal applications and audits were delayed; and

o Since the project director does not appoint the accountant, he or she has not control over
the quality of the accounts and financial statements. Consequently, the project director does
not hold himself accountable if the financial statements are not prepared or audited in a
timely manner, or if they are of poor quality.

The IAD report further adds, "the potential risks" associated with the above are that:

o project implementation may not be effective due to weak capacity;
o deficiencies in borrower implementing agencies in terms of organization, staffing, and

FM experience will result in a weak project FM system leading to weaker overall control
environment; and

o the most qualified staff are not necessarily selected for the projects.

With regard to audit, IAD reports that
"Because of the vastly dispersed and poorly connected areas of Nepal, and OAG's limited

managerial travel budget, it is difficult to monitor the work of the auditors. There are very few
qualified accountants m the country and a huge amount of audit work to be carried out in the
public sector. The potential risks are that the:

o potential irregularities might not be detected and reported, and
o lack of transparency in the public sector due to the lack of true and fair accounting picture,

and limitations in the mdependence and quality of audits."

It further reports that in Nepal there are inadequate follow-up actions by the audited agencies,
leading to the same audit comments year after year.

The CPPRs referred to above reported several issues (action plans to mitigate such issues were
agreed during CPPRs), which may be summarized as follows:

o Transfer of accounts staff on a wholesale basis affecting several projects at a time was a
major issue. The violation of credit agreements was noted in twvo projects. Staff transfers
also had a major impact on timely preparation of accounts and timely submission of with-
drawal applications.

o Application of internal control systems is reported to be weak in almost all projects as
reported by the Auditors, and as observed by the WB's mternal auditors.

o Accumulation of reimbursable expenditure is also a problem in projects working in a multi-
district environment.

o Capacity building of accounts staff was a major constramt. Many projects failed to train
their accounts staff, especially after the transfer of older staff.

o Untimely submission of Project Management Reports (PMRs) and audit reports was also a
major issue.

o Monitoring and follow-up of expenditure statements at district level in general has been
inadequate.
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* Contract adnunistration and monitonng continues to be a major problem in many projects.
* Despite efforts to raise issues on financial management following supervision missions and

auditors' reports, and to help projects to rectify such issues and improve financial manage-
ment, follow-up actions, in general, have been very slow.

* Budget planmng and budget allocations have been crucial problems in few projects, partic-
ularly Basic and Primary Educaton Project (BPEP) and Road Maintenance and Develop-
ment Project, which caused a major impact in accounting and auditing (BPEP is an experi-
mental project where "Basket" approach was adopted whereby participating donor agencies
and HMGN put all funds in a "basket" and all share the expenditures of the program in
agrccd proportion. Accounting problems and challenges were anticipated from the BPEP,
because of its innovative and experimental nature.)

* Handling of special accounts by Nepal Rastra Bank has not been sufficiently effective. Bank
statemcnts are not submitted on demand, which had an effect on timely claims of expendi-
tures from WB. Blockage of special accounts fund against special commitments was
observed to be a major issue, which is in violation of the special accounts rule.

While interacting wvith project staff, the CFAA team noted the following issues raised consis-
tently and loudly:

* Project managers (coordinators) and accountants are not selected on a competitive basis.
Financial management staff in projects, seconded from FCGO, often have little or no expo-
sure to project accounting. They do not produce statements of sources and uses of funds,
cash flow, balance sheet, or fixed assets inventory.

* Project coordinators have no say in selection of their project accountants.
* Conflicts in accounting and reporting requirements between WB and HMGN regulations

create problems for project accountants

To the pre-existing issues identified above must now be added the need to ensure that all
projects can regularly produce FMRs (preferably coming out of the government's system), accord-
ing to the latest guidelines issued by the WB in late 2001. While there is no substitute for the
financial management assessment of each project anid assurance of its capacity to comply with WB
guidelines, successfiil implementation of HMGN internal reporting regulations (Rules 21 and 25
and Schedule 2 of the FAR) will make it easier for projects implemented by HMGN to prepare
FMRs for submission to WE every four months.

It is recommended that.

* HMGN forms used for project reporting (for exarmple, Schedules 2, 3, and 5 of FAR) be
reviewed and improved, which can then be used as part of the FMR requirement for WB-
financed projects. In fact, HMGN should move in the direction of adopting the improved
version as reporting requirements for all HMGN development projects, which could be
ftirnislhed to donors for the respective donor assisted projects. HMGN should move
towards "one reporting system" in harmonizing the reporting system to all donors.

* HMGN, in consultation with donor partners, develop a policy on funding procedure from
donor partners rcquiring all donors to channel funds through the MOF according to its policy.

* All project coordinators and accountanits undergo financial management, procurement, and
disbursement training before assuming office.

* HMGN strictly abide by its Civil Service and other related service Rules that no project
staff will be transferred for at least two years, to ensure staff continuity.

* HMGN dcvelop sclection criteria and parameters for selection of project managers/
coordinators on the basis of technical competence and open competition for the position,
and adopt uniform standards for such selection.

* HMGN adopt and enforce a concrete policy about the placement of accounts staff in devel-
opment projccts. The underlying principles of such a policy are that only competent,
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trained and appropriately qualified staff are placed in development projects; transfers will
not be made on an ad hoc basis but will follow HMGN's Civil Service and other related
service Rules; and proper hand over and continuity will be assured.

o HMGN encourage promising accounting officers likely to be posted as project accountants,
to enroll in trainig leading to the qualification of chartered accountant or other equivalent
professional courses or training in financial management.

Implications for Programmatic Lending and lBudgetary Support

Based on the evidence reviewed in preparing this CFAA, the legislative/regulatory framewvork sutp-
porting programmatic or budgetary support lending in Nepal is better than average. Furthermore, it
is under the careful and constant scrutiny of a dedicated SAI which suggests improvements to the
framework as it considers necessary. What needs attention is compliance. Most of the weaknesses
revealed by the OAG and strongly supported by the PAC are not weaknesses of the system, but
rather failure to comply therewith. The CFAA Team observed and confirmed this to be a major
hindrance.

Consequently, the area of attention in minimlzmg fiduciary risk on programmatic lending is in
compliance with the impressive framework that exists. If the joint efforts by the OAG and PAC
succeed in improving compliance with the existing legal provisions, programmatic lending should
face no more than average fiduciary risks in Nepal. It is, therefore, critically important to begin
implementing the DAP designed to enforce compliance with existing laws and regulations Failure
to implement the recommendations for integrated financial management improvement suggested
in the DAP may leave a "high risk environment."

As explained n paragraph 8.5 above, high fiduciary risk in most WB borrower countries
(including Nepal) forced the WB to "ring-fence" most of its projects through special accounting
and auditing requirements. For fiduciary risk on programmatic lendinig to approximate the fiduci-
ary risk now accepted for project lending, accountability and internal control standards in the
whole civil service must approximate those currently existing in the WB-financed projects. This is
the objective yardstick to use. The existing legal/regulatory framework meets these standards. It
remains to get compliance to attain the same level. Full implementation of the recommendations
in Chapters II and III of this CFAA and OAG/PAC proposed improvements, would bring this
closer to reality.

Some budgetary support or programmatic lending should be possible almost immediately
through a combination of.

(a) A pragmatic program of targeted assessments and "sanitization" of sectors and institutions
scheduled to benefit from such lending; and

(b) The generalized implementation of the recommendations in the publc scctor as a whole,
likely to be completed over the medium term.

For example, to ensure that no urgently-needed budgetary support for poverty reduction and
other worthwhile objectives is held up by the implementation of the above recommendations, it Zs
recommended that sectors, Mirustries, and institutions (such as those involved in poverty relief, for
example) scheduled to benefit from budgetary support be the first to be assessed and certified by
a panel of independent experts representing the accountability institutions which include, MOF,
FCGO, NPC and OAG (may also include experts designated by donor partners participating in
budgetary support), as complying with the accountability standards recommended above. They
would be the first to be released from the "ring fence" approach. A practical implication of this
recommendation is that sectors, ministries and institutions scheduled to benefit from budgetary
support in FY2002/03 such as, Ministry of Education & Sports, Ministry of Agriculture & Coop-
eratives, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Water Resources, and Ministry of Works and Physical
Planning, should, ideally already be undergoing assessment of their capacity to properly account
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for thc funds they wvill receive. Delay of the assessments would delay the flow of funds. Any weak
points revealed by such early asscssments should be strengthened as an indispensable element and
componcnt of the budgetary support package Implementation of such actions should be closely
monitored and reported.

FolloNving the full imiplementation of these improvements and the recommendations of this
CFAA, a quick revicxv wvould be desirable to confirm the effectiveness of the compliance system,
before the WB launches into generalized programmatic lending benefiting all sectors, Ministries,
and insttutions. Based on current evidence, this situation may arrive sooner in central government
than in local bodies. All levcls of government would need to be reviewed for adequate compliance
before moving forward. The guidLnlg principle always should be that no office at central or local
levcl should receive an-y funds without first demonstrating the capacity to budget and account for
them in a maimer which links them to outputs and outcomes and which presents such accounts
for OAG audit in a timely manner.

A Task Force or a Reform Monitoring Committee (see Chapter XIII - Development Action
Plan and Implementationi Strategy) should continue to be in action to monitor the implementa-
tion of the recommendations of the CFAA Continuous monitoring and follow-up are critical to
ensure that agreed actions are implemented, and produce results on the ground. A high level focus
oni and commitment to the implementation of the DAP will accelerate the reduction of fiduciary
risks. The statLis of implementationi should be periodically reported to the Finance Committee of
the Parliament, the Finance Secretary and to the development partners.
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CHAPTER 9

PRIVATE SECTOR
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING

N epal's accounting and auditing professions, and the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Nepal (ICAN), whlch HMGN has mandated to regulate and monitor accounting anld
auditing standards are all faced with many challenges, which cannot be tackled at the

same time. ICAN was created only in 1997 by the Chartered Accountants Act, 1997. It deserves a
lot of credit for its achievements and value-added efforts to the country's economy within a few
years of existence. A newly set-up organization with dedicated members has enabled it to position
itself in a competitive environment It is important that ICAN functions independently, for which
ICAN's stakeholders, HMGN, ICAN and the Office of the Auditor General (OAG), should agree
on a realstic role, functionis, and program in line with its foreseeable resources. To promote its
development and enhance Its professional effectiveness, ICAN should establish links with IFAC,
and a "twinmng" relationship with one of the world's successful IFAC-member institutes.

Legal Framework
There are numerous laws and regulations requiring proper accounts to be maintained, and finan-
cial reports produced, by private sector organizations and institutions, and for such accounts and
reports to be audited by authorized auditors These laws include the Company Act, 1997; the
Commercial Banks Act, 1974, the Development Bank Act, 1996, the Fmance Companies Act,
1986, the Audit Act, 1991; the Securities Exchange Act, 1983; the Income Tax Act, 2002; the
Insurance Act, 1992; and the Chartered Accountants Act, 1997. In addition, the notifications and
directions issued to the banks by the Nepal Rastra Bank (Central Bank) and the Department of
Inland Revenue contain further accounting and reporting requirements, with which institutions
receiving them have to comply.

Accounting Standards and Practices
Despite the plethora of accounting-related laws listed in the preceding paragraph, there have been no
nationally recognized private sector accounting standards in Nepal. While public sector accounting
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and reporting standards were generally proposed by the FCGO and approved by the OAG, there was
no equally authoritative source of accounting standards for the private sector. The laws require com-
pliance with some vaguely defined concept of good accounting and reporting, but the vagueness of
the definition vitiates both compliance and any objective assessment thereof. The Company Act,
1997 is a typical example. It requires "accounts to be maintained . . . according to generally accepted
accounting principles based on the Double Entry System," with no indication of the meaning of
"generally accepted accounting principles." The Nepal Chartered Accountants Bill 2058 (2002)
(Amendment) recently approved by the Parliament' 5 has made provision for formation of Account-
ing and Auditing Standard Boards, which are empowered to formulate and publish Accounting and
Auditing Standards to be applied in preparation of financial statements and in auditing them.

Auditing Standards and Practices
Auditing practices are slightly better articulated than accounting standards. At least the Company
Act, 1997, hsts (Section 91) six specific points which an auditor's report must mention explicitly;
and the Audit Act, 1991, lists similar contents of an auditor's report as well as 15 specific items in
an auditor's Code of Conduct. None of these lists, however, says anything about how to organize
and conduct an audit that is technically and professionally correct (that is, auditing standards).

lRecent IDevelopments lRegarding Accounting and Auditing Standards
The Central Bank now requires all banks to apply International Accounting Standards (IAS) in
preparing their accounts. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal (ICAN) has created an
Accounting Standards Committee and an Auditing Standards Committee. Members of these com-
mittees are expected to become members of the Accounting and Auditing Standards Boards
respectively after the recently passed legislation receives the royal seal (see paragraph 9.2 above).
The Committees have been issuing Exposure Drafts of both Accounting Standards and Standards
on Auditing.

The Accounting and Auditing Profession
The absence of officially recognized private sector accounting and auditing standards has a lot to
do with the absence of an effective and well-established Institute of Chartered Accountants or an
Accounting Standards Board, or an Auditing Standards Board. In most countries, national private
sector accounting and auditing standards are usually established by an Institute of Chartered
Accountants or by an Accounting Standards Board (for accounting) and an Auditing Standards
Board (for auditing) In Nepal, no institution was mandated to set these standards until the
passing of the Chartered Accountant Act, 1997 (CA Act), which required the Council of the
ICAN "to comply or ensure compliance with the International Accounting Standards, the
International Auditing Guidelines, and the guidelines received from the International Federation
of Accountants "

Before the CA Act, 1997, there was no effective regulation of the accountancy profession.
There was an Association of Chartered Accountants, most of whose members trained in India, and
became members of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI). Chartered account-
ants (or their equivalents) are generally accepted worldwide as possessinlg the highest level of pro-
fessional qualification in accountancy. Other Nepalese accountants achieved the same status in the
United Kmgdom and elsewhere. They are contributing members, admitted, through tough exami-
nations and traming, into institutes which are members of the International Federation of Accoun-
tants (IFAC)-the world governing body whose International Accounting Standards Committee
(IASC) used to issue International Accounting Standards (IAS), and which still issues Internation-
al Standards on Auditing (ISA). Equivalents of chartered accountants are called Certified Public

15 Yet to receive the Royal Seal and be gazetted
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Accountants (CPAs) in the United States of America, Experts Comptables in France, and other
names in other countries. The one thing all these institutions have in common is that they are all
members of IFAC, the supreme governing world body for accounting and auditing.

The fact that all Nepalese chartered accountants (CAs, ACCAs, CPAs) etc., were members
of foreign institutes to which they paid annual subscriptions and from which they received mem-
bership services and professional support meant that no pnvate sector organization in Nepal had
either the mandate or the incentive to develop Nepalese accounting or auditing standards or
profession.

The creation of ICAN was supposed to change all that. The hope is that all these foreign-
trained chartered accountants, as well as thousands of Nepalese accountants and auditors holding
qualifications short of the CA level would rally to ICAN as their professional "home," and as the
focal point for the development and regulation of the accounting and auditing professions in
Nepal. These and other expectations, however, face considerable challenges, which ICAN now
appears to be facing with determination One of the contributions of this CFAA will be to call for
a realistic appraisal of ICAN's role and potential.

Auditing, in comparison with accounting, is slightly better controlled. Only the OAG can
license auditors, and there are currently about 7,000 licensed auditors of whom about 207 are
fully qualified professionals (about 180CAs, 24ACCAs and 3 CPAs). Auditors are licensed in
four categories (A to D, with A as the highest) designed to match their qualifications and experi-
ence to the complexity of audits they are allowed to undertake. There are, however, no examina-
tions or tests to prove their capacity to carry out audits. ICAN should closely work with OAG
with its plan to produce more middle level technicians and work out a mutually agreeable plan
to repeal the Auditors' Act, 1974 in order to ensure an adequate supply of accountants and audi-
tors for the country. As of June 2002, ICAN and the Auditor General were discussing a plan
under which ICAN would (a) absorb all Registered Auditors as members of the Institute on
their existing terms, with audit mandates defined according to client size; (b) create an Institute
or Association of Accounting Techmcians to handle accounting responsibilities, and also audit
clients in specified sectors of the economy. The Auditors' Act, 1974 will not be automatically
repealed after the Nepal Chartered Accountants Bill - 2058 (2002) (Amendment) receives the
Royal Seal. HMGN has to issue a separate notification in the Gazette in order to repeal the
Auditors' Act.

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal
ICAN was created by the CA Act, 1997 to:

* play the role of a regulatory body;
* enhance social recognition and faith in the accounting profession;
* develop, protect, and promote the accounting profession; and
* develop a system of registration, qualifications, and examination of accounting professionals

in consonance with international norms.

The CA Act, 1997 provided for ICAN to be run by a 17-member Council, including 10 members
elected from CAs, four elected from Registered Auditors and three nominated by HMGN on the
recommendation of the Auditor General. The Council has established three standing committees:
Executive Committee; Examination Committee; and Professional Gtuidance Committee. In addi-
tion, it has created five other committees dealing respectively with: Project Monitoring & Sup-
port; Income Tax; Expert Advisory; Editorial Board; and South Asian Federation of Accountants
(SAFA). Within its permanent structure, there are three departments dealing with Administration,
Examination, and Technical Affairs.

According to Section 45, Chapter XII of the CA Act, 1997, ICAN may be given necessary
directions by HMGN on the functiomng and actions of the Institute, and by OAG on develop-
ment, protection and promotion of the accounting profession, which ICAN is oblged to follow.
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These directives are generally limited to administrative and policy directives. HMGN grants as
proportion of total ICAN budget has increased in the three years ended July 2001 as follows:
14.73 percent, 25.04 percent, and 62.41 percent. The big jump in FY2000/01 was caused by
an HMGN contribution to the ADB-funded capacity building project, which assisted ICAN in
setting up accounting anid auditing standards committees, training commnttee members and
others, and drafting a CA examination curriculum of international standard.

ICAN is a member of the SAFA and the Confederation of South Asian and Pacific Accoun-
tants (CA1'A), and has as one of the items on top of its agenda the acqusition of membership of
the IFAC. It has been receiving technical assistance from the ICAI under a Memorandum of
Understanding. ICAN started examining students for its own CA qualification in November
2000, adding Nepalese Economics, Nepalese Corporate Law, Nepalese Income Tax, and Value
Added Tax to its CA Foundation Level and CA Intermediate examinations for its examination
scheduled for December 2002 and later. About 252 students have enrolled for the CA Founda-
tion and 102 for the CA Intermediate examinations. In examinations taken in November 2000
and May 2001, eight out of 46 students passed the CA Foundation and two out of five passed the
single group of CA Intermediate.

ICAN deserves a lot of credit for its achievements withm a few years of existence. Much of
thls progress is due to the dedication and hard work of its members giving generously of their
time to serve on its coincil and its various committees. Despite all this progress, however, the
challenges facing ICAN are many, and have been well documented. They include:

(a) The CA Act, 1997 setting up ICAN and mandating it to license and regulate accountants
and auditors was predicated on the immediate repeal of the Auditors' Act 1974, under
which the Auditor General (AG) was mandated to license auditors. ICAN should prepare
a realistic plan to produce more trained accountants and accounting technicians. ICAN
should agree with OAG a reasonable tume-frame to repeal the Auditors' Act. The AG is
convinced that on the implementation of such a plan withiun a reasonable time frame, the
Auditors' Act, 1974 needs to be repealed.

(b) More Registered Auditors and accounting practitioners operate outside ICAN than within
it. Thus, decisions of ICAN have no impact on, or relevance to, the vast majority of
accounting and auditing practitioners in the country.

(c) Given what is stated above, the setting of accounting standards and code of conduct, and
professional lcadcrship expected from ICAN has been hard to accomplish.

(d) ICAN is, in any case, in no position to do much about the widespread culture of non-
compliance with accounting/financial reporting regulations in the pnvate sector. Many
leading state-owned and private sector companies have not filed accounts with the Regis-
trar of Companies for several years; transparency of financial statements produced by
many companies is suspect; some of the largest commercial banks have not been publish-
ing audited annual financial statements as required by law.

(e) ICAN still must develop a convincing proposal to integrate the thousands of accountants
and auditors. ICAN's Business Plani6 explains the intcgration process of auditors regis-
tered with OAG and chartered accountants who are neither member of ICAN nor regis-
tered with OAG. ICAN already has developed criteria for providing membership to the
chartered accountants and other accountants qualified from other professionally recog-
nized institutes. ICAN now needs to develop a proposal to ensure that induction of regis-
tered auditors is not blocked in future.

(f) ICAN also should broaden its appeal, coverage, and relevance in another sense, that is, to
attract and provide a congenial "home" to accountants in government and those working
in industrial and commercial enterprises.

16 Business Plan of ICAN was dcveloped with ADB assistancc.
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(g) The training needs with which ICAN ts expected to cope are enormous. Apart from train-
ing, testing, an-d certifying the various classes of members discussed above, the training
needs involved in the introduction of IAS (or Nepal Accounting Standards) are huge and
costly even for chartered accountants. To be sure, ICAN can contract out much of thlis
training to the two universities and the Nepal Administrative Staff College (NASC), but It

still has to be involved in accrediting the colleges, approving the courses, and monitoring
the maintenance of appropriate standards. There is also a need to ensure continued pro-
fessional education for all ICAN members.

(h) ICAN'S financial challenges are also quite serious. Its two principal sources of revenue,
member subscriptions and government grants, are inadequate to meet its ongoing operat-
ing costs, let alone the costs of new services. With most chartered accountant members
continuing thcir contributions to foreign institutes, and the non-chartered accountant
membership declmiing instead of growing, it is hard to see where the growth in member-
ship subscriptions will come from. ICAN is, however, working on schemes to raise funds
through charges for training courses, practicing certificates, and other member services.
Even the preparation of its strategic plan, anld most of the ongomig effort to establish the
capacity to initroduce accounting and auditing standards have had to be financed by non-
Nepalese sources This lack of funding contains the elements of a vicious circle: because it
has so little money, ICAN cannot finance attractive member services, and because it can-
not finance such services, a few members have left, causing revenues to decline even fur-
ther, thus further eroding its functional capacity and attractiveness Once the Auditors'
Act, 1974 is repealed, it is expected that membership subscriptions will increase as all
Registered Auditors will become the members of ICAN.

Given all the challenges discussed above, perhaps the most important strategic decision the
principal stakeholders (accountants, government, auditors, and the OAG) have to make with
regard to ICAN is. what is the realistic and sustainable role ICAN should aim to play? ICAN is in
danger of drowning in an ocean of unrealistic expectations and unfunded mandates Its current
resources, human and financial, are totally inadequate to carry out the current expectations of its
stakeholders-estabhshing and maintaining accounting and auditing standards; establishing and
enforcing codes of conduct for accountants and auditors; providing the full range of member ser-
vices, including advocacy and continued professional education for its members, conducting exam-
inations and issuing certificates; issuing certificates of practice to members; providing leadership to
HMGN in matters of accounting, auditing, taxation, and legislation relating thereto-the list goes
on and on Hard choices need to be made, and a realistic order of priorities established urgently,
in an effort to match expectations with resources likely to be available on a reliable and sustainable
basis. ICAN should not try to be all things to all people. Many of the activities listed above could
be outsourced, with no serious disadvantage to ICAN members or the national interest. The pos-
sible outsourcing of training was mentioned earlier. Another possible example is that ICAN could
prepare and license its members on the basis of examinations conducted by the Institute of Char-
tered Accountants of other countries (for example, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India), modified by the substitution of taxation, law, liquidation, and similar papers based on
Nepalese law in place of papers on law and taxation of other countries.

Supply and Demand for Accountants and Auditors
As is the case in many countries, the CFAA team knows of no recent scientific or convincing study
designed to find out how many accountants and auditors of different categories exist in Nepal, or
how many appear to be needed by the economy. There are estimated to be about 40,000 account-
ing staff employed in various public and private companies and HMGN. About 2,000 new private
sector companies are registered every year, and the number of cooperatives, NGOs includ-ing
INGOs, and educational, health and other social institutions requiring accountants is increasing the
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need for accountants and accounting technicians. As regards auditing, more than 72,000 organiza-
tions are required by law to be audited every year. These include public and private compames and
state-owned enterprises; cooperatives and NGOs; primary and secondary schools and colleges;
hospitals, DDCs, municipalities, and VDCs.

On the supply side, there are about 7,000 licensed auditors, of whom only about 207 are pro-
fessionally qualified auditors (about 180 CAs, 24 ACCAs and 3 CPAs). About 10 to 12 professional
auditors (CAs, ACCAs or CPAs) qualify every year. The university campuses and colleges graduate
many accountants (below the CA level), but they need further training to handle practical work.
Four of the world's largest accounting firms (KPMG, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Arthur Andersen,
and Deloitte Touche & Tomatsu) are represented in Nepal by associated firms.

Training of Accountants and Auditors

Accountancy is well provided for in business and management education. Secondary school stu-
dents also can take accountancy courses. Higher Secondary education or Proficiency Certificate in
business/management and, the university education such as, a three-year Bachelor of Business
Studies (BBS or BCom); and a three/four-year Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)
degree-all produce accounting technicians. A two-year Master of Busmess Studies (MBS), a two-
year Master of Public Administration (MPA), and the Master of Business Administration (MBA)
courses of the Nepalese universities course also produce accountants who, with additional practical
training and experience, can occupy fairly senior accounting positions in companies and in govern-
ment. The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) has a representative office in
Nepal since 1996. ACCA examinations in Nepal are supervised by the British Council. Similarly,
the ICAI with the assistance of the Indian Embassy in Nepal conducts CA examinations. ICAN is
now training and certifying accountants at the CA level with the hope of producing the first
ICAN CA in 2003.

In pursuit of its statutory mandate to train Nepalese accountants, ICAN has developed a few
training courses and materials with the assistance of ADB financing and is geanng up to provide
training for Registered Auditors and Continued Professional Education (CPE) for its members.
ICAN's policy is to use private training institutions, of which it has already accredited four, and plans
to accredit more for this purpose. ICAN has also conducted training programs in Self-assessment
Income Tax Audit, Value Added Tax, and NGO Audit. It has also prepared guidelines on NGO
Audit, Government School Audit, and Local Government Audit.

Recommendations
Nepal's accounting and auditing professions and ICAN, which HMGN has mandated to establish
accounting and auditing standards and enforce them, are all faced with many challenges, which
cannot all be tackled at the same time. The CFAA team recommends the following actions to deal
with the most urgent of these challenges:

(a) ICAN's stakeholders (HMGN, ICAN members, and OAG) should agree on a realistic
role, functions, and program for ICAN in line with its realistically foreseeable resources.

(b) HMGN should.

(i) Decide on and commit itself to an appropriate level of guaranteed budgetary sup-
port on a grant basis to ICAN, in view of the national interest role it wants ICAN
to play, including, for example, the regulating and monitoring of accounting and
auditing standards. Such grant support has been needed to establish national
accounting bodies in most developing countries, and typically continues for several
decades, until the Institute can generate enough subscription and other income to
become financially self sufficient. ICAN and HMGN should agree on a reasonable
time-frame for such support from HMGN, after which ICAN should be financially
independent
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(ii) Agree with ICAN and OAG on a realistic plan to move towards the repeal of the
Auditors' Act 1974, and pass and gazette the CA Amendment Act, with whatever
amendments are necessary to ensure that ICAN flulfills the role chosen for it by its
stakeholders (including HMGN), as discussed in (a) above. In the meantime, no
auditor should be licensed without such an auditor first passing an appropriate test of
competence.

(in) Organize and finance (with grant aid, if necessary) a study designed to establish, as a
basis for future national planning, the numbers of accountants and auditors of vari-
ous categories cturrently in Nepal, and the numbers likely to be required during, say,
the next five years.

(iv) Amend the Company Act, 1997 to require all companies to prepare their accounts in
accordance with Nepal Accounting Standards (based on International Accounting
Standards), and have them audited according to Nepal Standards on Auditing (based
on International Standards on Auditing).

(c) ICAN should:
(i) Establish links with IFAC, to promote early accession to IFAC membership and

IFAC assistance for the development of Nepal accotunting and auditing stan-dards
based on uiternational accounting standards (IAS) and international standards on
auditing (ISA).

(ii) Establish a "twiimnig" relationship with one of the world's successful IFAC-member
institutes so that ICAN can benefit from its experience and support.

(iii) Prepare and implement a plan to upgrade accounting and auditing skills of Regis-
tered Auditors.

(iv) Prepare the Human Resource Development Plan which should mclude training for
the sustainable growth of ICAN.

(v) Finalize and enforce the Code of Ethics and establish a Disciplinary Committee to
momitor and regulate members' ethical practices and standards.

(vi) Introduce a system of peer review among member firms.
(vi) Classify Registered Auditors for the audit of various sizes and complexity of compa-

nies/organizations on the basis of cnteria, including qualifications and experience,
agreed with OAG.





CHAPTER I 0

ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE
FINANCIAL SECTOR

Bankng reform in Nepal, including upgrading of banking accountablity and transparency, is
a long-term process. Under the current initiative of the government in financial sector
reform, it is important to address issues related to accounting and auditing in whlich respcct,

the Nepal Rastra Bank (Central Bank) should provide directives to all financial institutions to pre-
pare accounts according to IAS, and have them audited according to ISA. The proposed AccouLnt-
ing and Auditing Standards Boards should formulate accouLnting and auditing standards based on
IAS and ISA to apply to all companies, including financial institutions.

Banks and Finance Companies

Legal Framework

Nepal Rastra Bank
Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB) is the central bank of Nepal and the banker to HMGN It was
established m 1955 by the NRB Act, 1955 (which was repealed in 2002 by the new NRB Act,
2002), as an autonomous corporate body wvith perpetual succession. It is fully owned by HMGN,
and managed by a seven-member Board of Directors, all appointed by HMGN. The NRB Act
authorizes NRB to issue mandatory directives to commercial banks and financial institutions on
banking operations, currency, and credit. So far, NRB has issued 10 directives dealing respectively
with: maintenance of minimnum capital ftind by commercial banks; loan classification and loan loss
provision; limit on credit exposure and facilities to a single borrower, group, or sector, accounrinig
policies and format of financial statements; minimization of inherent commercial bank risks, good
corporate governance; timeframe for implementation of regtilatory directives; investment in slhares
and securities, statistics and information to be furnished to NRB; and transfer or sale of shares of
the promoters

The NRB directives have prescribed principal accounting policies for commercial banks deal-
ing with: disclosure of accounting policies; consistency in accounting policies; explanations of
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accounting head; notes on accounts; and contingent liablities. Commercial banks are required to
publish their annual financial statements in public newspapers, and to create Audit Committees
and carry out internal audits.

NRB has similarly issued to finance companies 13 directives dealing with a broad range of
credit and accounting-related issues. They are to have their financial statements audited within five
months following the year end. They are also required to create Audit Committees, conduct an
internal audit every six months, and submit their report thereon to the Audit Committee.

Nepal has 16 commercial banks including the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal
(ADBN), which functions as both a commercial and a development bank. The other development
bank is the Nepal Industrial Development Corporation (NIDC). The two largest banks - Rastriya
Banijya Bank (RBB - 100 percent state-owned) and Nepal Bank Limited (NBL - 40.49 percent
state-owned) - account for 65 percent of total banking system assets. In addition, the country has
more than 100 other financial institutions including finance companies, msurance companies,
numerous micro-finance insttutions, Grameen Replicator Banks, financial cooperatives, financial
NGOs, and a Stock Exchange. HMGN and IDA have, for the last two years at least, been dis-
cussing a possible Financial Sector Technical Assistance Project (FSTAP).

The following five Acts govern most banks and finance companies: the Commercial Banks
Act, 1974, the Agriculture Development Bank Act, 1967; the Finance Companies Act, 1986; the
NIDC Act, 1990; and the Development Bank Act, 1996. All these Acts have remarkably similar
provisions governing operatons and financial management of banks and finance companies. All are
required to be set up as limited liability companies except those prescribed by the Law, and only
with the authorization of NRB. All have to prepare accounts according to directives issued by
NRB; provide statistical and other information periodically as required by NRB; have their annual
financial statements prepared in a format approved by NRB, and audited within five months fol-
lowing the end of the fiscal year; lay the audited accounts before the Annual General Meeting,
which also appoints their auditors from a list approved by NRB, and only for three successive terms.
In addition to the matters auditors are required to specify by the Company Act, 1997, auditors of
all these three types of banking institutions also have to specify eight to 10 matters, including, for
example, whether transacnons conducted by the bank are within the scope of its authority, and
whether or not work has been done in accordance with directives of NRB.

Although the latest directives require commercial banks to prepare their accounts in accor-
dance with International Accounting Standards (IAS), there is no similar requirement for develop-
ment banks or finance companies. No auditing standards are prescribed for any of the three types
of financial institution.

Legal reforms in the banking sector are being articulated around two themes:

(a) A new NRB Act 2002 was recently enacted and is already enforced effective January 30,
2002. A single unified Act to govern Commercial Banks, Development Banks, and
Finance Companies is in the process of drafting.

(b) Establishing an appropriate body of lending legislation with laws covering, in particular,
collateral, credit activity, and bankruptcy.

The accounting and auditing environment is weak, with weak timeliness and reliability of
financial data particularly from the two largest commercial banks. Weak accounting in the corpo-
rate sector (i.e., among the banks' clients) also makes lending decisions difficult. International and
joint venture banks with foreign management have tended to produce more informative, reliable,
and timely financial data than these two banks. Some are required by their foreign principals to
apply International Accounting Standards. Given the relative weight of the Nepalese banks, how-
ever, the joint venture banks' impact on the accountability standards of the financial sector as a
whole is insignificant.

There have been numerous projects and efforts to develop and improve certain aspects or
institutions of the financial sector. Four technical assistance grants have been financed by the WB,
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21 by the ADB (8 loans and 13 technical assistance grants), while the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and three German development institutions (KFW, DEG and GTZ) have financed
one project each. The latest is the FSTAP, currently under discussion between HMGN and IDA.
ADB's assistance with the Corporate and Financial Governance Project, TA to support ICAN and
draft commercial laws have been acknowledged to be among the most comprehensive packages of
assistance in the financial sector Reviews carried out m the course of preparing this project
revealed that NRB:

* prepares its accounts on an accrual basis, even though certam incomes (for example, interest
on loans to commercial banks) are recognized on a cash basis;

* has a relatively ineffective internal audit department, which does not have any qualified
accountant on the staff;

* does not record its accounting policies in its financial statements;
* has been unable to produce its annual financial statement within the four months specified

by law (the shortest period has been ten months); and
* has not had a clean audit report for many years, but has had several audit criticisms (reports

were "qualified") repeated year after year.

With regard to the RBB and the NBL, which together account for 65 percent of total
bankin-g assets in the country, a KPMG/Barents study in FY2000 found that:

* Bank management is basically dysfunctional;
* There arc no reliable data available on the loan portfohlo;
* Financial accounting is primitive and not according to international standards (perhaps this

will change under the new NRB directive);
* Business strategies are not in place;
* Human resource policy is weak;
* Management information systems and record-keeping are very basic; and
* RBB's governance and management are highly politically driven and lacking a commercial

focus."

In addition, both RBB and NBL have been unable for many years to produce timely audited
financial statements.

The conclusion of the above analysis is that, for the major part of the banking system, both
the regulator and the regulated are weak, with poor financial management and accountability sys-
tems in urgent need of improvement. Under the impetus of the proposed WB-funded project
under preparation, the NRB has revised its accounting manuals to meet the requirements of LAS.
These are now being implemented. In addition, the project under preparation contains substantial
financial management capacity building involving considerable use of information technology
expected to make a strong positive impact on NRB's accountng systems. This capacity building,
however, wvill only start after the effectiveness of the IDA Credit, which still has to be negotiated
and agreed between WB and HMGN.

In the legal area, a recent NRB Act, 2002 involves:

* maintenancc of accounts in compliance with internationally accepted accounting principles
and convention;

* ensuring that three Board members have expertise in finance, accounting or banking;
* constituting an Audit Committee headed by one of the board members; and
* strengthening the internal audit function, and bringing it up to international standards

either by using departmental staff or by hiring a professional audit firm.

As regards the RBB and the NBL, HMGN has decided to employ international management
firms to go in and strengthen the management of both banks and prepare RBB for eventual
privatzation.
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Recommendations
Banking reform in Nepal, includmg upgrading of banking accountability and transparency, is a
long-term process A lot of good sector and institutional analysis has gone into the preparation of
the FSTAP, and several good recommendations, some of which are already being implemented,
have resulted from that process. Therefore, although the project represents only a first step in a
long and complex journey, to try to short circuit the process would only create confusion and
unnecessary duplication. It is recommended, therefore, that efforts to improve banking accounta-
bility and transparency in Nepal should be exercised within the context, and through the effective
implementation, of the FSTAP, and the Financial Sector Reform Program, of which that project is
the first step. Meanwhile:

o NRB should:
(i) Give directives to all financial institutions to prepare accounts according to IAS (or

Nepal Accounting Standards based thereon), and have them audited according to
International Standards on Auditing (or Nepal Standards on Auditing based thereon).

(ii) Direct all financial institutions to adopt online software compatible with NRB, to facili-
tate and specd up data exchange between them and NRB.

o The proposed Accounting and Auditing Standards Boards should formulate accounting and
auditing standards based on IAS and ISA to apply to all companies, including financial insti-
tutions.

lnsurance Companies

Insurance Board
The 17 insurance companies in Nepal are regulated by the Insurance Board created under the
Insurance Act, 1992, and the Insurance Regulation, 1993. The five-member Board consists of one
representative each from the Ministries of Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs, and Finance, and
two HMGN nominees-one from insurance experts, the other from the insured. The Board regu-
lates insurance business by providing suggestions to HMGN, setting out guidelines for insurers,
registering and renewnmg licenses of insurers, insurance agents, brokers and surveyors; arbitrating in
disputes; setting complaints filed by insured; and issuing directives designed to regulate the insur-
ance busmess. The Board may cancel an insurer's license for any of a number of infringements.

Accounting and Reporting of Insurance Companies
The insurance companies are required to maintain proper books of accounts. An insurance compa-
ny engaged n other business along with insurance, or engaged in several types of business, has to
maintain separate books and accounts for each type of business. The Insurance Regulation, 1993
has prescribed the amount of net profit to be set aside in the reserve fund for the liability of insur-
ance business, and the format of balance sheet and the profit and loss account. There is no special
format or method of accounting. Insurance companies are expected to maintain accounts accord-
ing to norms of the industry and generally accepted accounting principles. As there are no
accounting standards in Nepal, there are none in insurance, beyond an indication of types of
financial statements to be filed each year.

Insurance compames are required to submit 12 financial statements including a balance sheet,
notes on accounts, and profit and loss account at the end of each fiscal year. The audited balance
sheet and profit and loss account of insurance business are required to be published and filed with
the Insurance Board within six months following the end of the company's fiscal year

Audit of Insurance Companies
External audit is governed by the Company Act, 1997. The Insurance Board provides for no spe-
cific auditing standards or requirements, other than that the audit report and certain information
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certified by the auditor must be submitted to the Board, along with irregularities reported by the
auditor, and management's explanations thereof.

Recommendations:

* The Board needs to strengthen its new Inspection and Supervision Umnt, to enable it to
independently monitor insurance company activities.

* The necessary amendments to the Insurancc Act, 1992 and Regulations 1997 should be
initiated to provide for:
(i) application of appropriate accounting and auditing standards; and
(ii) process of settlement of claims.

Cooperative Societies and Unions
Cooperatives are governed by the Cooperative Act, 1991, and the Cooperative Regulations All
cooperative societies and unions are autonomous corporate entities with limited liability. There
are 6,484 registered cooperative societies (of which 1,971 are saving and credit societies), 105
district level unions, three central cooperative unions, and one national cooperative federation.
Saving and credit cooperative societies are supposed to obtain NRB permission to accept member
deposits and grant loans.

Accounting and Auditing
Accounts have to be maintained as legally prescribed. Although the Act and Regulations are silent
on accounting standards and practices, the Cooperative Training Center has written a manual for
accounting transactions of cooperatives. The auditor is appointed and his remuneration fixed by
the General Meeting. The auditor must be approved by the Registrar of the Departnent of Coop-
eratives, and his/her report is presented to the General Meeting. No auditing standards are pre-
scribed A three-member audit/accoun-ts board conducts internal audit and presents its report to
the General Meeting.

System Breakdown and Issues
In the last two years, directors of some cooperative saving and credit societies have disappeared
with their capital and deposits. The Cooperative Department of HMGN has been unable to find
them. In one district, district directors of 13 saving and credit societies have fled. According to the
OAG 2001 Report, directors of 11 of the 13 societies embezzled Rs. 59.43 million of share capi-
tal and deposits. Most district societies are conducting banking activities without the required
NRB authorizaton. In six districts, only 12 out of 358 societics obtained NRB permission

Recommendations:

* Legal provision to be enacted to impose penalties (in the form of fines or even to the extent
of imprnsonment) on cooperative societies (and their directors) conducting saving and credit
business without NRB approval

* NRB to regularly inspect such societies.
* Such societies to submit to NRB and Cooperative Department monthly financial statements

in prescribed form.
* The Cooperative Department to carry out and report oln regular inspections of saving and

credit cooperative societies according to the Inspection Guide, 2001.
* The roles of NRB and the Cooperative Department in supervising cooperative societies and

unions to be clarified and streamlined. In principle, it would seem logical for NRB to regu-
late the bank-ing, deposit taking, and credit operations, while the Cooperative Department
supervises all other aspects. It is imperative to have a clear demarcation of regulatory
authority between the NRB and the Cooperative Department.
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COORPORATE GOVERNANCE

C orporate Governance culture in Nepal needs to be improved Various acts (Company Act,
Commercial Bank Act, Development Bank Act, Finance Companies Act, Securities
Exchangc Act, Income Tax Act) should be amended to provide uniform reporting require-

ments vwith respect to report timing, accounting standards to be applied for preparation of finan-
cial statements, and standards on auditing to be applied to conduct an audit, and to delete contra-
dictory provisions of the respective Acts. The Registrar of Companies should be strengthened to
enforce compliance with the Company Act. The Nepal Stock Exchange should be privatized to
allow it to function independently, efficiently, and effectively. Securities Exchange Board should be
strengthened to regulate and monitor listed companies and be empowered to initiate legal action
for non-compliance with requLrements of the Board.

Legal Framework

CompanyAct, 1997
Private and pubhc limited liability companies can be established under the Company Act, 1997.
The number of shareholders of a private linuted company cannot exceed 50. Public companies
must have at least seven shareholders, with no upper limit on numbers. A company established
under this Act should be an autonomous corporate body with perpetual succession, managed,
supervised, and controlled by the Board of Directors appointed by the company's annual general
meeting.

The Company Act, 1997 has made the following provisions for maintenance of accounts:

* Companies have to maintain accounts, showing the actual state of business of the com-
pany, according to generally acceptcd accounting prnciples based on the double entry
system
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o A public company has to prepare the following annual financial statements at least 30 days
before its annual general meetng (AGM) and a private company within 60 days from the
expiry of its financial year:
(a) A balance sheet as of the last day of the financial year;
(b) A profit and loss account of the financial year; and
(c) A cash flow statement (introduced in this Act) of the financial year.

o The companiy must prepare its balance sheet and profit and loss account in such a manner
as to reflect the true and fair view of its income and expenditure and business. Such balance
sheet and profit and loss account must be prepared in the prescribed form (Section 84).
The format of the financial statements has been prescribed by the Company Rules, 2001
promulgated under the Company Act, 1997.

All the companies established under the Company Act, 1997 have to appoint auditors in
accordance with its legal provisions. The Board of Directors appoints the auditor before the first
AGM Thereafter, the AGM appoints the auditor. The Registrar of Companies (ROC) may
appoint the auditor at the request of the company, if the AGM fails to meet, or to make the
appointment, or the post falls vacant for any reason before its expiry. The auditor has to be
licensed by the Office of the Auditor General (OAG).

The following persons or the firm or companies in which they are partners, may not be
appointed as auditors, or remain in office if they have already been appoirited in that capacity:

(a) A director, employee or worker of the company;
(b) A partner of a director or employee of the company;
(c) A debtor of the company;
(d) Any person who:

(i) is a close relative of any director of the company, or of his partner;
(ii) has been punished on charges pertaining to audit;
(iii) is insolvent;
(iv) has been punished on the charges of a criminal offence involving moral turpitude,

(e) Any person or firm, which has subscribed to one percent or more shares of the company.

The auditor has to express an opinion on the financial statements (balance sheet, profit and
loss account, and cash flow statement) audited by him. The audit report addressed to the share-
holders is submitted to the company and the ROC and copied to the shareholders, and to the
official trade ullion functioning in the establishment if it so requests in writing. The audit report
has to explicitly mention suggestions in addition to whether or not:

(a) The information auid explanations needed for the purpose of audit were given to the auditor;
(b) The balance sheet, the profit and loss account, and cash flow statement that have been

prepared accordmg to the Company Act, 1997 tally wvith the accounts maintained by the
company;

(c) The company has accurately maintained the accounts and records according to Law;
(d) In his/her opimon based on the explanations and information supplied to him/her in the

course of audit, the balance sheet properly reflects the financial condition of the company
and the profit and loss account and the cash flow statement for the year ending on the
same date properly reflect the profit or loss and the cash flow respectively of the company;

(e) The Board of Directors or the representative or any employee of the company has acted
contrary to the Law or committed misappropriation or caused losses or damages to the
company

There are certain legal provisions relating to the imposition of fines on, or impnsonment of, a
director or the auditor or any other person for committing various offences. In the case of the
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following conditions relatAng to maintenance of accounts and audit, the directors or auditor would
be liable to a fine of Rs 20,000 or imprisonment for two years, or both:

(a) Any director, managing director, manager, company secretary or employee of the compa-
ny, who fails to maintain or cause to bc maintained, accounts, records, or registers as
required under the Company Act, 1997, or suppresses, conceals or damages such
accounts, registers or records deliberately or through negligence or with malaise motives,
so as to cause loss to the company or any person;

(b) The auditor of a company who inserts false particulars in his/her report while discharging
his/her duty or omits necessary comments while auditing the accounts deliberately or
tlhrough negligence or with malaise motives; and

(c) Any director who fails to maintain the accounts and records or documents required to be
maintained under the Company Act, 1997.

A fine not exceeding Rs 10,000 may be imposed on the followving persons for the offences
committed as mentioned below:

(a) Any person who fails to produce, hand over, or furnlish accounts or record when sought
by the auditor;

(b) The auditor who fails to submit the report specified in the Company Act, 1997; and
(c) Any director or employee, who fails to furnishl informlation to the ROC, which he/she is

required to furnish under the Company Act, 1997.

Other Prevailing Laws
The Nepal Rastra Bank Act, 2002, the Commercial Bank Act, 1974, the Development Bank Act,
1996, the Finance Companues Act, 1986, the Insurance Act, 1992 and the Income Tax Act, 2002,
require the respective companies to adhere to the provisions of the respective Acts in respect of
reporting, accounting and auditing as explained in Chapter X.

Registrar of Companies
The Registrar of Companies (ROC) is referred to as Office in the Company Act, 1997. The ROC
is empowered to issue orders to a company demanding explanations on any unclear points within
an appropnate time-limit prescribed by it (Section 95) The management of the company is
required to comply with such orders within the specified time limit, and to comply with ROC
directives to rectify any irregularity.

The ROC may dcpute inspcctors to conduct investigations if shareholders of at least ten per-
cent of the paid-up capital of thc company, or at least one-fourth of the total number of the share-
holders, submit an application along with appropriate reasons and evidence claiming that the com-
pany has acted in contravention of the Company Act, 1997, or the Memorandum, or Articles of
Association, prospectus or unanimous agreement of the company and other existing Laws. The
ROC may also appoinit and depute an inspector to investigate the business or transactions of the
company ilf it is satisfied that the business or transactions of the company are being run with the
intention of cheating its creditors or shareholders, or otherwise committing fraud, or realizing any
illegal objective, or a public company has not furnished any information required to be furnished
under the Company Act, 1997.

If any director, managing director, manager, employee, or any other official of the company is
found to have caused any loss or damage to the companiy intenitionally, or cheated its shareholders
or creditors, or committed a fraud or any illegal act, the ROC shall issue an order to the company
to file suits or claims against such offenders. The ROC may issue directives to the company to
suspend such person if the company may be put to loss if the business of the company continues
to be in the hands of such offenders.
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In case the ROC receives information that a director or any employee or office bearer of a
company has not followed the legal provisions and the Memorandum or the Article of the Associ-
ation of a public company, or the unanimous agreement in the case of a private company, or that
any action has been taken in contravention of the Company Law or the Memorandum or the
Article of Association, it can institute inquiries into the matter or make arrangements for doing so
and issue necessary directives to the concerned director employee or office bearer to do anythng
which he/she should do, or arrange to have this done, or reframn from doing anything which he
should not do under the Company Law. It shall be the duty of the person who receives such
directives to comply with them.

Company Law Board
HMGN has formed a three-member Company Law Board from among persons who have worked
for a minimum of 10 years and thereby acquired expertise in the fields of law, commerce, or busi-
ness administration, at the rate of one member from each field for the purpose of hearing and
disposing of law sulits and offer advice to HMGN in matters relating to company administration.

The ROC is mostly engaged in registranon of new companies and approval of amendment to
Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association and other company-related matters. Due
to its heavy work load and lack of professional manpower, the ROC is unable to monitor the com-
panies with respect to the legal compliance. However, it compels companmes to fulfill all legal
requirements before giving approval on company matters. It does not have the power to take legal
action directly against any company for non-compliance. It can only recommend legal action to
the Company Law Board, which lacks staffing network to function efficiently and effecuvely. One
post for a chartered accountant had been created in ROC but this post has been cancelled as no
one applied for the job when it was advertised.

The Company Act, 1997 does not have any provision relating to the regulation and develop-
ment of a capital market. It should be updated in the same way as securities legislation is being
updated. Similarly, there is no uniform reporting requirement with regard to timing of reports in
various laws which govern the companies.

Securities Exchange BIoard
The Securities Board (SEBO) was established in 1993 with the objective of promoting and pro-
tecting the interest of the investors in listed companies by developing and regulating the capital
market in a systematic manner under the Stock Exchange Act, 1993. The Board, consisting of
seven directors, is an autonomous corporate body with perpetual succession. Its functions are to:

o Develop the securities exchange market for the benefit of the investors, formulate necessary
policies, and provide advice to HMGN;

o Make necessary arrangements in order to regularize the securities exchange,
o Grant permission to corporate bodces to operate the Securities Exchange; and
o Operate the securities exchange systematically and provide directives.

The objectives of the SEBO are (i) to promote and protect the interest of the investors by
regulating the issuance, sale, purchase, exchange, and distribution of securities; (ii) to supervise
and monitor the activities of the stock exchange and of other related firms carrying on securities
business; and (iii) to contribute to the development of the capital market by making securities
transactions fair, healthy, efficient, and responsible.

Listed companies are required to submit their amnual reports along with financial statements
to SEBO and to the Nepal Stock Exchange (see below) within four months after the expiry of the
fiscal year and semi-annual report witlhinl 60 days after the expiry of each six-month penod. Mar-
ket intermediaries are required to be registered with SEBO before doing securities business and to
report their financial and trading activities to SEBO. Securities business persons such as brokers,
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issue managers, market makers, and securities dealers have to be licensed by SEBO, and to renew
their licenses from SEBO before the end of each fiscal year.

SEBO, in the year 1998, formulated a four-year "Strategic Plani," (1998-2002), to address
the need of market reform. The plan stnves to attain four major policy development objectives,
viz. (improvement in the statutory and regulatory framework of the capital market, (ii) develop-
ment of market standards and information system; (ui) development of widely participatory capi-
tal market; and (iv) improvement in the SEBO'S instituuonal capacity The Plan also envisages
improvements required in the areas of enforcement, market surveillance and compliance; educa-
tion and trainng; and research and development. A committee consisting of the Director as a
coordinator and departmental as well as divisional heads as members was formed for the purpose
of monitoring the implementation of the Strategic Plan and its work plan activities It continu-
ously monitors them and SEBO has been integrating different activities of the plan and its atnual
program.

A new Securities Bill is being drafted to place emphasis on corporate governan-ce, umform
reporting system, standard accounting and auditing practices, market transparency, and develop-
ment of necessary infrastructure such as credit rating system and the central depository system of
securities. SEBO has published guidelines on issue management, securities allotment and securities
registration, and issue approval.

In the last seven years, SEBO approved 72 public issues amounting to NPR 2,481.97 million.
The total public issues include 66 issues of ordinary shares (includiLng 12 nghts issues), three
issues of preference shares, and one issue of debentures. SEBO also approved two indirect invest-
ment vehicles, viz. NCM First Mutual Fund and Citizen Unit Scheme

SEBO is regularly monitonng the issues related to the status of corporate disclosure, holding
AGM, dividend declaration of listed companies, and reporting the status of market intermediaries
along with their trading activities. It is continuously informing the listed companies, through cor-
respondence and public notices of the provisions related to information disclosure. It has also
published and distributed an mformation booklet to all listed companies.

As another example of this proactive role, SEBO issued a public notice mentionung the names
of 23 listed companies that were not in contact with SEBO and that had not been providtig any
information to SEBO for a long time. SEBO also requested Nepal Rastra Bank and the Insurance
Board to cooperate Ui the disclosure issues of some of the banks, finance companies, and insur-
ance companies. Out of 110 listed compames, 68 companies submitted their financial statements
and annual reports for fiscal year 1998/99 to SEBO.

The new Securities and Exchange Bill was drafted in 1999 taking into consideration the
suggestions of stakeholders and it was submitted to the Government on May 13, 1999 for initi-
ating the process of enacting as the Law by the Parliament. The international experts appointed
under ADB assistance reviewed this draft. SEBO prepared a new draft of the Securities Bill based
on the suggestions of ADB and it is to be submitted to the Government. The proposed Bill
envisages the strengthening of SEBO and incorporates some important provisions related to the
central depository system of securities (CDS), transfer agent and full range brokerage firm. The
proposed law intends to accord investors the right to demand compensation if any loss or dam-
age occurs due to misinformation of corporate bodies at the time of public notice. Provisions
have also been made to discourage insider trading of securities and to make it mandatory for
listed companies to have their books and accounts audited only by those auditors who are
recognized by SEBO.

SEBO is planning to amend the Securities Registration, Share Allotment Guidelines, and
Issue Approval Guidelines. SEBO has also issued Stock Dividend Issue Guidelines (effective from
March 14, 2002) with the objective of making Stock Dividend issuance more systematic and
transparent. Also, in an effort to further improve corporate governance, SEBO is conducting a
study to develop necessary codes of conduct.
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Stock Exchange
The Nepal Stock Exchange (NEPSE) was established under the Securities Exchange Act, 1983 It
is the only stock exchange in the country. It is owned by the Government, Nepal Rastra Bank
(NRB), Nepal Industrial Development Corporation (NIDC), and NEPSE members. Issue man-
agers, stock brokers, market makers, and securities dealers registered by SEBO have to be author-
ized members of the stock exchange to conduct securities business. The Securities Exchange Act,
1983 empowers NEPSE to issue various by-laws for the purpose of ensuring orderly and fair
transactions of secunues. Compames issuing shares to the public should have their securities listed
in the stock exchange within three months of the closure of offenng. The NEPSE has issued
Securities Listing By-Laws, 1996, prescribing the terms and conditons for listing and disclosure
requwrements for listed companies as well as the Membership of Stock Exchange and Transactions
By-Laws, 1998. There are 119 listed companies, out of which 60 companies are actively trading.
The NEPSE has already recommended de-listing of 25 companies to their Board. It is also analyz-
ing the status of 25 additional companues for their possible de-listing.

As a stock exchange, NEPSE should be a private sector institution which should deal with
private sector trading. It should be owned and managed by private sector (for example, dealers
and brokers operating therein), while SEBO is the government agency that regulates the whole
process. It, therefore, makes sense to privatize the NEPSE, and retain the SEBO as the regulatory
agency for the capital market.

IRecommendations
It is recommended thati7 :

o The laws particularly the Company Act, the Bank and Financial Institutions Acts, and the
Securities Exchange Act be amended, and any new Act replacing any of these Acts be drafted,
to provide umform reporting requirements in respect of report timing, accounting stan-
dards to be applied for preparation of financial statements and standards on auditing to be
applied to conduct an audit, and to delete contradictory provisions of the respective laws.

o The ROC be strengthened to make it capable of enforcing compliance with the Company
Laws Professional expertise should be employed to analyze financial statements submitted
by the companies and follow-up for non-compliance of the legal provisions. A secretariat
with adequate human resources be set up at the Company Law Board to make it practically
competent to deal with all legal cases forwarded by the ROC, assume the statutory func-
tional responsibilites and work as an advisory body of HMGN on company-related issues.

o The NEPSE be privatized to function independently, efficiently, and effectively. SEBO be
strengthened to regulate and monitor listed companies and be empowered to initiate action
for non-compliance with its requirements.

o A central depository system be implemented for quick and easy transfer of shares and to
develop the stock exchange market.

o A realistic plan be prepared for establishing a credit rating agency to assess creditworthiness of
the listed companies and thus provide information facilitating rational investment decisions,
and the development of a corporate bond market.

" HMGN is said to be already workmng towards the implementation of some of the recommendatnons proposed
here under the ADB assisted TA, Corporate and Financial Governance Project.
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CHAPTER 12

ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE
NON-GOVERNMENTAL

ORGANIZATIONS

Fminancial reporting and auditing requirements of NGOs are prescribed in the Statutes and
Acts un der which they are registered and affiliated Although there appears to be massive
non-compliance witlh the law regarding auditing, particularly among local NGOs affiliated

with the Social Welfare Council, this is largely due to the fact that many NGOs arc dormant.
There seems to be a lack of transparency in the total fund flow from various international NGOs
partly due to some INGOs choosing not to conclude agrccments with Social Welfarc Council, or
partly due to weak capacity of the Social Welfare Council to monitor INGO compliance with rele-
vant financial and banking regulations It is importanit that HMGN formulates policies for stream-
linmng thc administrative an-d legal framework within which NGOs operate, m order to increase
their functional and financial accountability, transparency and effectiveness

Legal Framework
Freedom to organize and operate non-governmental organizations (NGOs) has historically been
closely related to the evolution of democracy in Nepal. Thus, despite the Assembly-Association
Act, 1949, real freedom to organize NGOs came with Nepal's second Constitution of 1951. It
was strictly controlled bet-ween 1960 and 1990 through various official instruments, such as the
National Guidance Act, 1962, and really blossomed in its present form when freedom to form
unions and associations was granted in Nepal's present Constitution promulgated in 1990, con-
firmed in the Social Welfare (SW) Act, 1992.

There is no legal definition of "NGO" in Nepal all NGOs have been established under one
of a number of laws, including, for example, the Societies Registration (SR) Act, 1977; or the
Cooperative Societies Act, 1992. The SR Act, 1977, is the most popular NGO instrument. Cre-
ation of an NGO under that Act requires that seven Nepalese citizens submit the proposed statute
of the NGO together with other prescribed information to the designated District Admunistration
Office (DAO) of the Ministry of Home Affairs. A Nepalese NGO may or may not register witlh
the Social Welfare Council (SWC)-a high level coordinating public agency created under the SW
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Act, 1992, and under the tutelage of the Mimstry of Women, Childrcn, and Social Welfare
(MWCSW). International NGOs (INGOs) are required to obtain work permits from the SWC
before starting operations in Nepal, but some of them fail to do so, even when they affiliate with a
Ministry or local government body

Mon-Governmental Organization Numbers and Activities
The exact number of NGOs is unknown. Although some believe there are as many as 30,000
altogether in Nepal, only about 13,000 NGOs and about 106 INGOs were recorded as affiliated
to the SWC as of January 2002, with another 20 INGOs working -without such affiliation. NGO
activities focus mainly on child welfare; health, service to the blind and handicapped; commumty,
women, and youth development; environmental conservation; education; drug and AIDS control.

Financial Reporting and Auditing Requirements
Financial reporting and auditing requirements of NGOs are prescribed in the Statutes and Acts
under which they are registered and affiliated All NGOs are required to submut their annual pro-
grams and budgets to their annual general meeting (AGM) for approval All INGOs permitted to
work in Nepal are required to furnish income and expenditure statements to the SWC every four
months (SW Rules, 1992: Rule 20). They are only entitled to conduct financial transactions
through the fund which is compulsorily deposited in the Commercial Banks.

The accounts of the NGOs are subject to audit by the auditors registered at the Office of Audi-
tor General (OAG). The auditors are appointed according to the NGO statutes. The audit report
with the physical verification statemcnt is requircd to be submitted by the SWC related NGOs to
the SWC within four months from the expiry of the fiscal year (SW Rules, 1992: Rule 2). The
Auditor General audits the SWC. NGOs are required to submit their audit reports as follovs:

(a) NGOs registered under the SR Act, 1977, to the AGM and the concerned DAOs.
(b) SWC-affiliated NGOs to the SWC as well as the concerned DAOs.

The designated local authontv (Chief District Officer of the DAO) is entitled to authorize any
officer at any time to inspect the accounts of the NGOs which are required to be compulsorily hand-
ed over on demand. In case of any misappropriation or loss of assets and abuse of authority found
upon investigation, legal actions or court proceedings may be initiated under the SR Act, 1977,
against the aHleged NGO authorities. In addition, Village Development Committees (VDCs),
municipalities, and District Development Committees (DDCs) are required by the Local Self-Gov-
ernance Act, 1999 (LSGA), to coordinate NGO developmental activites, use NGOs for carrying
out projects, and sign agreements with NGOs regarding their activities m the local jurisdictions.

The legal provisions related to financial reporting and auditing requirements of the NGOs
including INGOs seem to be adequate. A majority of the NGOs, including the INGOs, do not
observe such legal provisions, however. According to the OAG Annual Report for 2001, only 215
(out of 11,306) NGOs affiliated wvith the SWC, and only 39 (out of 94) INGOs, had their finan-
cial statements audited in FY 1998/99. Many NGOs do not get their accounts audited because
they cease to operate after they are registered, and remain dormant.

Transparency of Fund Flow from Donors to Nlon=Governmental
Organizations
The SW Act, 1992, provides for the institutionalization, channeling, and control of the flow of
both domestic and foreign assistance (grants and loans) to the NGOs. Only with the approval of
the SWC, should the NGOs be legally entitled to obtain any money, commodity, or technical
expertise and any other form of assistance from HMGN, a foreign government, or international
social organization/body/person. For this purpose, NGOs need to apply to SWC with the project
proposal and funding details. The foreign organizations providing assistance are required to
release funds to the local NGOs through the commercial banks of Nepal.
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Nepal-based INGOs are also required to operate their funds onily by opening central accounts
in any one of such commercial banks (SW Rules, 1992: Rule 20). They are requLired to conclude
agreements with the SWC before commencing work in the country (SW Act, 1992, Section 12 -
1, 2, & 3, and SW Rules, 1992: Rule 12). Such legal provisions aim to achieve transparency of
funds flow from donors to NGOs. But, there seems to have been no transparency of the total
fund flow for various reasons such as

* Some INGOs conclude such agreements directly with HMGN Ministries, but not with the
sWC.

* According to the OAG Report for 2001, NGOs receiving foreign assistance without SWC
prior approval increased from 57 in FY1988/99 to 113 In FY1999/00

* The SWC does not monrtor INGO compliance with relevant financial and bankinig regula-
tions.

* Most of the NGOs did not submit audit reports.

The CIAA had also called for the updated recording of the financial and technlical assistance so far
obtained by the NGOs.

Effectiveness of Monitoring Mechanism
Section 9(10) of the SW Act, 1992, has entrusted the SWC with the ovcrall responsibility of mon-
itoring, coordination, supervision, and evaluation of NGO activities. Although it claims to havc
put in place a scicntific monitoring and evaluation system, the figures suggest that the SWC is
experiencing some difficulty in coping adequately wvith this responsibility. In FYI 999/00, it wvas
able to monitor only 13 out of 11,036 NGOs and only 17 out of 94 INGOs The SWC lacks the
requisite resources to monitor the vast number of NGOs and INGOs. The SWC is headed by the
Minister for Women, Children and Social Welfare. The Council Secretariat is composed of 164
personnel including 40 officers, and has 20 computers. The M-imustry, the SWC, and the DAOs are
all too weak to monitor NGOs effectively.

Current Initiatives for Development
Since the inception of the Ninth Plan (1997-2002), HMGN aims to develop NGOs as partners in
development in a coordinated mann-er, and to involve NGOs in poverty alleviation and socio-
economic development. NGOs and INGOs have also been rcgarded as instrumental in intcrnal
and external resource mobilization.

The LSGA dlrects the local bodies that is, VDCs, MLiucipahtles, and DDCs, to encourage the
NGOs. Programs included in the Ninth Plan include: reform of NGO-related laws; capacity
enhancement of SWC and NGOs; institution of a one-window system for resource mobilization
from INGOs; institutional development of the monitoring and evaluation system for NGOs, and
institutional arrangements to mobilize NGOs in remote areas. Programs envisaged in the forth-
coming Tenth Plan include- income generating and employment programs; formulation of rule for
the accountability and transparency of NGOs making the audit system performance oriented;
effective implementation of national database to monitor and evaluatc NGOs and INGOs; and
services to NGOs and INGOs to be provided under one umbrella for which the SWC should be
strengthened.

The objective of a one-window system has not been achieved. As stated in paragraph 12.9
above, all INGOs are required by the Section 12 of the SW Act, 1992, to conclude agreements
with the SWC before commencing work in the country. Any INGO that fails to do so is, there-
fore, in breach of the law, and is contributing to the failure to achieve a one-winldow system for
resource mobilization through INGOs. Furthermore, conclusion with the SWC should not pre-
vent an INGO from concluding specific working arrangements or agreements with sector mm-
istries, local authorities, or any other development partners in the country
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Legag Reform Onitiative
With a view to overcoming or reducing NGO and INGO-related legal deficiencies and complexities,
the SWC has recently prepared a Draft Bill1 8 on the Non-govcrnmental Social Development Orgam-
zations (NGSDO), for consideration of HMGN. Some of its key features/provisions are as follows:

(a) The proposed NGSDO Bill 2002:
o Replaces the SWC Act, 1992,
o Adopts a concept of "Social Development" (SD) in a comprehensive manner in lieu of

"Social Welfare Concept";
o Renames the NGO as the Non-Governmental Social Development Organization

(NGSDO);
o Constitutes the SD Council under the chairpersonshlp of the Prime Minister with the

inclusion of the Social Welfare Minister as one of about 40 members. The SD Council
shall have an Executive Committee of eight members to perform its management and
administrative functions,

o Empowers the SD Council to designate any officer as the Registrar for the legal regis-
tration of NGOs, and the Secretary of the District Development Committee (DDC) as
the Registrar, in case the SD Council does not designate any Registrar at the local level;

o Allows the establishment or registration of Associations or Federation of the NGSDO for
networking and act as the functional unit of the Social Development Organization; and

o Contains adequate provisions for reporting and auditing requirements for NGOs and
INGOs.

(b) The proposed NGSDO Bill, 2002, contains the regulatory provisions for foreign assis-
tance to or from the NGOs and INGOs. The SD's approval shall be mandatory before
obtaining any kmd of foreign assistance including cash or commodity aid by the NGSDO
from a foreign government, foreign or international organization, or foreign-national.

(c) INGOs shall strictly fall under the proposed NGSDO Bill, 2002, which stipulates that an
INGO desirous of working with its office in Nepal shall obtain a work permit from the
SD Council. The work permit recipient INGOs:
o Shall conclude agreements with the SD Council for the project operations in the country;
o May function by way of the conclusion of the agreement with HMGN or the local self

government bodies;
o Shall include SD Council while concluding the agreement (tripartite) with HMGN or

the local self-government.
(d) The proposed NGSDO Bill, 2002:

o Stipulatcs that the cxchange of forcign assistance in the form of commodity, technical,
financial, or any other aid between the social development organ-izations and foreign
government, foreign mission, INGO, or foreign national shall be subject to the
approval of, or agreements with, the SD Council;

o Empowers the SD Cotucil to seize or freeze the SD Council's unapproved foreign
assistance;

o Empowers the SD Council to repeal the SWC work permit granted to the INGO;
o Provides that the INGO shall operate with the Nepalese NGOs as partners in respect of

the programs other than the prescribed SD activities;
o Provides that the INGOs working in Ncpal shall mobilize financial resources from the

international level.

The SWC-initiated legal reform in the form of a Draft Bill is a positive and commendable step
for more facilitation, regulation and promotion of Nepal-based INGOs and NGOs. The proposed
Bill intends to bring all NGOs, including INGOs, under a single legal framework and under the

18 Based on 9th version of the draft prepared on June 3, 2002.
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umbrella of the proposed SD Council. But such legal provisions in some form or other exist even
in the prevailing legal instruments including the SW Act, 1992. Their efficient and effective imple-
mentation is the basic problem due to weaknesses in the institutional mechanism and the human,
financial, and other resource constramts.

Thc Draft NGSDO Bill, 2002, lacks provisions that relate to implications and complications
of the existng NGOs registered under the different laws including the SR Act, 1977. It inappro-
priately replaces the term "NGO" with the term "NGSDO." Such a legal provision may lead to
confusion among people/national or international community or legal issues.

The proposal in the draft legislation to have the Social Development Council headed by the
Primc Minister, may avoid ministerial conflict on the one hand but may prove ineffective, judging
by the Prime Minmster's busy schedule on the other hand. The proposal appears to stem from a
desire to avoid ministerial conflicts and interference. It is also expected to mcrease SWC authority
over the INGOs.

Recommendations
It is recommended that HMGN.

(a) Formulate policies for streamlining the admmistrative and legal framework within which
NGOs operate, in order to increase their functional and financial accountability, trans-
parency and effectiveness

(b) Enact a comprehensive legislation exclusively for registration and governance of NGOs
including INGOs. Possible matters to be covered should include

(i) Prescribe the accounting and auditing systems (and provide guidelines to implement
them) on the basis of the nature and size of the NGOs and INGOs. Provision
should be made for simplified reporting for small or dormant NGOs. Further,
arrangements should also be made by SWC to prescribe fiscal framework guidelines.
Auditors used by NGOs and INGOs should have qualifications and experience
acceptable to SWC. The preparation of accountLng and auditing standards should be
included in the work of the proposed Accounting and Auditng Standards Boards.

(ii) File with the SWC (or SDC if created) the agreements, funding arrangements, and
balance sheet of each INGO and its associated NGOs to ensure their accountability
and transparency.

(iii) Make arrangements for all INGOs to have agreement with the SWC; have them
work directly with the executing line ministries/agencies; have them produce peri-
odic implementation reports to be shared with concerned authorities; and have the
SWC monitor the implementation.

(iv) Provide for the audit of accounts of INGOs whose headquarters are in Nepal to be
conducted by a suitably qualified and independent auditor registered at the OAG,
and arrange to provide a copy of the audit report to the OAG.

(v) Implement a one-window policy strictly for the INGOs under strict legal provisions.
(vi) Seek inputs from the SWC as the focal point for NGOs and INGOs before conclud-

ing any agreement in favor of foreign assistance to such organizations.
(vii) Ensure transparency in fund transfer through NGOs and INGOs.

(c) Strengthen SWC or SDC (if created) by restructuring its internal organizational structure
appropnately on the basis of the organizational analysis which is recommended to be
carried out separately.

(d) Establish and enforce service standards by SWC, including time limits for processing
agreements and responding to enquines.

(e) Require all NGOs and INGOs to register, and file annual audited accounts, with the
SWC (or the SDC, if created).

(f) Take whatever legislative and capacity building measures are necessary to facilitate the
implementation of the above measures.
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CHAPTER 13

DEVELOPMENT ACTION PLAN
AND IMPLEMENTATION

STRATEGY

his CFAA has covered the assessment of financial accountability in the public sector, pnvate
sector, and NGO sector Rccommendations made in each chapter are relevan-t to improve-
mcnits in the concerned sector or sub-sector These could serve as input to both govern-

ment anid donors to formulate their policies and country assistance strategies. There are actions
related to enforcement of rules or amendment of some rules or capacity bulding of various agen-
cies. There are some crincal areas where immediate actions are required, and they are translated
into the Development Action Plan which present the top priority actions. HMGN has agreed to
implement these time-bound actions in order to bring about reforms in financial management in
an integrated approach covering planning, budgeting, accounting, internal control, internal audit,
external audit and oversight. Reform in only one area of financial management will not result in
the same degree of expected benefits. A permanent Reform Monitoring Committee to momtor
the implementation of recommended actions, will be formed. Implementation of actions will be
periodically momutored by the Committee, and reports thereof will be shared with the Finance
Committee of the Parliament and the development partners.

Realism and Priorities
The Development Action Plan (DAP) recommended as a result of this CFAA is in a matnx
attached to the Executive Summary. The preceding 12 chapters of this report contain close to 100
individual recommendations. To present them as they are to HMGN would almost certainly invite
inaction. HMGN and the World Bank have therefore agreed to distill from all the recommenda-
tions the eight major actions likely to have the strongest impact on financial accountability in
Nepal in the short to medium term (implementation of the DAP is the ntnth action). Each action
is, of course, broken down into several supporting sub-actions.

The actions and supporting sub-actions included in the DAP represent the top pnority actions
to be pursued at the national level. Other recommendations in this CFAA, which are not listed in
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the DAP matrix should be taken on board by those responsible for their implementation in devel-
oping more detailed sectoral, departmental, or institutional action plans.

Implementation Strategy
Responsibility and timeframe for implementing each action in the DAP is mdicated in the matrix.
Following the CFAA workshop organized by the government-appointed mult-sectoral National
Steering Committee (NSC) in Kathmandu in June 2002, HMGN has designated the Reform
Monitoring Committee (RMC) as the organ responsible for monitoring the implementation of
the DAP. The RMC is an intcr-agency committec inheriting the monitoring ideas floated dunng
the Nepal Development Forum (NDF) of February 2002, to follow up issues of budgetary
support. It also includes representatives of donors and the private sector.

The RMC is cxpected to nominate specific individuals (or groups of individuals) within the
committee as sub-committees to monitor specific actions in the DAP. They are to liaise with
HMGN or other agencies responsible for taking actions, and report back to the full RMC every
quarter. The RMC will meet periodically to discuss progress in implementing the DAP and will
report thereon once every quarter to the Finance Committee of the Parliament, the Fmance Sec-
retary and all the development partners who participated in the NDF in February 2002. The first
of these quarterly reports will be issued by December 2002. The WB is also expected to include
the DAP and its latest stage of implementation in each Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) until all
the DAP actions and sub-actions are fully implemented.

Possible Rlisks and Plans to Overcome Them
The greatest single risk to the implementation of the DAP is that old habits die hard. The DAP
represents, above all, an effort to change human behavior-to move from a culture of non-compli-
ance witlh existing legislation to one of compliance This is infinitely more difficult than enacting
new legal instruments Two "watchdog" and "oversight" institutions the CFAA team found
reporting fearlessly on non-compliance, and calling for remedial action are the OAG and the PAC.
The CFAA team recommends strengthening these two institutions (see DAP matrix), so that the
OAG can report on non-implementation of the DAP to the PAC and the PAC can demand
punitive sanctions from HMGN against officials who fall to comply.

In addition, the MOF will report on progress of implementaton of the DAP to each meeting
of the NDF.

Suggested INlext Steps
HMGN will formally constitute the RMC (with representation from private sector as well), name
its members, and issuc it with terms of reference (TOR) incorporating the work and operating
procedurcs outlined in this Chapter by August 31, 2002. The RMC will hold its first quarterly
meeting and nominate its sub-commuttees by no later than September 30, 2002. It will issue its
first DAP Implementation Progress Report by December 31, 2002 and issue its first report to the
next NDF
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CONCEPT NOTE

Background

Country Background
Nepaliremains one of the world's poorcst countries. In the rural arcas, where 85 percent of
Nepalese live, population uicrease has outpaced agricultural growth in recent years. More rapid
progress in the fight against poverty has been hampered by ineffective and increasingly unstable
governments. Corruption is perceived to be widespread, contributing to misallocation of govern-
ment resources, delays in project implementation, difficulties in obtaining approval for private
investments, and rapid turnover and pcrverse incentives for civil servants W-hile macroecononuc
management has generally been acceptable, the economy has suffered from the lack of proper
management of public expenditures, stagnant real revenues, large and inefficient parastatals, and a
weak financial sector As a result, Nepal has not been able to adequately exploit its assets-fertile
land in the Terai, access to generous donor aid, strong tourism appeal, and enormous, if partly
seasonal, water resources and hydropower export potential. This discouraging picture may be a
factor in the recent emergence of a low-intensity, but violent Maoist insurgency. The Public sector
contribution to the national economy, for the FY 2001, is 7.7 percent of GDP compared to peri-
od average of 7.1 percent of GDP (FY1996-2000). With stable macro economic fundamentals,
the present growth rate is expected to increase as more capital intensive projects are being imple-
mented in the power and drinking water sectors. Compared to public sector, private investment as
percentage of GDP for FY 2001 is 18 percent, wvith a period average of 17.4 percent of GDP
(FY 1996-2000). This slow growth rate of private sector investment has been a result of political
instability and inability to undertake far reaching second round of policy changes to create a con-
ducive environment for growth of private sector after 1991.

The Government's priority is to reduce poverty by strengthening the liberal and market on-
ented economic policies pursued earlier for bulding a healthy and strong economy. The FY2002
budget represents the continuauon and consolidation of the reform measures that were inutiated
in FY2001. To achieve the goal, the budget highlighted the following five measures- (a) improve
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the environment for investment, (b) bring dynamism in the financial sector, (c) keep public sec-
tor expenditures to affordable limits, (d) enhance the access of the deprived class to productive
resources, and (e) strengthen good governance and decentralization. The Government is highly
committed to improve financial accountability and corruption control. A Country Fmancial
Accountability Assessment (CFAA) is an important effort towards achieving this objective.

There have been numerous studies of Nepal's financial accountability and management sys-
tems in the last two years. Some of these studies have been executed or directed by the Bank.
Others have been carried out by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and by the United King-
dom's Department for International Development (DFID). Bank led studies include a Country
Profile of Financial Accountability (CPFA) completed in 1999, a Country Procurement Assess-
ment Report (CPAR) completed in 2001, a 2000 Public Expenditure Review (PER), and an
Apnl 2000 report on accounting and auditing in Nepal. ADB reports include sector as well as
project related reports dealing with governance in the private sector, DFID reports deal with the
government budgeting and accountng systems. The role of the CFAA will be to bring together
all the relevant key lessons from these reports, up-date the information, taking into account finan-
cial accountabtity capacity building initiatives underway in both the public and the pnvate sectors,
and assess fiduciary risk, as a pre-requisite for proposed programmatic lending, and decentralized
implementation of development programs. The CFAA will also examine and recommend the ways
to develop linkage between expenditures and outputs and ultimate outcomes.

Objective of the CFAA
A CFAA, in general, assesses whether a country has the necessary controls and systems to ensure
that resources are used efficiently for their intended purposes, and lay the base for a nationally
owned financial management improvement program that might be suitable for donor funding.

Specific Objectives of the Nepal CFAA are to:

(a) assess the risk that public financial resources in Nepal may be used illegitimately,
inefficiently, or ineffectively, by comparing with the good practices of public financial
management;

(b) assess status of actions taken or in progress, with regard to institutional changes in
public sector financial management, designed to provide better comfort to His Majesty's
Government of Nepal (HMGN), IDA and other agencies planning programmatic and
adjustment lending in Nepal;

(c) exammne financial management risks associated with decentralized project/program imple-
mentation, and how such risks can be mitigated through strengthemng local government
financial accountability; or project/program implemented through non-governmental
organizations (NGOs);

(d) assess how the expenditures can be linked closely with the outputs and the ultimate envis-
aged outcomes by addressing the issues as relevant to this area, since the ultimate goal of
financial control is to achieve good outcomes at the least cost;

(e) assess status of capacity building work on developing framework for accounting and audit-
ing in the private sector aimed at bringing standards to international levels; and

(f) identify any needs for training and other capacity building measures, both in the public
and private sector, designed to improve financial accountability standards and practices
among users, custodians of public funds and other oversight agencies

Relationship to CAS, Lending Program, Policy Dialogue
The Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) has two new prongs:

(a) bringing resources closer to the beneficiaries, to improve their productive use, and
(b) fostering the strong governance needed to reduce waste and mismanagement.
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The CFAA will directly support the achlevement of these two objectives. In the case of
(a) abovc, the CFAA will assess central and local government financial management capacity and
recommend measures to mitigate fiduciary risk at the central and local level. With regard to
(b) financial accountability, which is the prmcipal focus of the CFAA, is essential for good gover-
nance. In addition, IDA is discussing with HMG/N the possibility of a Poverty Reduction Strate-
gy Credit (PRSC) and other programmatic lending, relymg heavily on the reportng and auditing
capabilities of the government. The CFAA vill assess the financial risk to whlch such funds will bc
exposed

Scope

Areas to be Reviewed
The CFAA will cover:

* financial architecture for public sector accountability including, inter-alia, aspects of plan-
ning, budgcting, trcasury operations, disbursement, accounting systems, internal control,
inventory managemcnt, and related practices at the national and local levels,

* role of the Parliamentary Committees in their monitoring of public expenditures;
* financial management arrangements for donor-funded investments, and identification of key

financial risk areas in disbursement mechanisms and channels currently in place, including
funds flow to community and participatory organizations;

* methods of linking budgcting and plannig systems to the accounting system, and how an
improved financial management system can- help to link the actual expenditures to measura-
ble outputs;

* support by other development partners inl strengthening financial management improve-
ment program and other governance related programs;

* recommendations made by the Governrnent's Public Expcnditure Review Commission and
their implementation status with regard to financial accountability and govcrnance;

* review of the internal audit and its effectiveness;
* the audit capacity in the country, including the independence and the role of the Office of

the Auditor General (OAG) in Nepal, and private audit firms, and scope for strengthening
the institutional capacity of OAG; also, review the progress of OAG in the field of Perfor-
mance Auditing initiative that has been instituted which serve the basic link to measure the
measurable outputs and outcomes in relation to the expenditures incurred;

* previous assessmcnts carried out in April 2000 of the private sector accounting, auditing
and related legal frameworks to determine their compatibility with the current needs of the
country as well as with International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International Stan-
dards of Auditing (ISA),

* the capacity of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nepal (ICAN) and the review of
ICAN's work program including its training program,

* thc financial sector's accepted accounting, reporting (disclosure), and auditing practices;
* the financial transparency and accountabLlity framework for funds passed through the non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) for project/program implementation; and
* the financial management/transparency dimensions of anti-corruption initiatives in Nepal,

including the rolc of the Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of Authority (CIAA)
and the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) in this respect.

Specific issues deserving attention
In addition to specific objectives described in paragraph 5 above, the CFAA will examine a new
dimension of financial control in developing lmkages between expenditures and measurable out-
puts and outcomes In this respect, it will focus on the suitability of the government's budgeting
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and accountuig systems for producing financial management reports (FMR) linking physical and
financial progress, as a basis for promoting FMR based disbursement on IDA financed projects.

Methodology of the Nepal CFAA
The CFAA will start with a desk review of prcvious analytical wvork and the latest relevant laws and
regulations. Position papers will be requested from the National Steering Commnttee (NSC) formed
by HMGN to coordinate the CFAA exercise. Local consultants will also be engaged to look into
specific areas of CFAA for more focused groundwork. Based on this review, the CFAA team will
prepare checklist to further probe for any missing information. Position papers and field assessment
wl be used to prepare a draft CFAA report, whose contents will be confirmed in the field with
various stakeholders. Thereafter, a workshop of stakeholders in Nepal will discuss and refine the
CFAA report and Action Plan. These latter will then be circulated for final comments, final changes,
and formal adoption by HMG/N.

Areas of emphasis and special focus in the CFAA might be changed based on the continued
Government/Bank dialogue and the pcrceived needs of the Government. Although attempts will
be made to cover most areas that relate to financial accountability, these will remain flexible as we
move forward with our dialogue with our partners in government agencies and with other devel-
opment donor partners A major adjustment in the objectives and issues is, however, not expected

Process
The World Bank will coordinate the CFAA exercise in close collaboration with HMG/N and
other development partners active in this sector, particularly the ADB, DFID, and the Netherlands
Government. Within the Bank, the CFAA team will coordinate its activities closely with teams
who worked on the Public Expenditure Review (PER), Medium Term Budget Framework (MTBF)
and the Country Procurement Assessment Report (CPAR).

Identity and Roles ofAuthorities and Other In-Country Stakeholders
Efforts are underway to ensure Government ownership of the exercise. HMGN has formed a
National Steering Committee (NSC) on December 5, 2002 headed by the Financial Comptroller
General. The NSC includes representatives from the Ministry of Finance (MOF), Office of the
Auditor General (OAG), Financial Comptroller General Office (FCGO), National Plannig Com-
mission (NPC), and Association of Chartered Accountants (the Bank proposed to include two
more members from the Institute of Chartered Accountants and the Ministry of General Adminis-
tration) The NSC is mandated to guide the CFAA exercise on behalf of the Nepalese stakeholders,
working closely with the Bank CFAA team. The NSC wiHl co-ordinate the CFAA work on behalf of
the Government and work closely with the Bank CFAA Team. It will also prepare brief Position
Papers on current status, emerging issues, and plans for their resolution in (a) public sector budget-
ing, accounting and internal control, (b) public sector auditing, (c) Parliamentary Control of public
expenditures, (d) oversight agencies for ensuring good governance, as well as financial accountabili-
ty in (e) local governments, (f) financial institutions, and (g) non-governmental organizations
(NGOs).

Identity and Roles of Collaborating Development Partners
The ADB has done a lot of work in the areas of private sector governance an-d the development
of ICAN. DFID has been equally active in supporting improvements to Government budgeting
and accounting. It is anticipated that the CFAA will be able to benefit from the wealth of expe-
rience of these development partners and other local experts and professionals including other
development agencies who have worked or contributed m this sector. Development partners will
participate in meetings and discussions throughout the process. In addition, the ADB, DFID,
Netherlands, UNDP and the IMF will be requested to provide external peer review of the
CFAA.
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The World Bank's Comparative Advantage
Much of the good analytical and capacity building work done in the past in the sector has been
fragmented. The CFAA instrument developed by the Bank represents a timely opportunity to
synthesize this work (much of it done by other development partners) and provide a venue for
discussion with HMGN and other development partners with a view to developing a global sec-
toral strategy. The Bank has developed experience in this work through its CFAA program.

Relationships with Other ESW and Lending Supporting Financial Accountability
The CFAA will review accounting and auditing systems in both the public and private sectors from
the technical viewpoint aimed at assessing fiduciary nsk and identifying capacity building needs.
The PER has looked at many of the same public sector financial management institutions and prac-
tices as the CFAA, but through different "lenses," the objective being to assess their economic
impact, including their efficiency anld effectiveness in allocating resources so as to achieve the
declared objectives of economic policy. The Country Procurement Assessment Report (CPAR)
singles out for deeper analysis one element of internal control (of financial management), namely
procurement, Nvhich also happens to be one of the biggest sources of corruption All three sector
studies-CFAA, PER and CPAR-represent three major tools in a tool-kit designed to promote trans-
parency and reduce corruption. The CFAA would provide the analytical support for preparation of
capacity building projects and for reform programs agreed Ui conjunction with adjustment lending

Appropriate Audiences for CFAA
Findings from CFAA will be of interest to HMGN, particularly those of its institutions involved in
public sector financial management, (for example MOF, FCGO, and OAG). They will also be of
particular mterest to ICAN - a fledgling institute struggling to attain membership of the International
Federation of Accotintants (IFAC) - as well as the accounting and auditing professions it represents.
Last, but not Ieast, the donor community in general, and IDA in particular, will be particularly mter-
ested in the CFAA's findings regarding the state of readiness of public sector financial institutions
to properly account for budgetary support as distinct from project lending. The Nepal Stock
Exchange will also be interested in the CFAA findings on corporate governance and transparency.

Expected Impact
There wlll be anl impact on all three groups of audiences identified in the precedLng paragraph. The
government agencies will apply the CFAA findings in preparing themselves not only to receive and
account properly for programmatic lending and budgetary support, but also to prepare Financial
Management Reports (FMRs) for IDA-financed projects. ICAN will take on board the CFAA rec-
ommendations that will strengthen its effectiveness as a self-regulatory accounting body, its useful-
ness to its members, and its bid for IFAC membership. IDA and the donor community will use the
CFAA findings on fiduciary nsk to assess Nepal's readiness for budgetary support lending and for
drawing FMRs from mainstream government systems. The other expected benefit is that the gov-
ernment agencies wvill be able to apply CFAA findings to their ongoing efforts in prioritizing and
addressing government financial management issues.

Reasonable Prospect ofAction
HMGN has concluded that development expenditures have not fostered economic growth and
poverty reduction that may be expected from the size of the spending that has taken place, that
the quality of public expenditures in Nepal is a fundamental problem, and that improving financial
accountability is a key ingredient in tackling this problem. The government has declared poverty
reduction as its pnmary goal in its first Poverty Reduction Strategy Program (I-PRSP) and is in
the process of preparing the tenth Plan as its full PRSP by the end of FY02. To give a sound fiscal
framework for the PRSP and to ensure a bndge between PRSP and annual budgets, the govern-
ment has announced the introduction of Medium Term Budget Framework (MTBF) that looks
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beyond one year time frame to a medium term, as from the fiscal year 2003 HMGN has agreed
with IDA that a CFAA at this time will help the government to improve the public accountability
and transparency in the management of public funds. HMGN has given the CFAA as a priority
agenda, and has demonstrated full commitment to partner with the Bank in this initiative. HMGN
is also planning to organize a joint NSC and donors meeting to disseminate the CFAA initiative
that HMGN is undertaking with the Bank's assistance. The CFAA will also be responsive to and
take into account of the Government's Strategy Paper that has recently been prepared by the Min-
istry of Finance (November 2001). Thc examplcs of impact cited in the preceding paragraph vir-
tually guarantee that some actions will be taken in response to any serious weakness or capacity
building needs identified by the CFAA. Such action would be dictated by the self-interest of each
stakeholder mentioned in that paragraph.

Dissemination ard OtherActions to Ensure Impact
All the stakeholders discussed in paragraph 17 above will be involved in the CFAA from the plan-
ning stage through the submission of Position Papers, reviews of drafts of the CFAA report, par-
ticipation in the CFAA workshop in Kathmandu, right through to approval of the final Action
Plan. The Action Plan will also be reflected in the next Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) and, to
the extent that opportunities for a Bank-financed capacity building project are identified, in IDA's
future lending program Finally, the NSC is expected to continue in existence to supervise the
implementation of the Action Plan.

Reporting Arrangements And Timetable
CFAA activities, reports, and their timing will be as follows:

o Desk review of existing reports, rules, and regulations, and preparation of questionnaires
(complete by January 15, 2002);

o HMGN to form a National Steering Committee (NSC) and submit position papers to the
Bank (complete by January 15, 2002);

o Team of national consultants to mobilize for field work and desk review of relevant docu-
ments by January 31, 2002;

o Review position papers and other documents prepared by national consultants, complete a
draft CFAA (desk review) report and prepare checklist to fill any remaining information
gaps from the desk review and position papers (complete by February 7, 2002);

o Field visit to check/confirm information in draft CFAA report (complete by end February
2002);

o Preparation of full draft of CFAA.report; circulation for comments (complete by end April
2002);

o Stakeholder workshop in Kathmandu (complete by end May 2002);
o Finalization of report incorporatmg workshop results, and issue to client as final draft

report (complete by end-June 2002);
o Government/Bank agreement on time-bound Action Plan and issue of final report (com-

plete by July 2002); and
o Activity Completion Summary (complete by end September 2002).

Team Composition and Quality Assurance
The CFAA core team members and their responsibilities will be:

o Bigyan Pradhan, Senior Financial Management Specialist, Nepal Country Office: Task Team
Leader

o Uche Mbanefo, International Consultant, (former Regional Financial Management Advisor,
Africa Region, World Bank): Lead Consultant
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* Ahmed Ahsan, Sr Country Economist, South Asia Region, and Roshan Bajracharya,
Consultant (Economist), Nepal Country Office PER liaison

* Narayan Sharma, Consultant (Procurement), Nepal Country Officc, and Kiran Ranjan
Baral, Procurement Specialist, South Asia Procurement Regional Hub: C'APR liaison

* Upendra Pradhanang, Nagendra Rajbansh, Pradeep Shrestlia, Chandra Bahadur Nemkul,
and Harihar Regmi: specific fact finding and interviews per specific TORs

* Robert Saum, Actng SAR RFMA: overall guidance and supervision.

For quality assurance, this Concept Note, as well as the draft anid final CFAA wvill be reviewved by.

(a) The National Steering Committee (NSC).
(b) The Country Director, the Operations Advisor, the Country, Task Team Leadcrs of the

Nepal Portfolio
(c) South Asia Regional Front Office:

Sadiq Ahmed, Chief Economist and Sector Director, Poverty Reduction and Economic
Management; Eve Bosak, Regional Chief Financial Officer; Kevin Casey, Regional Pro-
curement Advisor; Agustin Litvak, Manager, South Asia Procurement Regional Hub;
Roberto Zagha, Economic Advisor, SARVP

(d) SAR peer reviewers:
Vinod Sahgal, Public Financial Accountability Specialist SARFM, Sanjay Pradhain, Regional
Advisor for Public Sector Management and Governance, SASPR; Simon Bell, Sr. Financial
Economist, SASFP.

(e) External peer reviewers:
Ivonna Kratynski, FMS, Loan Department; Pierre Messali, OPCFM; Paul Edwin Sisk,
LCOAA; John Fitzsimon (Ex-Acting RFMA of SAR), Allister Moon, ECSPE; Nominees
of ADB, DFID, Netherlands, UNDP and IMF.
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LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED

National Steering Committee (NSC)
1. Mr. Bansidhar Ghimire, Financial Comptroller General, FCGO (Convenor) (up to April

2002)
2. Mr. Madhab Prasad Ghimnire, Fmancial Comptroller General, FCGO (Convenor) (from May

9, 2002)
3 Mr. Rameshore Prasad Khanal, Joint Financial Comptroller General, FCGO (Member

Secretary)
4. Mr. Ram Kumar Shrestha, Joint Secretary, National Planning Commission (Member)
5. Mr. Ramesh Raj Satyal, Assistant Auditor General, OAG (Member)
6. Dr. Madhav Prasad Ghimire, Joint Secretary, Budget Division (Member)
7. Mr. Ram Krishna Kharel, Under Secretary, Ministry of General Administration (Member)
8. Mr. Pramod Koushik, General Secretary, Association of Chartered Accountants (Member)
9. Mr. Purushottam Lal Shrestha, Secretary, ICAN (Member)

Ministry of Finance
10. Dr. Ram Sharan Mahat, Finance Minister*
11. Dr. Bimal Prasad Koirala, Secretary
12. Mr. Madhav Prasad Ghimire, Joint Secretary, Foreign Aid Coordination Division
13 Mr. Sundar Man Shrestha, Under Secretary, Foreign Aid Coordination Division
14 Mr. Hari Regmi, Under Secretary, Foreign Aid Coordination Division

Ministry of General Administration
15 Mr Mukunda Prasad Arjyal, Secretary*

* At the time of fact-finding mission in February 2002
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M2inistry of Local lDevelopment
16. Mr. Uday Raj Soti, Secretary*
17. Mr. Gan-ga Dutta Avasthi, Joint Secretary
18. Mr Chakra Mehar Bajracharya, Joint Secretary
19. Mr. Binod K C., Under Secretary

Ministry of Women, Child and Social Welfare
20. Mr. Kiran Chandra Shrestha, Under Secretary

Ministry of Water IResources
21. Mr. Lok Man Singh Karki, Secretary

Office of the Auditor General
22 Mr. Bishnu Bahadur K.C., Auditor General
23. Mr. Dibakar Prasad Bhattarai, Deputy Auditor General
24. Mr. Krishna Prasad NeuLpane, Deputy Auditor Gencral
25. Mr. Padma Dayal Shrestha, Deputy Auditor General
26 Ms. Sarita Manandhar, Director
27. Mr Krishna Lal Shrestha, Director
28. Panel Discussion with staff of OAG (about 25 staff)

National Planning Commission
29. Mr. Prithvi Raj Ligal, Vice Chairman*
30. Dr. Shankar Sharma, Member
31. Mr. Bhagawati Kaphale, Joint Secretary
32. Mr. Narayan B. Shrestha, Under Secretary
33. Mr. Pushpa Lal Shakya, Under Secretary
34. Mr. Subas Dhar Shakya, Under Secretary
35 Mr. Miranda P. Upadhaya, Under Secretary

Office of the Attorney General
36. Mr. Badri Bahadur Karki, Attorney General*

Judicial Council
37. Mr. Kashi Ral Dahal, Secretary

IFinancial Comptroller General Office
38. Mr. Shiv Bhakta Sharma, Joint Financial Controller General
39. Mr. Sushil Sharma, District Treasury Controller, Kathmandu DTCO
40. Mr. Durgesh Pradhan, Accounts Officer, FCGO
41. Panel Discussion with Accounts Staff (about 25 staff)

Commission for Investigation of Abuse of Authority
42. Mr. Surya Nath Upadhya, Chief Commissioner
43. Mr. Basudev Lamichhane, Commissioner

Public Accounts Committee, House of Representatives
44. Mr. Subas Nembang, Chairman*
45. Mr. Ramesh Lekhak, Member*

* At thc time of fact-finding mission in February 2002
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46. Mr Birodh Khatiwada, Member*
47 Mr. Surya Gurung, Secretary
48. Mr. Som Bahadur Thapa, Secretary
49. Panel Discussion with PAC (about 12 attendants)

Department of Irrigation
50. Mr. Blimal Prasad Dahal, Clhef Accounts Controller

Department of Education
51. Mr. Shakti Prasad Shrestha, Chief Accounts Controller*
52. Mr. Dilip Raj Joshli, Accounts Officer

Department of Water Supply and Sewerage
53 Mr Bachchu Ram Nepal, Chief Accounits Controller

Revenue Intelligence Department
54 Mr. Deep Basnet, Director General

Nepal Administrative Staff College
55. Mr Sambhu Saran Prasad I(ayastha, Executive Director
56. Mr. Gopal Jung Rayamajhi, Deputy Executive Director

Nepal Rastra Bank
57. Mr. Surendra Man Pradhan, Director, Inspection and Supervision Department
58. Nr. Rajan Singh Bhandari, Director, Operations Department
59 Mr. Tula Raj Basyal, Director

Association of District Development Committees of Nepal
60. Mr. Murari Prasad Upadhyay, Acting Execunve Secretary General
61. Mr. Purusottam Nepal, Fiscal Decentralization Speciahst

Revenue Administration Training Center
62. Mr. Tirtha Raj Sharma, Training Chief*

Agriculture Research and Extension Project
63. Dr. Bharat Prasad Upadhyay, Project Coordinator

Nepal Irrigation Sector Project
64. Mr. Khagendra Mani Pokharel, Accounts Controller*

Ministry of Education
65. Mr. Phanindra Regmi, Accounts Controller

Ministry of Health
66. Mr. Tanka Mani Sharma, Accounts Controller

Center for Public Policy Dialogue
67. Mr. Bishwo Nath Sapkota, Chairman*

* At the timiie of fact-finding mission in Febrmary 2002
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Onstitute of Chartered Accountants off GepaD
68. Mr. Prabhu Ram Bhandan, President
69. Mr. Ratna Raj Bajracharya, Member
70. Mr. K.K. Smgh, Member
71. Panel Discussion with ICAN Executive Members (about 5 present)

Transparency International of Nflepal
72. Mr. Ramesh Nath Dhungel, Vice-Chairman

Social Welfare Council
73 Dr. Tika Pokharel, Member Secretary*
74. Mr. Madan Rtmal, Director
75. Mr. Jeevan R. Bhattarai, Director
76. Mr. Prakash Dahal, Consultant
77. Mr S. N. Choudhary, Director

Security Exchange BSoard
78. Mr. Dambar Nath Dhingel, Chairman

Onsurance BSoard
79. Mr. Prafulla K Kafle, Chairman

Registrar of Company
80. Mr. Ram Narayan Shrestha, Registrar

N!epal Stock Exchange
81. Mr. Mukund Prasad Dhungel, General Manager

Chartered Accountants
82. Mr. Satish Chandra Lal, S.C. Lal & Associates
83. Mr. Komal Chitracar, KB Chitracar & CO.

National Life and General Dnsurance
84. Mr. Bharad Bahadur Basnet, Finance Chief

IDonor Agencies and [Development Partners
85. Dr. Chi Nai Chong, Deputy Resident Representative, Asian Development Bank
86. Mr. Krishna Ram Pandey, Program Officer, Asian Development Bank
87. Mr. David Wood, Head of Office, DFID
88. Mr. Chris Jackson, DFID
89. Mr. Stephen Sharples, Senior Governance Adviser, DFID
90. Mr. Henmng Karcher, Resident Coordinator, UNDP
91 Mr. Lawrence De Milner, Resident Representative, IME
92 Mr Jan de Witte, Country Director, SNV
93. Mr. Addie van Dalen, Manager, SNV
94. Donors Meeting Participants

* At the time of fact-findcng mission in February 2002
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ADB-financed Accounting and Auditing Project
95. Mr. Graemne Macmillan, Castanet International, Consultant

NGO Federation of Nepal
96. Mr. Gauri Pradhan, President
97. Mr. Hem Bhandari, Central Member

Action Aid, Nepal
98. Mr. Shibcsh Chandra Regmi, Country Director
99. Mr. Umna Nath Sangel, Head of Finalnce & Administration





ANNEX C

SELECTED REFERENCES

Acts and Regulations
1. Audit Act, 1991
2. Auditors' Act, 1974
3. CIAA Act, 1999
4. Civil Rights Act, 1955
5. Commercial Bank Act, 1974
6. Company Act, 1997
7. Company Regulations, 2001
8. Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990
9. Cooperative Societies Act, 1992

10. Development Bank Act, 1996
11. Finance Companies Act, 1986
12. Financial Administration Regulations, 1999
13. Financial Procedures Act, 1999
14. Income Tax Act, 2002
15. Insurance Act, 1992
16. Insurance Regulations, 1993
17. Issue Management Guidelines, 1997
18. Journalists' Code of Conduct, 1998
19. Loan and Guarantee Act, 1968
20. Loan Recovery Act, 2002
21. Local Administration Act, 1971
22. Local Self-Governance Act, 1999
23. Local Self-Governance Regulations, 2000
24. Nepal Chartered Accountants Act, 1997
25. Nepal Chartered Accountant Regulations, 1999
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26. Nepal Rastra Bank Act, 2002
27. NIDC Act, 1990
28. Press Council Act, 1991
29. Press Publication Act, 1991
30. Public Debt Act, 1960
31. Revenue Leakage (Investigation and Control) Act, 1995
32. Securities Exchange Act, 1983
33. Securities Exchange Regulations, 1993
34. Securities Listing Bye-laws, 1996
35. Social Welfare Council Act, 1992
36. Stock Exchange Act, 1993
37. Stock Exchange and Transaction Bye-Laws, 1998

Reports and Documents
38. Auditor General Office Booklet
39. Auditor General's Annual Report 2000 and 2001
40. Budget Formulation Manual
41. CIAA Booklet
42. Comprehensive Audcting Manual
43. Cooperatve Account System
44. Corruption, Governance And International Cooperation, Devendra Raj Pandey, Transparency

International, 2001
45. Development of CA Program in Nepal - Project Document submitted by ICAN to DFID
46. Draft Final Report of Asian Development Bank - TA 3356 " Capacity Building for the

Accountability and Auditng Profession in Nepal"
47. Economic Survey 2000/2001 - Mimstry of Finance
48. Firing Corruption, R. K. Regmee, Transparency International, 2001
49. Foreign Aid Policy Document (Draft), Ministry of Finance, 2002
50. Government Auditing Guidelines, OAG
51. HMGN Financial Procedures Manual (Consolidation of Proposals), MOF/FCGO, 1990
52. Local Body - Fiscal Commissioners' Report, 2001
53. Local Body Fiscal Regulations, 2000
54. Nepal - Country Assistance Strategy, 1998
55. Nepal Country Portfolio Performance Review (CPPR) 2000 and 2001, World Bank
56. Nepal Country Profile of Fmancial Accountability (CPFA), 1999, World Bank
57. Nepal Country Procurement Assessment Review (CPAR), 2001, World Bank
58. Nepal Public Expenditure Review (2000), World Bank
59. Nepal Rastra Bank Directives
60. Performance Audit Manual, OAG
61. Procedural Guidelines on Integrated Treasury Operations System, FCGO, 1999
62. Public Accounts Committee Report
63. Public Expenditure Review Commission Report
64. Report of Anti-Corruption Commission
65. Development NGOs Facing the 21St Century Perspectives from South Asia, Institute of

Human Resources Development, Kathmandu, 2000.
66. Review of Accounting and Auditing Profession and Practices in Nepal, World Bank
67. Securities Allotment Guidelines 1994
68. Securities Registration and Issue Approval Guidelines 2000
69. Summary of Recommendations of Auditor General (Publication No.13)
70. Update Country Economic Memorandum 2002, World Bank
71. Various Newspapers and Magazines Reporting
72. Various Papers Issued during Nepal Development Forum 2002
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